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B.

contract No. 62,
n.c'.

Contractor: An-
drew Onderdonk

Tender from
Brown & Corbett
recelved too late
and wlthout a
cheque. i,

17743. This Order-in-Council which you have produced, dated in
June, authorizes not only the transfer from Purcell, Ryan & Co. to Mr.
Onderdonk, but another assignment by Onderdonk to Mr. D. O. Milis:
have you any correspondence on that subject? There are some letters.
printed in the Blue Book of 1880, if you can say whether that contains
ail the correspondence it will answer our purpose: it there is anything
to be added to it please let us know ?-As far as I arn aware, the Blue
Book contains all the correspondence on the subject.

17744. Are you aware of any interviews upon the subject, the effect
of which would not be given'in this Blue Book ?-No.

17745. Do you know whether there was any report from the
Engineer-in-Chief upon the subject of this transfer of the contract from
Pureell & iRyan to Onderdonk: there is one on page 190, apparently,
but I wish to know whether there is anything further than that ?-
There is no other repoit from the Chief Ergineer, except the one
printed at page 190.

17746. Is there any other information which you can give us respect-
ing the letting of this contract for section B, or the transfer of it,
besides what appears in the Biue Books, and what you have already
stated ?--No.

17747. The report which you spoke of when giving your evidence
upon section A, made by the Engineer-in-Chief in 1879, covers this
section as well as section A, does it not ?-Yes.

17748. What is the next contract?-Tt is contract No. 62, for the
construction of twenty-eight and a-half miles of railway in British
Columbia, between Lytton and Junction Flat, and the name of the con-
tractor is Andrew Onderdonk, and the date of the contract is the 23rd
of Decem ber, 1879.

17749. Was this work let by competition, and invited in the same-
way as the work upon the last two contracts ?-Yes.

17750. Have you any report upon the tenders for this particular sec-
tion ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 248.)

17751. When were the tenders for this section opened, and'in pres-
ence of whom ?-They were opened on the 20th of November, in the
presence of 3 r. Fleming, Mr. Braun and myself.

17752. Were tbese tenders also in the parcel which you before
described as being put away in the absenée of the Minister ?-Yes.

17753. On opcniig the tenders did you find any which you con-
sidered it necesary 0 reject and exclude fron the competition ?-
Thes e was one froin Brown & Coi bett reccived too late, and without a
cheque.

17754. Was it accompanicd by any other security equivalent to a
cheque ?-No.

17755. Would that tender have been a siiccesful one if it had been
received within the time and accompanied by proper security ?-If the
extensions made by the persons sending in their tender are correct, it
would be the lowest tender.

17756. Do you remember whether it was decided, before opening the
tender, by the persons who were present that it ought not to bG
allowed to compete, or was it after opening it, and knowing the
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Tenderint-
onract No. 629.

figures that it was so decided ?-It was laid aside, before we com- La ide berore
menced opening the tenders. tenders opened.

17757. Wben you say it was laid aside, do you mean that it was the
opinion of the officials present that it ought not to be allowed to com-
pete ? -Yes.

17758. Was the contract awarded to the lowest regular tender?- Contractawarded
Tes. tenderer.

17759. This tender was made by the same persons who were suc-
cessful in tondering for section A ?--Yes.

1760. Was this contract transferred to the saine person who ob-
tained the transfer of section A ?-Yes.

17761. Were there any dealings with this contract for section C in a
different way from the dealings for section A-I mean by the
Government and the successful tenderers or any other person ; or did
it follow the transaction connected with the contract for section A?
There was no difference.

17762. Then the arrangement for transferring this contract was
really included in the arrangement for the transfer of section A, was
it ?-Yes.

17763. Do you know whether it bas been necessary at any time to
come to any decision, or to have any transaction with either of those
Sections, separate from the other of them after the contract was once
awarded ?- There were two separate contracts, but I think the corres-
pondence refers to the two sections.

17764. las there been any dispute, that you are aware of, upon the
subject of the awaiding of the contract or contract B in British
Columbia, or any complaint by any unsuccessful tenderer ?-No.

Arrangements
regardlng this
contract I n ail
respects the sam
as those In regarl
to contract 60.

17765. lis there anything further which you can state by way cf
evidence upon the subject of this contract C, beyond what appears in
the BIue Books ?-No.

17766. All these contracts for the four sections of British Columbia contracts 6o-63
Inclusive, trans-

have not only been transferred to Onderdonk, but by him transferred ferred toayndi-
to a Syndicate represented by Mr. Mills, is that not so ?-Yes. ye resented

17767. And that has been approved of by IlisExcellency in Council? A roved
-Yes.

17768. What is the next contract ?-The next contract is No. 63, it ContractiNo.£3a,
iM for the construction of forty and a-half miles of railway in British
Columbia between Junction FIat and Savona's Ferry: the name of the
Contractor is Andrew Onderdonk, and the date of the contract is
December 15th, 1879.

17769. Tenders for this work were asked by the same advertisement
to which you have already alluded were they not ?-Yes.

17770. Have you any report upon the subject of this section ?-Yes;
I produce it. (Exhibit No. 249.)

17771. When was this opened and before whom ?-They wero
Opened on the 20th of November, 1879, in presence of Mr. Fleming,
Mr. Braun, and myself.

1772. Were the tenders for ibis section included in the parcel to
'Which you have already alluded ?-Yes.
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Teudering--
Contract . o. 63,

"-G
Irregular tender
not allowed to
compete.

Not as l0w as
nucessful tender.

Ravanagh the
lowest tenderer.

At Kavanagh's
requet work
awardd to
Onderdonk.

Onderdonk
deposited Z90,000.

Extension of trne
g tdby M In 18-

r and approved
by Order-In-
Council.

1208

17773. Upon opening the tenders did you fini any which you did
not allow to comipete on accoint of any irregularity ?-There was one
froin Brown & Corbett whieh arrived too late and in which tiere was
no choque.

1774. Was there any other security equivalent to a cheque in it ?
-No.

17à75. Was there any decision arrived at as to whether it should be
allowed to comjete before it was opene t anl the figures known ?-It
was thought by us that it should not be allowed to compete.

17776. Was it as low as the successful tender ?-No.
17777. Was the contract awarded to the lowest tenderer ?-Yes.
17778. Who made the lowest tender ?-T. & M. Kavanagh.
17779. Did they execute any contraet in the first place before Onder-

donlk became the contractor, or was tleir right transferred so that he
becane the original contractor ?-There was no contract exoeuted with
Kavanagh, but at their request the work was awarded to Mr. Andrew
Onderdonik.

17780. Before the contract was thus awarded, had they put up the
securitv neces-wry to entitle then) to deal with it?-They had sent in a
cheque with their tender, but had given n1o other security.

17781. What time was given to them, when they had notice thatthe
contract was awaided to them, within which they might put up the
further security ?-In a letter from the Departnent te M r. Kavanagh,
a copy of which is prinied at page 147, Mr. Kavanagh is requested to
make lis finial deposit on or before the 8th of December, and at page
150 of the same Blue Book is a copy of a lettei from the I)ep.rtment to
Mr. Kavanagh extending the tine to the llth of December.

17782. Did they put up the security by the llth ?-No ; but on the
1lth they adldressed a letter to the Department a.king that the work
be awarded to Mr. Anmdrew Onderdonk; and Mr. Onderdonk made a
deposit of $90,000 on the next day-the 12th.

17783. Then had the time been extenided bevond the llth to enable
this to be done ?-The time had bee, exten led up to the 13th.

17781. Bv what authority had i u b extended ?-The extension
was granted by the Minister approved of by an Order.in-CUuneil.

17735. Do vou mean that when you say that the extension is approved
of by Council that the tr itself is approve of ; anit that
that involves the extension iupon wiah the transaction is base1 ?-Yes.

17786. 1 there any other d'ument heyond what appears in the
Blue Book upon the subject of exension as far a- you know ?-No.

l 7787. )id you take part in anry discussion tipon the subl'ject of this
extension eit her with the Mini-ter or with any other official, or with
any other peron 7 -1 arm not awaro of any other discussion further
than what appears in the Blue Book.

1778. Have you any means of knowing the reason why this
extenion was granted to iavauagh, either the first or tsecond
extension ?-Nc.
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17789. Do vou know whether there was any difficulty about the
ecesary s -.ît-:y being given before the contract wai conpleted in

.any of ie :eutions in British Clumbia: on page 149 there is a report
upon thtis subject, but it may be that you know something more than
18 state I tihmr, ? -No; the report on page 1.19 cntains ail the iniom-ina-
tion which I an give.

1779). I G you have alrendy sait that this contract, after being
given to Oujerdonk by virtue of this transfer from Kavanvgh, was
afterwards assigned by himi to Mills as well as the contracts for A, B
and C ?-Yes.

17791. Have you the oriinal tenders in this case ?-Yes; I produce
tWelve tenders. (Exhibit No. 250.)

17792. Have you the original tenders for section C ?-Yes; I produce
twelve. (Exhi bit No. 251.)

17793. Is there any other matter connected with this section D on
Which you can give us information not contained in the Blue Book ?-
.o.

-JAMEs (iooDWIN's examination continued:

By the Ch irnan:-

1à71 à,. It i, not neeessary that you should be sworn again as you
have bI·e:dy been sworn in this natter: do you so understand it ?-

17'95. HIad you any arrangement, before you tendered for the British
SColumbia sections, with any other person who was tendering, for the
Purpose oi elîung out afterwards to him, or make any other arrange.
ment by which a tender should be put in at a particular rate, either
higher. ir w e than any other persons ?.-No; Ryan and myseif and
Col. Smitih ima;le up our tender and put it in, not with the intention
at tht timue of selling out.

Tendeel
contract .. 8,

O 0.

CODDWIN.

Contract No. 6

Witnessandpar&-
ners tendered
wthout any In-
tention of "eUng
out

1776. Wzs there any arrangement existing at that time between No arrangement

1our 0 irim anîd any one else as to pices ?-None ut all. ny2"efIrm, Mg
to pricesi.17797. Di you know of any such arrangement existing between any

other persons tendeiing?-I du not. I may state 1 did not see Onder-
dolk until alter the tenders were in-nover seen him or spoke to him.

OUSsAINr TRUDEAU's examination continued: TRUDEAU.

By the Chairman :-
11798. Wiat is the next contract ?-Contract No. (4, it is for the

6eetiotn of a temporary bridge over the Red River at Winnipeg. The
eontlat was entered into on the 18th of March, 1880, with Ryan, White-
t'ad & Ruitan.

11799. Was the work let by public competition ?-Yes.
11 00. Advertisements asking for tenders ?-Yes.

17801. Where were the advertisemuents published ?-In Manitoba.

Bridige over
gea Ruver-

Contraet No. 6&
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Bridge over

Red River-
contraet No 64.

Contract let to
lowet tenderer.
$7,%% amount of
tender.
Work completed.

]PmisngerC&rn-
IsMtract lyo. 65.
Contract with
James cri osseunlor construction
of four first-class
.passenger Cars.

Eeparate arrange-
ment for omeia

eIar.

17802. By whom were they opened ?-A list of tenders received was
Eent in to the Department in a report by Sandford Fleming dated the-
6th of April, 1880. The report does not state by whom they were
opened.

17803. Have you the report ?-Yes.
17804. Who is reported to have made the lowest tender ?-Ryan,

Whitehead & Ruttan.
17805. Is this the same firm who got the contract ?-Yes.
17806. What is the amount of their tender ?-87,350.
17807. Do you know how far the work had progressed in June lest.

or can you say whether it bas been completed ?-The bridge has been
completed.

17808. Has it been settled for ?-Yes.
17809. Without dispute ?-Yes, without dispute.
17810. Has there been any complaint or dispute on behalf of the-

unsuccessful tenderers, or any of them ?-Not that I know of.
17811. Will you produce the report to which you refer ?-Yes; I pro-

duce it. (Exhibit No. 252.)
17812. Is there any other matter connected with this contract which,

you wish to explain ?-No.

OTTAWA, Monday, 29th November, 1880.

ToUSSAINT TRUDEAU'S eXamination continued:

By the Chairman:-
17813. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 65, with James

Crossen, for the construction of four first-class passenger cars. The
date of the contract is the 15th of March, 18e0.

17814. Was the work let by public conipetition ?-Yes.

17815. Have you a copy of the avertisement and any report upon
the tenders ?-Yes ; I produce it. (ixhibit No. 253.)

17816. What is the time then for the receipt of tenders ?-Monday,
the 23rd February, 1880.

17817. When were they oper e 1. and before whom ?-They were
opened on the 2nd of March, 18-0, in the presence of Mr. Sme le, Mr.
Braun and myself.

17818. The description of this contract in Mr. Flening's report of
1880 gives four first-class passenger cars and one official car. This
report of the tenders put in and the advertisenent together show that
the invitation wats only for tenders for the first-clus cars and other car&
but no official car: was there a separate arrangement as to the official
car ?-Yes.

17819. How were tenders obtained for the official car ?-A report
from the Engineer's Departrrent, dated 15th of March, 1880, show&
that when the tenders for the first-class cars were received the drawinge
for the official car were not ready. As soon as these drawings wer&
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ready the builders who had sent in tenders for first-class carriages were
asked for tenders for the official car. Tho same parties sent in tenders
and the lowest was accepted.

17820. Were all the parties who had previously tendered for first-
class cars invited to offer for the official car ?-Yes.

17821. Was the contract given for the first-class cars to the lowest
tender ?-Yes.

17822. And for the official car ?-Yes.
17823. What is the whole amount involved in this contract ?-About

$24,900.
17824. Has it been performed ?-Yes.
17825. Is there any dispute upon the subject ?-No.
17826. In this report of the different tenders which were sent in in

answer to your advertisement, I notice seven firms have made offers,
but I gather from it that only two made offers for the first-class cars?
-Yes.

17827. The othor offers were for the other cars, such as baggage cars,
box cars, &c.?-Yes.

Passenger Cars-
Contract No. 65.
Lowest tender
accepted for
officiai car and
for firat-clas cars.

$24N 00nvo1ved
ln isis contract.

17828. Was any other contract based upon these offers for the ordi- anmtcaran
nary cars ?-Yes; there were contracts for postal, box and platform cars. Contracte Non.

67 and 68.
17829. With whom was that made and what was the number of it ?

-The box cars and platform cars are known qnder the name of con-
tract No. (i7; the postal and baggage was contract No. 68.

17830. Was the contract No. 67 given to the lowest tenderer ?-Con-
tract 67 is for sixty box cars, and sixty platform cars. The contract is
with the Moncton Car Co., and is based upon a tender which is the
lowest lor the platform cars, but not the lowest for the box cars.

17831. What is the difference between the successful tender and the
lowest one for the box cars ?-85 per car.

17832. By whom was that tender made : $685 was the lowest ?-By
Simon Peters. The advertisement asked for tenders for sixty box cars.
Mr. Peters offered to furnish from fifteen to thirty cars only.

Contract 67 for
slxty box and
sixty platform
car- based on a
tender the lowest
for plaform, but
not the lowest for
box cars.

Simon Peters
otiered to furnish
from fifteen to
thirty box cars at
5 Iower, but ad-

vertisement
cal ed for sixty

17833. Then do I understand that it would have been necessary, at
all events, in order to get the required number, to go to Mackay &
Elliott, known now as the Moncton Car Co. ?-Yes.

178:I. Was there any complaint on the part of Simon Peters because simon Peters
he did !t et the contract for the portion which ho offero to supply ? awste er.
-No; on the contrary, there is a letter from him asking to withdraw
his tender. I produce the letter. (Exhibit No. 254.)

17835. Was there any complaint in any of those car contracts upon
the part of persons who were not awarded the contracts ?-ýo.

17836 Were all the tenders which were put in considered and allowed
to compete, or was there any one irregular and rejected ?-They were
all allowed to compete.

17837. What is the amount involved in contract 67 ?-$70,800.
$70,M00 invoIveal
In contract 67
whicl 18 in
nrogregs.

17838. las that contract been fulfilled ?-Not yet; it is in progress. Incontract8

17839. What is the amount involved in contract No. 68 ?-$6,230. 46,280 Involved.
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Postal and
Platform Cars
67 " 68.* 17840. What is the date of contract No. 68 ?--The 8th of May, isso.

17841. HIave you the original tenders wiiclh were paut ii on these
diferent car contracts ?-Yes; I produce seven. (Exhibit No. 255.)

17842. Thece do not irclude the tenders for the official car do they?
-No; 1 now produce the tender for the oilicial car. (Exhibit No.
25G.)

OMciai car order- 17843. Was ithe contract for the oftiial car ordered by Council or

Councder-in- by he Minister ?--It was ordered by Council the 18th of Mach, 1880.
1 produce the Order-in-Council. (Exhibit No. 257.)

1844. Is there anything further in conncction with these car
Tendering- contracts which you consider necessary for you to explain?-No. -
sotract No.66. 184. W l at is t he next contract ?-Continct No. 66, for the construeSecond 100 miles
west of Red tion oftthe second 100 miles of line west of Red River.
River.

Under Order-In-
Couincil, George
McTavish's name
added to the firm
of Bowe & Mc-
iÇaugliton.

Transportation
ot auils-

Contrace No. 0.
From \Iontreal
to Emerson and
Fort William.

Henry Beatty, of
North -West
Transportation
Co., iowest
tenderer.

23,000 tons.

17-4C. Livc you a ny report by ftl eigineer Lpon the tenders for
this becond :00 miles west of' Red Rivcr?-Yes; I produce a reportb<
Sandford Fleming, dated 13th of April, 188o. (Exhibit No. 258.)

17847. The contract was originally awarded to Bowie & McNaughton:
was it transferred by them, and if so who became the conti actor ?-
Under the authority of an Order-in-Council, dated the 22nd of May,
18 0, the niame of George S. McTavish was added to the firm of Bowie
& McN aughton.

17848. Theni did the firm iemain Bowie, McNaughton & MCTavish,
or was MeNaughton also dropped out ?-The new firm is known under
the name of Bowie, lcTavish & Co., and consists of Bowie,
McNaugthton and McTavish.

17849. iIave you a copy of the Order-in-Council which you can
pioduce ?-Yes; i produce it. (Exhibit No. 259.)

17850. Can you produce the next highest tender for this work above
the one that was accepted ? I think it was made by a Barrie firm-
Marpole & Co. ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 260.)

17851. What is the next contract which we have not investigated ?
-Contract No. 70, with the North-West Transportation Co., for the
carilage 01 rils from Montreal to Emerson and Fort William.

17852. HIow w,.s this contraet brought about: was there any
competi*tion?-An advertisement was issued and tenders received. I
produce it. (Exhibit No. 261.)

17853. When were the tenders opened and before whon ?-They
were opened on the 13th of May by Mr. Fleming and mysell.

17851. Were all the tenders received allowed to compete ?- Yes.

17855. Who made the lowest tender ?--Henry Beatty, of the North-
West Transportation Co.

17856. I see that the advertisement calls for tenders up to noon on
Saturday the 8th of May for the transport of about 23,000 tons of rails
and fastenings, part to be delivered on the e s at Emerson and the
remainder at Fort William: was this about the quantity that was
finally contracted for ?-Yes.

r long ton 17S57. What is the rate named in the contract for delivery at Fort
William. William ?-85 per ton.
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17~>S. This is the long ton, is àt not ?-Yes.

17859. And the transportation wai from Montreal ?-Yes.

TRUDEAU-

Transportatiou-
of Miais-

Coa-tract Xo. 70.

17860. What is the price named for transporting the long ton from su pertonto
Montreal to Emerson in the lowest tender ?-$14.50. Emei son.

17861. Then the difference betweoen the delivery at Fort William dferene
and at ECmerson is 89.50 for the long ton, is it not ?-Yes. William und

Emerson.
17802. IIow does this price crnpare with the previous contracts for

the sarne work ?-It is lower.

1782. By how nuch ?- 88j.50 per ton between Fort William and Tis contract
Emerson. $8.,50 lower tagn

was pad to
North-West178S4. To whcm, or unler what contract, was this price--the highr Transportation

price--paid for traispo;ting rails from Fort William to Emerson at Co. under con-
tract 3L.$18 a ton ?-It was under contract 34 with the North-West riansporta-

tion Co.

17865. Then, comparing these prices all the way from Montreal to
Emerson, how do you find that the whole )ri(ce compares with previous
contracts for the same work ?-It is lower by about $4.8J per ton.

17866. Do you find that upon any previous occasion that the trans- Previously paid
portation of rails from Montreal to Emerson cost you $4. 6O more than a.0me om
this ?-Yes. Emerson.

17867. Do you remember by what contract you paid that higher
price for this same work ?-Under contract 22 the sum of $ 1.20 was
paid for the carriage of rails from Montrent to Kingston, and under
contract 34 $18 from Kingston to St. Boniface.

17868. Was this contract which we are now considering let to the
lowest tenderer ?-Yes.

17869. Was there any complaint upon the part of other persons who
had tendered on the ground that they did not get the contract ?-No.

Contract22, 1.20
from Niolitreal to,
Kingston; Con-
tract. :4, 1iS from
Kinguton to 8t.
Boniface.

Contract let to
owct tenderer-

ne coînpIalnt.

17870. Was this contract, No. 70, authorized by Order-in-Council?-
Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 262.)

17871. ilas the work been performed under this contract 70 ?-This Coniraet in
contract is in progress of execution. progress.

17872. Was there a contraet before this on the same subject, No. 69 ?
-No. 6) is not a formal contract. In the summer of 1879 the North-

West Transportation Co. were to carry 11,000 tons to Manitoba for Mr.
]Ryan, the contractor of tie first 100 miles west of Red River. The
North-West Co. had also a contract with the Department for the
transportation of some 4,000 tons to Fort William. Late in the autumn
of 1879, it was found that the makers in England were sending more
rails than the 15,000 tons expected, and Mr. Beatty was ordered to
Carry this extra quantity, the rates being the same as those rates paid
by Mr. Ryan, who was the contractor for sectiôn 48.

17873. By what authority was this arrangement made: by the
. inister or by Council ?-The case is reported only by Mr. Flem-
l1g, and is approved of by Order-in-Council, both of which I produce.
(xhibit Nos. 263 and 264.)

17874. What was the price paid for this work ?-816.

c.ntract No. 69..
Not a formai
contract.
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Transportation
of Bails-

Contract No. 69.

$3.30 less than
*previously paid.

Iren Super.
structure-

Cnrae¯t No. 71.
Toronto Bridge
Co. contractor.

17S75. How does this $16 compare with the prices which you have
been formerly paying for the same work ?-It was less.

17876. How much less per ton ?-Taking contracts 22 and 34 as a
basis, it was less by $3.30.

17877. Has the work been done under this arrangement ?-The
work has been executed, but the aceounts have not been quite settled.

17878-9. What is the next contract ?-Contract No. 71. It is for the
furnishingatid4recting of iron superstructures over the eastern and
westerputlets of the Lake of the Woods. The contract was with the
Toronto Bridge Co.

17880. Was the work submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
17881. Have you a copy of the advertisement and the report upon

the tenders ?-Yes, and I produce it. (Exhibit No. 265.)
17882. From this report it appears that two tenders were sent in.

They were opened by yourself and Mr. Smellie two days after the date
named for receiving them: is there anything further about the matter
than appears from this report ?-No.

17883. Were all the tenders that were received allowed to compete ?
-Yes.

Contract given to 17884. And the contract awarded to the lowest tender ?-It was.lowest tenderer.

S50,OOO involved
In contract.

Wire Fencing-
Contraet No. 77.

17885.. Was there any complaint by the unsuccessful tenderers ?-No
complaint.

17886. What is the total amount involved in the contract ?-About
850,000.

17887. The decision to award this contract was arrived at, appar-
ently, before the date of our Commission, but the contract itself was
executed afterwards: is that correct ?-Yes.

17888. Is there anything connected with the proceedings, up to the
awarding of the contract, which requires further explanation ?-Nothing.

17889. What is the next contract ?-Contracts 72 and 73 were entered
into in July and October.

17890. Had any of the preliminary steps-such as advertising or
awarding the contract-been taken before the 16th df June ?-No.

17891. What is the nex, contract towards which any steps were
taken before the middle of June last ?-On the 17th of May, 1880,
tenders were received for tanks and pumping machinery required to
supply water for the use of locomotives, but nono of the tenders were
accepted.

17892. What is the next matter before the middle of June last ?-
Nos. 75 and 76 are contracts entered into after the month of June. No.
77 is a contract for fencing. An advertisement was published, dated
the 26th of April, 18S0, calling for tenders for wire fencing. In the
advertisement it was stated that the parties tendering should furnish
specifications, drawings and samples of the fence, or different kinds of
fence, they proposed to erect. Tenders were received on this advertise-
ment, and a comparison of tenders involved a comparison of the plans
proposed.
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Wire FPecing-
Contraet No. 77.

17893. Have you a report upon the subject ?-Yes; I produce it.
gxèibit No. 266.J
17894. By whom were the tenders opened ?-They were opened on

the 1st of June, 1880, by Mr. Smellie, Mr. Braun and myselt. I pro-
duce a certificate of the opening. (Exhibit No. 267.)

17895. Was there any decision arrived at as to awarding the con-
tract before the middle of June ?-No.

17896. Were any of the tenders rejected on account of any irregu-
1 rity so as to exclude them from the competition ?-No.

17897. What is the next matter before the middle of June ?-In the
rder of dates this is the last.
17898. Is there any other matter which we have not touched upon

that you think requires explanation as to these which were not com-
%pleted before the middle of June ?-No.

17899. Could you say whether there had been any expenditure on
<ecoUnt of any of them-I mean those which were not carried so far as
cortract before the middle of June ?-No; there was no expenditure.

17900. Are there any of the former matters which you can speak of Subsidy te
oW ?--Contract 16 with Canada Central Railway for a subsidy. Central-

Contract No. 18.
17901. Upon the last occasion on which you were examined about President orthis natter you were asked to produce the correspondenco which led Canada Central

P to the transaction: have you that correspondence at present ?-I or$12,oooper mile.
ov produce a letter from the President of the Canada Central Rail-
e ,o. dated 22nd August, 1874. It is addressed to Ris Excel-
eY the Governor-General, and prays that a subsidy of $12,000

q ile be granted on the line to be built up to the village of Renfrew
the astern terminus of the Canada Central Railway, subject to the

t'isions prescribed by the 14th section of the Canadian Pacifie
Way Act of 1874. (Exhibit No. 268.)

17902. What is the next step after the receipt of this letter ?--The
hter was referred to the Chief Engineer who sent an assistant over
t "ile to examine the country.

903. le the result of that examination reported by the Engineer?
M* eleming reported on the 6th of October. I produce the report.

This is the one attached to the letter which youi have already
is it not ?-Yes.
And the next ste ?-The next step was the passing of an order- n-counci

*l2G"-ouncil on the 4t of November, 1874, granting a subsidy of 4raNovenr,

Or . 8ibject to certain conditions, and to the ratification of the subsîy orfs$ioo
whî-in-C0uncil by resolution of the House of Commons, a copy of

Order 1 produce. (Exhibit No. 269.)

11906. This Order was ratified, I bolieve, by a resolution of the
e of Coimons ?-Yes; on the 13th March, 1875.

S 07. 'What was the next step ?-On the 24th of March, 1875, the 21th Mareh, 1875,
bAent 'b Of the Canada Central Railway Co. informed the Depart- et rcoe

at the Company had entered into a contract with the Hob. Mr. ad ente rn
raet. fr the Construction of the line, and enclosed a copy of the con- Foct with

COPY of the contract is included in the paper already filed as
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ccenra.. 1. Exhibit No. 269. The receipt of this communication was acknowledged
by Mr. Braun on the 27th of March, 1875.

17908. This contract of which you have spoken is only between the
railway company and Mr. Foster : was there any contract between
the railway company and the Government ?-There is nothing beyond
the Order-in Council granting the subsidy on the conditions named in
the Order-in-Council.

Onecdndition of 17909. One of the conditions in this Order-in-Council is, npparenily,
ganting subsidy that the company shall, within one monthi of the ratificatioi of the
month, copany Order-in-Couneil, satisfy the Minister of Works that they have entered

aie entrat into a bona fide contract, or contracts, for the building of the railway,
for butding the and have provided sufficient means for the completion of the lino
rallway,&c. within the time named: do you know whether they satisfied the

Goverinmeit upon the other subject, that is, they had provided suffi-
cient means, as well as that they had entered into the contract with
Mr. Foster ?-At that time it was thought they had.

17910. Thought by whom ?-By the Minister of Public Works.

17911. Was the matter considered and decided in any formal way:
is there any correspondence or any documents on the matter ?-There
is no correspondence on the subject.

17912. 1is there any record of the fact that the company did within
the time named satisfy the Minister of Public Works on the subject ?
-There is no written record.

Foster thought a 1-7913. Is there one in some other shape?-Nothing, beyond my
rich man. recollection that Mr. Foster was thought to be a very rich man at

that time.
17914. Do you mean that this circumstance was taken iùto account,

and upon that reputation of Mr. Foster it was decided that the com-
pany had sufficient means ?-My impression is that the Minister was.
satisfied that the company had sufficient means.

17915. Was it so stated to you by the Minister formally, or were
you present when it was decided, or do you mean that it was only the
rumour of Mr. Forster's standing which leads you to think that it must
have happened ?-I cannot recollect that.

2fth October, 1875, 17916. What is the next step ?-The next important step was that.
rost sentin a Mr. Forster sent into the Department a report by Mr. Walter Shanly,
out diffleulties in dated October 26th, 1875. The subject of the report are the difficulties
astruetgÍicn- to be encountered in the construction of the line. I produce the report.

(Exhibit No. 270.)
Fleming reorted 17917. In this report Mr. Shanly suggests that permission be asked
in rvouror
further examina- to change the location of the lino: was that done, and if so what was
Mon. the result ?-Mr. Shanly's report was referred to Mr. Fleming. Mr.

Fleming reported on the 17th of November, and again on the 22nd of
November, 1875. The principal recommendation in Mr. Fleming's
report was that further examination should be made. I file the two-
reports. (Exhibit Nos. 271 and 272.)

17918. At the time that Mr. Shanly's report was submitted for the
consideration of the Government, was any application made by the
contractors of the Canada Central Railway Co. ?-There was no formai
letter accompanying Mr. Shanly's report, nor was any written aboutl>
that time.
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17919. Was an application made to be allowed to change the line, or
make any material change in the contract ?-A formal proposition was
made by Mr. Foster on the 20th of December, 1873, which I now pro-
duce. (Exhibit No. 273.)

17920. What was done by the Governnent on the subject of this
application as far as the Canada Central Railway Co. was con-
cerned ?-The matter was referred to Mr. Fleming, and on the 23rd of
December, 1875, Mr. Fleming sent in a report which I now'produce.
(Exhibit No. 274.)

17921. Was any action taken by the Government upon Mr. Fleming's
report ?-In a report to Cou neil, dated the 26th of February, 1876, the
Minister states that ho will report on the application of the Canada
Central Railway Co. at some future time. On the 23rd of March,
1876, Mr. Foster, in a letter to the Department, proposed to explore
the country between Pembroke and Lake Nipissing, which letter I
produce. (Exhibit No. 275.)

17922. This letter refers to a report from Mr. Shanly, apparently a
report later than the one you formerly produced: have you that
report ?-It is a report addressed to Mr. Foster which I have not got.

17923. Do you mean that it was not on record in the Department?
It appears to have been enclosed in this application from Mr. Foster,
and expresses a doubt of the possibility of obtaining a practicable lino
on the route originally contemplated. That is, of course, somewhat
the tenor of his report of October. I only wish to know whether he
made a subsequent report to the same effect or whether this alludes to
the former report of October ?-The date of Mr. Shanly's report not
being given and there being no report enclosed in the letter, I cannot
say.

17924. What is the next stop ?-A letter dated February 10th, 1877, February lth.

signed by the Vice-President of the Canada Central Railway Co. -luPrenidento
Was received proposing that the company should extend the lino at Cnda Cenr.
their own cost up to Pembroke and that the subsidized lino instead of posing further to
Commencing at Douglas and going up the Bonnechere, should com- e**m", o
maence at Pembroke and go up the Ottawa Valley, the number of miles sugesti that
in each case to be subsidized being the same. Mr. Fleming on the 16th hould (rom
of February, 1877, reported on this matter, and recommended that the Pmbro e up the

P!0posal be favourably entertained. I file the two letters as Exhibit O Valley.
o.276.

17925. This proposition of February, 1877, is, in eft'ect, abandoning
the lino contracted for, is it not ?-Yes; it is a proposai to abandon that
lino.

17926. This proposition of 1877 comes from the company as a Letter from
Corporation; the last one which you mentioned came from Mr. Foster, Itein same
the individual-some eleven months between them: had any material
Change taken place in the position of the parties during that time ? I
mlean was the Government still dealing with Mr. Foster, as in March,
Or did anything else happen which transferred the whole matter to the
'onpany ?-I produce a letter written by Mr. Foster in January, 1877,i the same sense as the letter sent in by the Vice-President of the
eomfpany. (Exhibit No. 277.)

17927. The date of January in this letter appears to be a mistake:
il you please look at other marks on the letter-endorsements and

17*
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stamps-and say when it was received ?-I find that the Secretary's
stampindicating when the letter wasreceived by him on 19th May, 1877.

17928. And what would the endorsements indicate according to the
practice of your Department ?-This letter, after the 19th May, was
probably folded inside of some other document, and only received a
separate cover on the 17th December, 1877.

17929. As the proper date-I mean the date at which it was actually
written'do you say you think it was in January, or in May, 1877?-
There is no other date on the paper except January and the date of the
Stamp.

17930. In this letter from Mr. Foster he speaks of a report of Mr.
Murdoch's which had been transferred to the Department the month
previous; have you that report of Mr. Murdoch's?-I find no record of
the report having been received.

Order-in-Councti, 17931. What is the next step in the negotiations?-The next step

pri,187o, ap- was the passing of an Order-in-Council, dated the 18th of April, 1878,
posion. approving the proposition made by the Canada Central Railway Co.

that the subsidized line should begin at Pembroke and extend to
a point near the crossing of the Nipissing Road at the south-east corner

Total subsidy to of Lake Nipissing, and that the total subsidy be $1,440,000. Other
be0tMJO. conditions are also named in the Order-in-Council. I produco the Order-

in-Council. (Exhibit No. 278).
17932. Have you no record of any steps in this transaction between

the report of Mr. Fleming, in February, 1877, and this Order in 1878 ?
-No; I have only before me the papers having reference to the con-
tract.

17933. Do you mean that there are papers in your Department, which
you have not now before you, referring to the steps which led to this
final contraet on the changed line ?-No; I do not think there is any-
thing leading to that.

Therefore appli- 17934. Then this Order-in-Council of April, 1878, as I understand it,
catio" to change is granting the application of the company to change the line entirely,eg and to adopt a new course for the subsidized railway ?-Yes.

17935. Was there any arrangement made by which the Canada Central
Railway Co. were reimbursed in any way for their expenses in their
attempt to fultil the contract upon the first line ?-No.

20th April, 18, 17936. Was there any formal contract entered into betweei the rail-
Mcent"trew &t way company and the Govern ment based upon this new arrangement?
Worthington to -Yes; a formal contract was entered into on the 20th of April, 1878,construct une. between the Canada Central Railway Co. and Messrs. McIntyre

& Worthington for the construction of the line.
Sixth clause em- 17937. Was there not between the company and the Government?
gy*conrarct- As I understand you now this contract, of which you are speaking, is
ly wlth Govern- one in which Mr. Meintyro and Mr. Worthington undertake with thement. railway company to build this line; but I am asking you for one-if

there is any-between the railway company and the Government ?-
The sixth clause of the contract between the Canada Central Railway
Co. and Mr. McIntyre and Mr. Worthington empowers the con-
tractors-McIntyre & Worthington-to deal directly with the Govern-
ment; and an Order-in-Council was passed on the 17th of June, 1878,
approving of the contract on certain conditions. These conditions had.
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been communicated to the Canada Central Railway Co. and 'e' .
accepted by Mcliityre & Worthington in acknowledgment, and a lot-
ter sent in to the President of the Canada Central Railway Co.

17938. Well, in any of those papers to which you have alluded, do No contract with
you find any iindertaking with the Government that the Canada beyondOrder-in-
Central Railwaiy Co. will have this lino built: you say that Councui.
they may deil with the Government, but have they so dealt ? The
clause to whieli you refer seems only to authorize the contractors to
receive money from the Government, or something for their benefit;
there does not appear to be anything in that clause alluding to an
undertaking wîth the Government ?- There was no contract entered
into beyond the Order-in-Council.

17939. Iave you a copy of that Order-in-Council of the l7th June ?
-Yes; I prodce it. (Exhibit No. 279.)

17940. Will you produce the agreement between the company and
MeIntyre & Worthington ?-Yes; I produce it. (Exhibit No. 280.)

179 41. T ihat arrangement still existing: 1 mean the one accomplished
by the contract between McIntyre & Worthington and the company,
and this Order-in-Council ?-Yes.

17942. Ilas the work been progressing under it ?-Yes.
17943. Po you know, in round numbers, what sum has been disbursed

under the subsidy up to the 30th of June last?-About $850,000, up to
the 30th of June.

17944. About what length of the line has been completed according
to the terms of the arrangement ?-About seventy miles. The payments
to the contractor include the advances on rails. The rails for the whole
line hav#' been purchased by the contractors and delivered on the
ground.

$880,000 paid

uton doth JuLed, 1.

Seventy miles
compLeted.
Payment te con-
tractors included
advance on rals.

17945. Can you furnish, underdifferent headings, the amount that has
been expended on this contract up to June last?-Not this moment,
but I can on some future occasion.

17946. There was an item of $68,000 which was paid for rails early sea,oo pald at an
il the history of this Canada Central Railway transaction, was there early perod for

rails part of total
no0t ?-Yes. expenditure.

17947. Is that part of what you now call the total expenditure ?-
les.

17948. Is the work being prosecuted to the satisfaction of the Depart-
Unnlt under the arrangement ?-Yes.

17949. Do you know of anything further about this matter which
should be explained ?-No.

OTTAWA, Wednesday, 1st December, 1880.

onIIQR RYAN, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
17950. Where do you live ?-In Perth.
17951. What is your occupation ?-Contractor.

17à*
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Contractor for 17952. Have you had much experience in that line ?-Well, over
twenty-six years. thirty years-that is thirty years railroading altogether. I have been

contractor for twenty-six or twenty-seven years-twenty-seven years.
17953. Of this has much time been spent on railway works ?-All

of it-all with the exception of two years.
17954. Have you had any interest in any of the works of the Cana-

dian Pacifie Railway ?-Yes.
17955. Which was the earliest in which you were interested ?-

section 25.
17956. This work was offered to public competition, was it not ?-

Yes.
17957. Were you interested in any of the tenders at the time they

were made ?-I was.
nterested In 17958. Which ?-I was interested in the tender of Brown, Brooks &tender of BrownBrooks & Ryan. Ryan, when the tenders were put in first.

17959. That tender was not amongst the low tenders ?-It was not
accepted.

17960. Did you understand that there were several tenders lower
than that ?-At the time I did.

17961. Did you become interested in the Purcell tender before the
contract was awarded ?-No.

17962. Did you take any part in making up that tender, I mean
afflixing prices for the quantities ?-For the Purcell tender ?

17963. Yes ?-No.
17964. Did you know anything about the figures up to the time the

tender was put in ?-1 knew nothing about the classes of prices. Of
course, as a contractor, we were talking a good deal about the char-
acter of the work, but it was only general conversation that took place
among the contractors.

After work was 17965. How did you become interested in the work at first ?-After
awarded 'u, the work was awarded to MX. Purcell he asked me to join him in thewitDes jolned
him by request. contract, and I done 80.

security au 17966. Did you take any part in putting up the security which was
Pureell's required te he made before the contract was finally executed ?-Mr.

Purcell had put up all the security before I joined him, and the security
was all his.

17967. Were you a party to the formal document, the contract,
when it was executed ?-Yes.

17968. Has the work under contract 25 been finished ?-It has.

RauÎwey co.- 17969. About what time was it finally completed ?-Well, in 1879-structi n- the end of October, 1879. With reference to that question I may say
Work ®ompleted that last year the Government intended to put on more ballast (I don't
October, 179 know that it is part of the answer to the question) to make the road

more thoroughly complote than it is.
17970. That is, additional work; was it beyond the contract ?-It

would be. We really put on more ballast than was required by the
contract. More would be required to make the road complete than was
called for by the contract.
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17971. lias there been any dispute between the contractors and the CoutrainNo. 26.

Governmont on the subject of this contract 25 ?-Well, the contract is
not settled up for yet. There is some dispute.

17972. What is the nature of the dispute ?-The quantities overran Disputeregarding
the origmal estimate of the quantities ; and in the winter of 1878, the quantie.
engineers tbongbt that the quantities-I don't know which of them-
overran so much that they sent out another set of engineers to
re-measure in 1879.

17973. Who made the original estimate of this work which was con-
sidered too high ?-I could not say. I understand the late Mr. Hazle-
Wood was the district engineer of the work, and I presume had charge
of the work, getting up the quantities.

17974. Was he district engineer at the time that the quantities were
considered to be excessive ?-Mr. Hazlewood was district engineer up
to the time of his death, which occurred in January, 18 78 -yes, Janu-
ary, 1878.

17975. At what time then did the Department inform you that the December, 1878 or
quantities estimated were, in their opinion, too high, and that they formed th-t the
would not make the payments on that basis ?-After the work was al quantitles were
done- that is after the grading was ail done-in about December, 1878, higli.
or January, 1879.

17976. That would be nearly a year after Mr. Hazlewood's death ?-
Yes.

17977. Were the quantities ascertairied by re-measurement ?-I pre-
Fone they were.

1i978. Have you been informed what the result of that re-measure-
Inent was ?-We have not.

17979. By whom have you understood that the new measurement Quantities re-
'as pmae ?-It was made by Mr. Bell. There are two Mr. Bella-Mr. measure by t.
Leonard G. Bell.

17980. Was that alter the completion of the work-what is called a
final estimnate-or was it before the final estimate was made ?-It was
after ail the gradirg was done, and after all the track was laid over the
.whole road, and after, I may say, the ballast was ail donc. It was dur-
lng the time we were completinig the ballast.

17981. WIas it, at all events, after the completion of the work upon Rn-measurement
which the excess of ineasurement was supposed to be made ?-It was made alLer work
after it was ali doue; a good deal of it three years after it was done- completed
that is, three years after we commenced it.

17982. Do you remember about the time that you were first informed
by the Department that they were not satisfied with the previous

e'auremnents?-Itwas the beginninc of the year 1879-January or
uuruary--alorg through there.

17983. In which of the items was the excessive measurements sup- h work nd
Posed to be ?-In earth work and rock. which excess of

17 measuremente
11984. Solid rock ?-Solid and loose, I think. e ed. 

t7985 In the earth work, was it the ordinary line excavation, orwas
Q fOff-tke ditches ?-I could not say where the excess occurred,
beeause we were not furnished with the report of it, but it was in both,
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I fancy, but mostly in the ditches; I think there was very little in the
ordinary line cuttings.

17986. Were these estimates actually made by some person subordi-
nate to the engineer, for instance, the assistant engineer ?-You mean
the first measurements ?

17987. Yes ?-Yes.
17988. Who was that engincer ?-There were several. There was

the division engineer, Mr. McLennan, had charge of the whole section
under the district engineer, and he had assistants, one every ten miles
of the road, who made measurements of every portion of the work he
had charge of.

17989. Have you ascertained as to whose fault it was said to be, if
there was any fault, that these measurements w ere excessive ?-L
could not say. I suppose I may say they were not excessive in my
opinion.

17990. Was your contention that they were right from the begin-
ning-that there never was such an excess as the Government claimed ?
-Yes.

17991. Nor any excess?-Nor any excess.
17q:92. About what time did the re-measurement take place, as you

understood ? I think they went there either in June or July, and they
worked there until October.

17993. Is that 1879 ?-In 1879; yes.
17994. Not this present year ?-No, in 1879.

Earth and loose 17995. Were the works, as finally executed upon this contract,
rockeomdray much in excess of those estimated at the time of putting in the ten-
in eXetse ofetti- mc nees ftoeet
mate; the former ders ?-The earth material was considerably increased, and also the

4ocuble, the mottr oOse roc
very much mote k. The solid rock, I think, was underneath the estimate a

good deal.
17996. As a whole how would the quantities compare ?-I cannot

remember to a yard; the earth work, I fancy, pretty nearly double,
and the loose rock very much more than that.

17997. Had you been over the country at all before putting in your
tender or becoming interested in the Purcell contract ?-No.

17998. Had you no special knowledge before entering into the
arrangement with Purcell as to the character of the material which
required to be moved, or any of the other particulars upon which
the tenderb were made ?-None other than what I got bore in the
office.

17q-99. Was that information the same as was furnished to other
persons, or had you any particular information yourself beyond what
others cou Id get ?-What was for the publie there. The same informa-
tion, Sir, that was given to all other parties that was making up their
minds to tender.

Price for solid
rok and piling
too 10w.

18000. Has it turned out that any of the prices in this work were
very much lower than they ought to have been, or considerably higher
tban was expected to be correct when the tenders were made ?-Well,
I may say there were two items in the tender for which our prices
were not enough and one of them was solid rock. Our prices for solid
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rock was below the character of Lhe work, and also our price for
piling.

1800 1. Upon these items was the executed work less than the Ten times as
estimate of the work ?-On the solid rock it was; on the piling it was "eht"mh ng as
very much greater, ten times as much.

18002. Upon those two items as to which you say your prices were
too low, the whole effect of the alteration of quantities was to make a
greater loss to you than was expected, or than would have happened if
the quantities were adhered to ?-Let me understand your question.
I do not understand it clearly.

18003 Was the effect of these alterations in the quantities of the roing increased
solid rock and of the piling to make you suffer a greater loss than you .a on g
would have suffered if the original quantities had been adhered to?- work.
Undoubtedly. I may say, as far as the piling is concerned, the piling
was caused by changing the work from Howe truss bridge work, with
abutments and piers, to pile trestle work, and while they doue away
with the work that we had a fair price for, they substituted work for
which we had a very bad price-rather, a low price than a bad price is
a better word for it.

18004. I suppose this loss lias been compensated by the increase of
the quantities on which you had a good price, was it not ?-Well they
could n:t have built the road without the increased quantities, because
the original estimated quantities were ncarly doue by the time that a
little botter than half the work was completed.

18005. But the effect of the increase was to make a greater profit
upon that particular item than if the original quantities alone had been
executed, was it not ?-Well, if we made a little profit on some of it we
would make more upon the greater quantity, of course.

18006. How do you account for the great increase in the quantity of DIscre1pncy In
earth excavation ?-On account of the original estimate not having uamwtiro"
been correct, and another thing a want of knowledge upon the part of knowledge of
the men that made it of the kind of country and work that was there. country.

18007. In what respect do you consider that the knowledge of the
country was defective ?-I understand that the location was made in the
Winter season, when it was covered with snow, and they could not see
what the ground was like; and another thing, to a great many of them,
that class of country was a new country for them to build a railwav in

-that is the nature of the soil. There was no provision whatever
Mnade for the muskeg work, for the shrinkage that would naturally take
place in it.

18008. Do you think that much of the excess over the estimated
quantity is to be attributed to the inuskeg country ?-I do; nearly the
Whole of it.

18009. Did it turn out that the filling was deeper than was origi-
11ally shown by the profiles, or, if not, for what other reason were
greater quantities required ?-In some cases the whole surface of the
ground settled down two, three and four feet, as high as four fet, and
a1 the way down to one foot. The whole surface for a long distance on
both sides of the road and where the grades wero kept up to the
>riginal sub-grade levels as a matter of course that caused a great

haeight of embankment to be made. Where an embankment was

Location made lit
wtnter when not
possible t~o see
muskegeharacter
of ground.
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originally intended to be two or three feet high the whole surface of
the muskegs settled down three feet below what it was originally, and,
of course, it made it that much higher, and the material itself shrinks
very greatly indeed.

Increase due to 18010. Yoi mean that the quantity excavated when placed in the
"brinkage and road-bed shrinks, so that the road-bed requires more yards of materialthe uildes In cm-

bankment. te fill the same space than those which were taken out of the rspace in
the side ditches and other places ?-Yes ; the material shrinks after it
is taken out. It is perfectly saturated with water when 1ying in its
normal state in the ground; thon when it is taken out an placed in
the embankment,of course it dries up like a sponge, and presses down
and part of the increase is caused by the slides iii the embankment.

18011. Do you mean embankments across fills ?-Over heavy fills.
Off-take ditches 18012. Was that from the defective foundation, or was it from the
very argeiy nature of the soil in the embankment, which did not keep the shape ?

-Both. In oee or two cases from bad bottom alongside of an old
stream, and in two or three cases, from the nature of the materiai
itself; and part of the increased quantities was caused by a change of
line after the original estimate was made; and another portion-a
largo proportion of it-was catised by off-take ditches being very
largely increased over the original quantity that was estimated. There
were more ditches put in for the drainage of that country.

18013. Did these changes to which you refer affect principally the
earth excavation ?-You mean the change in the lino ?

18014. You were speaking of the increased quantities being due, to a
considerable extent, to changes in the line: I am asking you whether
these changes affected principally the earth excavation, or if they
affected also the rock, either solid or loose ?-It affected the rock-the
change of the lino did.

Change ornine 18015. Was the result of that change thon to increase the cost as a1 nereased cost but
hortened and whole ?-I think it slightly increased the cost of the road, but it very
miuapved aUne• materially shortened it and straightoned it-made a very much botter

line of it.
18016. About what spot is that particular change to which you refer,

or are there more than one, and if so state the dittrent spots ?-Well,
the principal change was made at one place, that is about forty miles
west of Fort William.

18017. By what name does that place generally go ?-We cross a
stream there called the Oscondega. We gothrough a tunnel on the
line immediately after we cross the river.

18018. You said that the increased quantities were to be attributed
partly to the difference in the character of the country from that which
it was supposed to be, and partly from insufficient information or
incorrect information, as to the quantities : do you mean that the cross-
sectioning had riot been sufficient to enable the engineers to say what
the quantities were likely to be ?-The cross-sections before thoy made
out the original estimates ?

inateq nantlt 18019. That is what I allude to ?-I don't think they made any cross-
weretent from sections. I think they took their quantities from the centre levels.the centre leve!.

18020. From the profiles ?-From the profiles, yes. I am not aware
there was any cross-sections, 1 was not there.
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18021. You were not informed of any quantities being obtained by
cross-sectioning bofore you took the contract ?-No; I do not think
there were either. There was no time to do it in. The thing was done
s0 very hurriedly, and a great portion of the line was afterwards
changed from the original location on which the original estimates
were made.

18022. What is the nature of the country : is it rather flat, or is it
hilly ?-Well, a portion of it. After we pass the height of land it is
flat, but until we get to the height of land it is a broken country.

18023. Over the country, which is tolerably level, the centre lino
would give a pretty fair indication of the proper quantities ?-Yes.

18024. So that cross-sectioning would r.ot be very necessary in that The greater partkind of country ?-To arrive at approximate quantities for the purpose 'thecountry
. giving you an idea about quantities to be done the centre lino levels centre uneievois

to give approxi-in an ordinary country should give it to you near enough for that pur- mate quantities.Pose.

18025. Was there any part of this country which was of the char-
aeter which would require a more careful examination in order to
ascertain approximate quantities ?-Yes, a portion of it. About one-sixth

Inuet have been18026. About what proportion of the whole ?-I think about fifteen cross-sectioned
miles of it-about one-sixth of it. cacuat "gpose or

18027. Then as to five-sixths of the whole work, do you think the quantities.
country was of that character that a fair estimate of the approximato
quantities could be ascortained without cross-sectioning ?-I think so,
foM the centre-line levels, provided the soil and material were the
suame as we have in this country here.

18028. The quantities could be ascertained even if the character ofthe mterial could not be ascertained ; for instance, the rock might be,More or loss, but the quantities as a whole would bo approximately
correct? -In an ordinary country they could.

th.18029. I am speaking of five-sixths of this lino ?-The five-sixths of
18 COuntry, on which the centre-lino should give the approximate

qialtity, wais that portion of the work over which the greater excosa
k Place afterwards, in the excavation of the quantities.

18030. Then upon the whole question of the excess of quantitios Fxcess of quanti-
ovothose which were estimated at the beginning, is your explanation tieoverestimate-
that thaL excss is to be attributed more to the muskegs and tle devia- engineers being
tlins than to the want of sufficient information in the beginning: is ate thetohrnkogt what you mean ?-Yes, undoubtedly; but what I mean by want age on muskeg.
t UficiEnt information in the beginning, is this: that the engineers
t the time of making up these quantities did not fully appreciate the

aS.t shrinkage that would occur in this material. Now, I wish to Le!¡inctly understood, and if I don't give my idea I want to be puth t on it. I do not wish to say that the engineers erred becauso
ia t did fnot try to do what was right, but there was so much muskeg
In that country, and they were not aware that the shrinkage would begreat as it was, and they did not allow for it and therefore it

18031. Do you mean that if the material found there was of theoharacter as that found in other portions of the country, then
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their approximate quantities would be very nearly right ?-Yes, very
nearly.

18032. Then the want of information was really as to the character
of the material, both that which had to be moved and that which
remained there as foundation for the lino ?-That which remained as
foundtion-I don't understand the drift of it.

18033. I mean thiEi; you say that when the embankments were put
into places where they were directed to be put, that the foundations
gave way and shrunk ?-Precisely.

Presumies that 18034. So much so that the material at the bottom turned out to be
when location
made ground nas of a different character from what was expected ?-I fancy so. I
covered with presume when they made the location the ground was covered with8lnow, and the
nature of the snow and they didn't see the nature of this muskeg country. It looked
nuskeg country like a level.country which they probably thouglit was hard material,dld not appear. although there was a great deal of muskeg on that section-miles and

miles of it-and the shrinkage took place just in proportion to the
quantity of muskeg there was, or rather the increased quantities. I
ha'd better put that riglit. The increased quantities on each ten mile
section, as it were, was precisely in proportion as there was muskeg on
that ton mile division over the original qantities estimated.

A more careful 18035. Have you had sufficient experience in railway works to be
txamniation of able to say now whether a more careful examination of that countrythe country
would have given could have been made so as to ascertain the character of the material
aete infor- and probable quantities better than they were ascertained ?-Yes; I

done a great deal of that class of work before in other places, and the
same shrinkago took place there that we found took place up here.

18036. Where was that ?-Well, we did a great deal of it on the
European and North American Railway through the State of Maine
and a portion of New Brunswick.

18037. Do you know by what means the character of the material
was ascertained in those places which you have described ?-Do you
mean down below ?

18038. I mean on the railway you have described : by what means
did the engineers or any one else ascertain the character of the mate-
rial before thô work was let ?-You cannot help but see it; you walk
over the ground and it is bog-muck. If the ground was bare you must
see it.

In bad bogs the
practiceto drive
J& rod down and
sec how far to
solid bottom.

18039. Do you know of any other mode being adopted, beside walk-
ing over these places which you describe, to ascertain the character of
the country and the material ?-In bad places, in bad bogs, they gene-
rally sound them, and put a rod down to see how far it is to solid bot-
tom.

18040. Do you know of it being done in any instance before the works
were let ?-Up here?

18041. Anywhere ?-I think in the last lettings that took place on
the Canadian Pacific -Railway, I think it was done in some places.

18042. Which do you mean by last lettings ?-I mean in sections A
and B.

18043. Do you know of it being done in any other of these places
where you have seen such work in the United States or New Bruns-
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wick ?-îi -New Bruniswick we built that road by the mile-we took it
on the lump sum to build it by the mile. It was not donc then, but after
we had the contract we had it done ourselves.

18044. Is there a regular method understood to be applicable to ibis in most cases a
kind of exanination :I mean is it done by rods or iron spiked instru- ron antsaedt
Ments of any sort ?-' he bog is of such a nature that the most of it touches solid
,you can take a pole or iron rod in your hand and press it down through
it until it cornes to solid botton.

1S045. Would there be any way of doing that, or examining foi' the tod can be forced
purpose of finding out the depth in winter ?-In winter it could be donc asownwl nater
the sane thing. You can drive the rod down in winter by breaking the summer.
frost on top and then forcing the rod down the same as in summer.

18;W6. Thon do you attribute this mistake as to the quantities, to the
fact that tiis kind of examination was not made ?-Yes, undoubtedly.

18047. Did you sav that could have been made without much diffi.
'Culty in winter as well as any other time ?--It could have been made
in winter, but I do not know that they were aware in winter that it
Was ail bog they were going over.

18048. I am asing whether you think it could have been found out Cou®dhavetound
Whether it was bog or not ?-Unquestionably it could; yes. whether it was

bog or not.
18049 Such frosts as they have in that country are no obstacles to

the sufficient exarnination of muskegs ? -No; not a permanent obstacle,
lot an obstacle that could not be overcome, but it would tako a little

T iore time todoit, thatis all. You will allow metosay this: thatunless
the engineer has had some experience of work of that kind betore, he
Would not be aware that any such shrinkage would take place in it.
They kçnow a great deal more about it now than they did then.

18050. Do you know as to the character of the bottoms through the Bog in ail cases
rnuskeg country, whether, when you reached the first bottom which aytna i.hard

'appeared to be solid, it was actually solid, or whether it was a mere
'lrust, and that there was softer material below it?-In all cases the bog

ig lying on hard matorial, either on gravel, or generally a clay bed.

18051. So that when you once strike - bat appears to be a solid
bottom, there is no danger of its further sinking ?-No danger then.

18052. Have you any information as to this question: whether the Satisfied that
uslllkegs might have been avoided to a greater extent without injury to aignment le

the allignment of the road ?-I am satisfied that they could not. I am r
Satisfied of one thing, that the allignment is right, and that the road was
b1lilt as cheaply as it could be, and the engineers were not to blame, and
'Obody else. This material was there, and no other material could be
got Or used uinless you hauled it miles and miles.

18053. Do ou know whether, over those muskegs which, I under-
s6tand, forme a considerable portion of the country, the grades might

ave been 10ered beyond what it was originally intended in consequ-
ence of this sinking, so that the road, as finally executed, might not
lie s0 high as was intended when the foundations were supposed
to be flbrm ?-I cannot speak positively as to that. I think, in >omees, they follow the depressions of the ground with the grade. I do
14ot know if it was done in all cases. I will not speak positively of it,
bat i funcy it was so.
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Obliged tolower 18054. Do you know any place whore the grade might have followed
grades by the the depressions without any injury to the efficiency of the road, andnatureofcountry. where it bas not followed the depression ?-Well, I cannot say that I

do. In fact they were obliged, the depression was so great, they were-
obliged to lower the grades, very nearly all of them. We had to lower
the bridges in those places two or three times, most of them. When
the bridges were built- It takes a great deal more to explain this
properly than to say yes or no to understand it.

Brid es had to be 18055. We wish you to give us all the information you thinik proper
sentence of Con- on this subject ?-A great nany of the little bridges crossirg streams

tanti shrInkage. and swamps were made of pile trestle work. The piles were driven
down into the solid, bard bottom, below through the muskeg, and the
banks would thon be made up to the level of the stringers on which
the track was to be plaeed. Atter a time these banks wou:li settle
down so that wo could not get over that bridge without coming up one
side and going down on the othor side. To save money in putting the
bank up again we would eut down the bridge, eut the heads off the
piles and lower the whole structure to the level of the batik. The
next seaFoa we would have to repeat that operation on the sane bridge
again.

18056. The shrinkage was going on then from time to time ?-
Constantly going on up to this last summer. and the sanie thing had to
be done last year. The deeper the bog the greater the shrinikage, of
course, and depression.

More off-take 18057. In the off.take ditches you say there was a considorable
acesn o cråary excess : did it appear to be necessary to make these off-take difches to-

contemplated. a greater extent than was originally intended ?-In all case it was
necessary; yes.

Reason of this. 1S058. Why was that ?-Well, as I said before, the location was
made in the winter when it was impossible to see where the water was,.
and it was impossible to tell where Iho offtakes were requh ei For
instance, we made off-takes, one single off-take, in whieh thl qiantity
was greater than they originally estimated for the whole line.

1059. In your opinion was thut off-take necessary to drain the
locality tliough which the road passed ?-Yes; it was, undni>ultedly.
That oíf-take lowered the water in the streai four feet, anrd leped to
solidify the muskeg or ma eral around it. We could not have got over
that portion of the road without that otEtake.

Number of off- 8IC60. The necessity for that then was traceable, us i Ulderstand
tauirteso ui>n you, to the nature of this country which was not und.rs.od at the
be arrived at as beginning ?-The necessity of ail the off-takes was ,,o. 1 w-,i it to be
work wenton. understood, Judge, that it is impossible for any mani, or ny >et (f men,

to go over that country in the winter time and tell what nîumber of
off-takes would be required. It could only be arrived at as the work
was gone on with.

18061. Is cross-logging sonetimes resorted to in a country of this
character to save sinking ?-It is.

No crossalog- 18062. Was it resorted to on this occasion for this purpose ?-No;
Ingon sectIon there was no cross-logging done on section 25.

18063. Would it have the effect of saving in the amount of excava-
tion or embankment effectually ?-Well, I think in some cases, in some-
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of the bogs, that possibly it might to some extent; but the bogs up
there are, a great many of them, so bad that tho whole thing goes
down together--cross-logging, muck, sand and gravel and all.

18064. As to the portions of the lino which you say were finished to
the level of the bridges in somo places. and which shrunk again, were
theso ballasted before the shrinkage ?-A greater portion of the
shrinkago took place beforo the ballasting, but they have'been shrink-
ing since also.
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Most or the
shrinkage took

Saliasting.

18065. Is that one reason why the ballast has been put on to a
greater extent than was originally intended, such as you mon tioned
earlier in your evidence ?-To a certain extent it is; but the original
-quantity of ballast contemplated to be put on was not sufficient; that
is, as it was originally intended. It was only what is called the first
lift of ballast.

18066. Has the road been made generally up to the width that was Road somewhat
mentioned in the specifications ?-No; in some cases the embankmont ,parowerthan
made from the muskeg was made purposely narrower and a little low, of this.
so that it would be covered with gravel afterwards to prevent it from
taking fire, and also to save the quantity there was going in.

18067. Then in those places is it intended to complete the width a-i
originally estimated, or are they left in that shape to be covered with
ballast as a protection against fire ?-Well, but the ballast itself has
-nade the width, because when it is shovelled off the cars it goos out
over the side, and brings the road up to the width intended to bo
originally in the same places.

18068. Then, generally speaking, is the road constructed as wide as
originally intended ?-Yes.

18069. But the width is made up of different material ?-Precisely.

aenerally speak-
ing road as wlde
as contemplated
from the firot, but
more of ballast
than orij iatly
lnten(led

18070. More of ballast than was at first intended ?-Yes.

18071. Is there any other matter connected with section 25 which
you think ought to be explained, including, if you like, the effect of
building the road in the place il was built, and upon the final cost ?-
Xo. I think that, no matter what the examination was before, or what
the quantities made out in the original estimate was, it did not affect
the quantitices finally in the least. These quantities would be there no
Inatter what quantities were set down in the original estimate. The
rOad could not have been built with less quantities than it was finally
built with. I think the location is as good as could be got in that
Country. The allignment is right, and the men in charge of the work
took every pains and every trouble to have the road built as well as
they could, and keep the quantities down to the lowest possible quan-
tity that they could do the work with.

18072. Is there any further matter connocted with section 25 which
Yo wish to state in evidence now ?-I don't remember. I may say
to you that Mr. McLennan, the division engineer-the engineer
who> worked under Mr. Hazlewood up to the time of Mr. Hazlewood'sdeath, and who had charge up to the time the work was completed-is
lu the city here now.

18073. Is there anything further on section 25 ?-Not that I
reinember of.
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18074. What is the next work of the Canadian Pacific Railway in
which you have been interested ?-Section 41.

18075. Was that work submitted to public competition ?-Yes. Par-
don me, before closing what I had to say on section 25, I nust say
this: it was utterly impossible for any man or set of men to arrive at
anything like an approximately correct estimate of the quaritities by
the re-moasurement.

18076. Are you stating this with a view to establishing the correct-
ness of your claim upon the original estimates ?-Well, I state it for I
know it to be a fact, in answer to the question, as to whether there is
anything else about section 25 that I should wish to say.

18077. We do not propose to try the question whether you are
entitled to any more money than the Government are willing to allow
you, or, if so, how much, so that if this evidence is directed to that
question it will not be properly receivable at this stage ?-Very well,
Sir.

18078. If it is for any other purpose than for supporting your claim
for money then wo will heur it; if it is to inform us how the work was
done for instance ?--I gave it, in answer to the question whether there
is auything else in connection with section 25.

1L079. Perhaps it would be well to say, now that you bave said this,
why the re-measurement could not be correct ?-Because the side
ditches from which the substance was originally taken to make the
embankment were, ut the time the second measurements were made, in
some cases one-half and in other cases two-thirds filled up again.

18080. Would they be filled up with the same kind of material as
was there originally ?-It would come this way, or because in this way.
There were two causes why they were different. In the first place the
ditches were originally made, as a rule, about three feet deep. It
would depend upon the height of the embankment when the material
was put into it; but as a rie they were three feet deep, and when they
were dug out and the material put into it the water ran away from theý
surrounding country, and the surface of the muskeg settled down about
a foot or a foot and a-half.

18081. The water would run out of the material, which you say is
sponge-like, would it?-When the water ran out of the surrounding
country into those ditches then the pressure upon the centre of the-
road between the two ditches caused the material to settle down in the
centre and it pressed up the bottom, forced up the material from the
bottoms on both sides so that the ditches would look so much shallower
when tliey were re-measured than when they were taken out. And it
was from those two causes, settling down on the top and pressing up
from the bottouà, that an accurate re-measurement could not take place.

18082. Is there anything further in connection with section 25 that
you think of ut present ?-No; not going into that question I don't
think there is.

18083. Do you mean the question as to the validity of your claim on
the first measurement ?-I do.

18084. We do not propose to try that: now returning to this section
41 which you say was the next in which you were interested, were
you one of the original tenderers ?-Yes.
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18085. Under what name ?-We tendered in the name of Purcell, Tenderez i nname
Ginty & Ryan, I think. I am not quite certain, however. of Purcell, ai nty

18086. Was it not Marks & Con rnee first, or did you make a separate
tender in the name you have described ?-We made a separate tender
in the names I have described.

18087. Did you understand that there wero several tenders lower Several tenders

than the tender made by that firm ?-By Purcell, Ginty & Ryan ? o'>fPr'&nty
18088. Yes ?-Yes.Ryan.
18089. HIad you at the time of making that tender any interest in

any other tender ?-None.
18090. Wben did Mou first become interested in the tender of Marks eda®i ntereof

& Conmee: was it liefore the time was up for receiving the tenders ? Marks & Conmee
aftertUrnewas up.No; it was after. for receiving

18091. Was it before awardingthe contract to Marks & Conmee ?-It tenders.
Was after-but no, that was not the way it was. I think there was sone
Objections to giving the contract to Marks & Conmee unless they could
associate themselves with others in whom the Government had more
confidence in completing the work.

18092. Are you aware of any negotiations to that effectbefore the
awarding of the eontract to Marks & Conmee ?-I am aware there was
lnone.

18093. I meanu negotiations to the effect of their associating thom-
selves with some other contractors ?--I do not know of any.

18094. Why do you say thon that there was some objection to giving
to them in their own name alone ?-There was; after the tenders were

0 Pened those objections were raised.
18995. Thon was there such objection raise(d before the contract was awardedtoMarks

awarded to them, although their tender was the lowest ?-[t was befbre & Conuce they
b were told tbxLt lt

the contract was finally awarded to them that, I think, they were told would be neces-
that it would be necessary for them to associate themsclves w-ith others. sary e assoclate

theniselves wiltlx

18096. Were you aware that any such information vas given to them, others.

or of the way any such information was conveyed to them ?-I am
aw'are that Marks came to us and asked us to join him, and offered us a
certain interest in the contract if we would join him in the contract.

. 18097. Did he lead you to understand chat he was not likely to get
it although it was the lowest tender, because lie was not associated with
onie more experienced contractor ?- I think so.

t. 18098. From whom did you first learn that there was such an objec-
hotogiving itto Marks & Conmee alone ?-Well, I could not say from
1hMom I first heard it, but it was publicly stated that that was the case

down here.
18099. Was it openly stated that any one connected with the Depart-

1Ient Of Public Works had notified that to the public ?-1 never heard
any person's name mentioned. I never heard any person's name in
Conection with the Public Works Department, or any other -Depart-Aeat, ixentioned in connection with the inatter at all.

18100. But you heard this, as I understand you, before Marks came
e"Y ?-Well, I am not positive about that, but probably we did how-6veir. Marks was in close-well, I won't say in connection with others,
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but lie belonged to Prince Arthur's Landing, and came down here ard
was an old aequaintance, and, I think, he told us a great deal more about
the thing than he told to any one else.

18101. Do you know any reason why he approached you on this
matter ?-Well, yes. The reason is this: that we had been up there,
and Marks supplied us with a great deal of goods; ho is a merchant in
Prince Arthur's Landing, and was before that, and we were intimately
acquainted with him and done a great doal of business with him ; he
asked us, if the contract would be awarded to him, to take the work
and give him an interest in it with us.

Witnessladdone 18102. HIad you been doing the work on the adjoining section ?-
wg ectadjoin- Yes; we had doue the work.

Mo attemptmade
to Influence any

pesnconnected
with Government
not to give It to
Mai*s & conmee
alone in order
that witness
might become
Interested with
them.

No hi her prices

witne's associa.
lion with Marks
& Conmee.

Item for liauing
(10 ts.) too low.

18103. Had that anything to do with his approaching you to make
this offer ?-I suppose it had everything to do with it. We had the
plant there necessary for the construction of the work on the unext
section and the whole organization complote.

18104. Was there any attempt on your part to influence the Depart-
ment, or any one connected with it, to make this objection to give it to
Marks & Conmee alone, in order that you might afterwards bocome
intorested ?-Not the least, Sir. We nover spoke a word to any mem-
ber of tho Government, or any person in the Government, or any one
else connected with the Department, about the awarding of the con-
tract whatsoever until we learned from Mr. Marks that the contract
was likely to be awarded to him, if ho could make satisfactory arrange-
ments to carry on the work and complote it.

18105. And that intimation came to you through Marks without
your having made any previous efforts in the same direction; that is
about associating with him ?-Quito so; wo made no efforts whatso-
ever. We hesitated a good deal about going into it at ail, because we
considered the prices in his tender were too low, and were it not for
the advantages we had by being there at the time, and having al our
plant and inaterial there, we would not have gone into the work and
undertaken it at the price we haa-at the prices rather that were in
Marks' tender, the price he had for the contract.

18106. It was the lowest tender, you understood, vas it not ?-I
expect so. I understood so.

18107. In this arrangement were the prices adopted in the contract
those of his tender ?-Undoubtedly.

18108. They were not any higher prices in consequence of your
being associated with him ?-Not a cent.

18109. So that the Government lot the contract on the lowest
prices on their tender, as you understood ?-Yes ; but if you choose to
take it down, I will tell you, upon prices that were actually too low.

18110. Yes, we will take it ?-That is the case. I am sorry to say so.

18111. Were you aware, at the time that you joined with Marks &
Conmee, that some of his prices were remarkably low-for instance,
was not his price for earth borrowed and hauled very low ?-There
was an item in the schedule where the material had to be hauled from
a long distance by trains in which ho was too low.

18112. That was 10 ets. only, was it not ?-10 ets. only.
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18113. That was in fact, a lower price than he was getting for exca-
vation on the line ?-Yes.

18114. Was there not another item that was very low ?-In connec-
tion with that, Sr, I would like to say that Marks claimed that he
understood that this 10 ets. was to be given in addition to the price
for ordinary excavation on account of the haul, and the Departmenut
claimed-the engineers claimed-that that was to coverthe whole thing,
and that is the way it was put in the contract.

18115. You understand, I suppose, that he was formally notified that
if he took the contract it must be upon that low price and not upon the
addition of that to the ordinary price ?-Yes.

18116. And he decided deliberately to take that aloue and to enter
into the contract ?-Yes.

18117. Was there not another item, for instance iron tubing, very low Prices for Iron
in his tender, or did you investigate that before you joined with him ?- "bing low.

Well, as to the question of iron tubing, we paid very littie attention to
it, because we felt perfectly satisfied that we could put no iron tubing
there.

18118. You were aware that his prices for iron tubing were very low ?
- Yes, they wero.

18119. What was his price for that ? -1 don't remember exactly his
price, but I know it was too low.

18120. Has there been any of them used on the contract? -No.

18121. Are you aware of any negotiations between Marks &
Conmee with the Department, or between yourself and the Depart-
Inent, on this question, whether the work should be let so that it
should be finished at the short or long period- mean before the con-
tract was finally executed ? - The tenders called for had stated two
prices, one to be done on what is called the shorter period, and the
Other on the longer period, and the contract is based upon both sets of
prices.

18122. So that you get the higher price if you finish it at the shorter
period, and the lower price if you finish it at the longer period ?-Yes.

Contract based on
price" for short
and long period.

18123. Do you know what the expectation was at that time as to the
probability of its being finished at the earlier or the later period ?-
Well, owing to the advantages that we had by having our plant there,
and having a great many people there at the time, we felt satisfied we
cOuld do it in the shorter period ourselves.

18124. And have you still that expectation ?-Yes.
18125. Then, in substance, the expectation was that you would be Practically got

getting the price for the shorter period ?-Yes. period.

18126. Because you would be able to complete it in that time ?-Yes.
18127. Do you know how your price for the short period compared

With any other tenders ?-Even then, it was the lowest. Allow me to
Correct that, please. I never saw any of the other tenders I don't
knIow what any other tender was, with the exception of Marks' tender,
and the tender that was put in by Purcell, Ginty & Ryan. I never saw
any other tender, either before the tenders were put in or after they
Were put in, nor since.

18*
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Marks & Conmee 18128. Do you remember what your tender was for the short time
tender $2,3,W00 -I mean the Marks & Conmee tender ?-82,300,000 is the bulk.for short lime.

Andrews, Jones
Co. tendered at

-$2,25,00.

18129. You don't happen to know what the tender of Andrews,
Jones & Co. was for the short period ?-No.

18130. By the Blue Book return they appear to have been the next
lowest tender to Marks & Conmee: they gave no price for the longer
period, but for the shorter period they gave a price less than 82,250,000,
so that a trille over $50,000 would be the difference between your
price for the short period and theirs for the short period, theirs being
the lowest ?-I knew nothing of that.

18131. That matter you say was not discussed at all before the docu-
ment was finally signed or closed with the Government ?-What
matter is that?

18132. This matter about the comparative price under your tender
for the shortest period and Andrews, Jones & Co.'s tender for the
shortest period ?-Not that I know of.

Allignment 18133. Has there been any material change in the work under this
cehanged consider.
ably. contract ?-Yes, the allignment has been changed very considerably.

18134. Any other material change, grades, or any other matter ?-
The grades are carried out according to the specification, but the line
itself has been changed, and there has been a great saving made as to
quantities and in distance.

Work when
ffnlshed wiIl cost
lqss than

etmated.

18135. Do you mean that there is a probability that the work itself
when finished will cost less than what was expected at the time the
contract w as made ?-Yes.

18136. Have these changes been made at the expense of the
efficiency of the road, or do you think the road will be still as efficient ?
-I think it will be better. It will be shorter, with equally good
grades and easy curvatures, I fancy.

18137. I am only asking you to give
you to state that it will be positively so
as to the saving-I mean the amount
itself ?

your opinion. I don't expect
: could you form any opinion
of it?--Caused by the change

Changes wmn 18138. Ciaused by these changes ?--Well, I heard them estimated at
effeet a saving of about $300,000.300000.

18139. ls that, in your opinion, anything like an approximate
estimate of the saving to be effected by these changes ?--Well, I am
satisfied that the work will be done very nearly that much under the
original estimate of the value of it or cost of it.

pri LM, Bell 18140. Were these changes made by the district engineer or by
ran tne over the Engineer-in-Chief, or do you know how it is the changes wereagain. made ?-Yes, I do. Mr. Bell was sent there in the spring upon a por-

tion of that work-in the spring of 1879-and he ran the line ovèr
Middleton engi- again ; that is, he re-located and he made some changes. Mr. Middle-
neerinfai of 1879, ton, Mr. Bell'e division engineer, has charge of some 40 miles of road.made great egne, c~reo o..
changes. Mr. Middleton, another engineer, was sent up in the fall of 1879,

over a portion of that where the greater changes had been made, to
lay out the work, as I understood it, and ho made very great changes

Bell changed road there. Mr. Bell changed the road in several places and shortened the
ash nce. distance. Mr. Middleton went on and changed it again, and shortened
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the distance stil, greater, and reduced the quantities still more. Mr. Middleton short-
Cuddy was the district engineer. I suppose this work was done under red°d ®oan
his direction or with his approval. titqe.

181 i1. Is the character of the country through which this section
bas been built similar to that which you describe on section 25 ?-A
portion of it is.

18142. The rough portion, or the more level portion ?-Well, I
think the more level portion.

18143. You think that this is about similar to the level portion of 25 ; The proportion of
is that what you mean ?-There is not so much muskeg on section 41, rest of the work
in proportion to the length of the road and the amount of work, that on section 41 not
there is on section 25. There is more gravel and earth-that is, clay. secai on

18144. Do you know whether before this work was let it had been Quantities takea
cross-sec tioned and quantities taken out correctly, or approximately °out eron centre

correct ?-No; I think they were taken out the same way they were
in 25-from the centre levels.

18145. Have you any means of knowing whether the quantities
were ascertained by cross-sectioning, or is it a surmise : for instance,
-did you ask for any such information as would be given by cross-
sectioning ?-I did not.

18146. Are you able to say whethor it could have been furnished at
the beginning by the engineers if asked for ?-I cannot say.

18147. Is there anything further about this section 41 in evidence ?
-No. Gontraet No. 61g

1814P. What is the next work in which you were interested ?-We
Were interested in section B ot the British Colunbia work.

18149. Was that work submitted to public competition ?-Yes.
18150. Were you interested in the original tenders ?-Yes.
18151. Under which did you make your offer-under the name of

what firm ?-If I recollect correctly I think it was Ryan, Goodwin &
0o. I can tell you the names that were affixed to the tender.

18152. Well, mention them ?-There was James Goodwin, J. M.
Bmith, I think, Patrick Purcell and Hugh Ryan.

18153. Where does Purcell live ?-Purcell has been living mostly
for the last four years, on the Canadian Pacific Railway at Fort William.

Interested ri
section B, Britlsh

Nanes amkea te
tender: James
Goodwin, J.M
Smith, Patrick
Purcei and Iugh
Ryan

18154. He is described of Williamstown, where is that?-Hishome is Williamstown, Glengarry.

18155. Before making this tender, had you any understanding with No und ria
Mr. Onderdonk, who afterwards became interested in it?- -Understand- d"n teneore
ing with Mr. Onderdonk about the work? making tender

18156. About any of this business ?-No.
181à7. Then do you mean that at the time that Purcell, Ryan,

win & Smith put in this tender, there was no understanding as faras You knew that O nderdonk should subsequently become interested init ?-None whatever.
181tS. Was there any. understanding with him of any other kind atdn*qltIected with the British Columbia work, before you put in this là or t tender ?-There was no understanding or agreement with Mr. Onder- a o! the

18½*
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Bo' donk, or anybody else whatsoever, in connection with the work before-
we put in the tender, nor since we put in the tender.

Pr tocontraot 18159. Was there, between the time of your putting in the tenderbeing awarded
witness's firm and the time the work was awarded you, any understanding with Mr.
had no under- Ondordonk ?-None whatever.standing with
Onderdonk. 18160. Do you say that any understanding that was arrived at, was

arrived at after the work was awarded to you ?-Yes.
18161. It appears from the returns that your firm made the lowest

tender for this work ?-Yes.
18162. And that the contract was awarded to you : will you state

what led to your parting with your interest in it, and Mr. Onderdonk
becoming interested in it afterwards ?-I don't know that I have any
objection to answering the question, but I must say I do object some-
what to having to answer questions that relate only to things that took
p lace between myself and my partners, or matters outside, which the-
Government was not interested in, and which they could not be inter-
ested in.
. 18163. We think that this question is of public interest: we do not
ask to know how you divided amongst yourselves-the partners of
your firm-any money which was obtained from Mr. Onderdonk; but
it is necessary to know, we think, what negotiations led up to your
parting with it, because it may be that in these negotiations some per-
son took part who ought to look after the interests of the country, but
looked after private interests instead; therefore we ask for a descrip-

Onderdonkbefore tion of them ?-Mr. Onderdonk, before having any conversation with
conversfing with
witness's frmn us, nad already obtained the other three sections. This section B lay
had obtained the in between them in the middle, and he was anxious to get that section
other three
sections A,C &n. so as to have complete control of the whole work. That is the reason
Onderdonk why be said he wanted to get that section ; and another reason for our
wantd to control considering them was, when we tendered, we thought we would get thethe whole work.
witness's firm whole work if any. Our firm was a large one We thought we could
entertained bis command plenty of means to control the work, and when we were
propositions
be'ause they had awarded only one section we thought it was too little -too small work
boped to get the for so many partners.
whoie work.y

18164. Do you remember whether the negotiations led quickly to
the bargain being made, or was the final conclusion delayed a consider-
able time after the offer was made to get your interest ?-It was
delayed for a few days.

Government 18165. Was there any influence brought to bear by any Member of
eoui dt•aliow the Government, or any Member of Parliament upon you, with a view

contract to On- to inducing you to consummate this agreement with Mr. Onderdonk ?
derdonk, compel.
led then to uign -We signed the contract ourselves. The Governmont refused to
It. allow us to transfer the contract to Mr. Onderdonk, and compelled us

to sign the contract ourselves, which we did.

18166. Well, having become interested iii the actual contract, was
there any pressure, at any time, brought to bear upon you upon the
subject which I have mentioned-that is the transfer to Onderdonk ?-
Pressure from wbom ?

No person In any 18167. From any Member of Parliament or any Member of theway connected
withpublic Government: I am not asking now about any disagreement between
Interes h put o l m
pressure on them yourselves, 1mean any person connected with the public interests of
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the country ?-No ; we were told we could sign our contract and go on B.c.
with the work. We did so sign the contract, but we gave Onderdonk conitrant r e
power of attorney to carry on the work, which he is doing. igo, on ett anr

18168. We have understood from Mr. Goodwin and Mr. Smith that
your interest in it was actually transferred to Mr. Onderdonk for the
consideration of $100,000, and I am asking now whether that assigu-
ment or transfer was brought about, as far as you are concerned, by
the pressure of the views of any one connected with the Government?
-My reasons for transferring the contract to Mr. Onderdonk were that
there were too many of us in the contract for the quantity ofwork to
be donc, and it was the view of my partner that was with me, that is
Mr. Purcell, as well.

18169. Do you mean that you finally consented to this transfer to Transfer to
Onderdonk without any pressure on the part of any one in the Govern- voe,® u
ment ?-1 mean to say it was the voluntary free act of mine, with the fluenced t.
advice of my partner who was then in Fort William. He telegraphed
-me we had better make arrangements to get rid of the work as there
were too many partners in it for one section when we did not get the
whole of it.

18170. I am asking this question for this reason : it has been How witnen.'e
suggested that you held out longer than your other partners before you r cme to take

would consent to transfer to Onderdonk, and that finally you were led
to consent to it not from the views of your partners, but by pressure
from some one on the part of the Government, and I am wishing to
put that fairly before you and get your evidence on the subject ?-
When we met to decide upon what we would ask to transfer the
Contract to Onderdonk, we decided upon asking to get $120,000.
'Onderdonk would only give 8100,000. Mr. Smith, in the meantime, I
understood from him, between the time we tendered and this time,
had been awarded some work in the United States which he had ten-

-dered for, and he wanted to go there and look after that work, and he
Was pressed upon by his associates to go there, as I saw by the tele-
grams to him myself. Mr. Goodwin was not anxious to go out so far as
British Columbia for his interest in that one section, and they were
more desirous probably, than I was to get rid of the work. They
Offered to take the $100,000; I said we ought to have the $120,00.
Then Mr. Smith was so desirous to get away to his work in the United
States that he said to me, if I would come down to 858,000 that they
wOuld make up the difference, so they paid Purcell & Ryan $58,000 for
their interest in their share of it, and they made it up themselves
between them.

18171. You have described these negotiations between your own
partners which I have not intended to ask you about : my question
Was directed to this: whether any person connected with the Depart-
-ment of Railways, either the Minister or any officer, or any Member
Of Parliament pressed you to transfer this interest to Onderdonk?
'We were not forced to it by any outsider. Those were the motives

that led to it, and the cause of it.

18172. Then, do yoi say that no one connected with the Govern-
Ont caused you to make this transfer ?- We made this transfer solely

for the causes I have stated to you.
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18173. At the time that you made the tender for this work, had you
any knowledge; or information, as to the figures adopted by other ten-
derers ?---None whatever.

Iqever had any 18174. Had you, at any time, any information from any one con-
apecial Informa- nected with the Department on such subjects, so as to enable you toMon. have any advantage in putting in a tender ?--Never.
To witness's
knowledge noone 18175. Are you aware of any one connected with the Departments,oonnected wIth
any of the ,e- either as Minister or as a subordinate, gotting any advantage on account
partments ever of any of these transactions connected with the Pacific Railway ?-I

ageor pro- never knew of any one connected with the Department to get any
mise lu conne- advantage whatever, as far as I know.lion with the

rk .o pUbne 18176. Are you aware cf any promise being made to them that they
would get any advantage ?-Not that I know of. I never got any in-
formation with regard to any work to be let down here, or anything to
be done in connection with the works, that we don't get in letting rail-
way contracts, whether it is by a company, or by the Government, or
anybody else.

18177. You mean such information as is advertised and the usual
information from the engineers and the specifications ?-Precisely; I
inean that only.

Work better and 18178. Have you given any consideration to the subject of letting
fwreeconomnial- such works as the British Columbia works under one whole contract
eontractor than rathor than in separate contracts, and can you tell us what your

y t In such opinion is on that subject ?-Welt, in some cases the work can be more
British Columbia. economically doue and better controlled where one party controls the

whole work, and that is one of the places, I think. I think it was a
decided advantage to Onderdonk to have the whole work when he had
a portion of it.

18179. Do you mean that one person is likely to finish the wholo of
thatwork in British Columbia at a lower cost than four persons having
four separate contracts could do it ?-I think if it is really well
managed, yes. Ie has more advantages by having control of the
whole work than by baving control of one portion and other parties
having control of other portions.

qeeessity of cen-
Iralization
greater in this
case because the
«work lasapproach-
able only In one
quarter.

Competition for'
labour done away
with.

18180. Is there anything which could increase that advantage on
account of the peculiar circumstances of the locality over works of a.
similar character and length of distance in other countries?-Well,
yes. It is only approachable from one quarter, and everything for the
work and everybody to be employed on the work has got to go in the
one way and in the one direction you may say, and any one having
control and direction of the work can do the work more economical
than if the work was divided into different interests. For instance, he
controls wages when men are scarce and labour dear; it does away, of
course, with the competition there would be if the work was in the
hands of several contractors. I have no doubt but Mr. Onderdonk
would have to pay higher wages if there were two or three contractors
there instead of the works being controlled by one party.

system of let. 18181. Have you given any consideration to this question: whether
tingeontracts. it is of more advantage to the public to let works upon a bulk sum or

làtttng contracte upon a schedule of quantities and prices ?-I think it would dependby bhedule and
b>' bulk suni have some upon the nature of the work8. In some cases it is very difflouit to
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arrive-almost impossible to arrive in the bulk sum way-at what would
be a fair price for the work, because a great many contingencies will
arise during the construction of the work, that cannot possibly be
foreseen at the time of taking or letting the work. In ordinary works
perbaps there is some advantage.

18182. You say there is some advantage, in what way: in which
method is there an advantage ?-Weli, if I were taking a certain dis-
tance of road to build I would rather take it to build by the mile and
give the full control of it than I would any other way.

System of let-

each their advan-
tages accordtig
teh te nature of
the work.

18183. Then do you mean to say that is the best way for the con-
tractor ?-Well, it is from tbe contractor's point of view we generally
look at those things. An advantage tothe contractor to18184. I am asking you whether it is an advantage to the contractor have a bulk sum
to have it at a bulk sum ?-Yes, provided lie is given control of the work. pr ided he ha@

18185. Can you tell us which you think would be best for the public No injustice cau
interest, whether generally speaking it is better to let railway works b be doneo the
the bulk sum as a price or by a schedule of prices attached to quanti- work on a sche-
ties?-Well, I cannot see what injustice could be done to the public by dute of prices.

letting work upon a schedule of prices, because contractors are only
paid for what they actually do, and it is supposed nothing will be done
but what is actuadly necessary to be done to complete the work.

18186. To return to this transfer from your firm to Onderdonk, Was Ale-ed impro.
there any consideration promised to you on the part of any one con- 'r Innaence.
nected with the Government if you would accede to this transfer to
Onderdonk ?-No, Sir; none whatever.

18187. Was there any promise that in dealing with other works you
should receive favour or advantage of any kind ?-None.

18188. Is there any other matter connected with the British Colum-
bia work which you wish to state in evidence ?- don't know of any.

18189. Is there any other matter coniected with the Canadian
Pacific Railway which you can give in evidence ?-1 may state that
With regard to section 25, Purcell's' tender, that I joined him in after-
Wards, and for w hich we done the work, was more than $100,000 lower
than any other tender that was in for that section.

Con*ract No. S5.
Pureell's tender
mrore than$oe,0ower than any
other tender.

18190. Is there anything further connected with the Pacific Rail- Contract No. U.
Way ?-And also that with regard to section 41,that we should not have Wouid not have
joined Marks & Conmee in their contract as we considered their prices nmeoarks &

really too low, only we had a large amount of plant, a large amount of they bad a large

"'aterial and a number of people we had in our employ for years, and onnte spoant
We wartted to continue them in work.

18191. Can you give us any other information connected with the
Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-1 don't know of any, Sir. •

:ARLES HORETZKY, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
18192. Where do you live ?-In Ottawa.
18193. What is your occupation ?-Nothing just now,
18194. Rave you a profession ?-No; I cannot say that I have.

HORETZKY.

Expiermtery
Surveys.
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EXpleustewy
Surveyu.

Between Part
Garry and 18195. What occupation have you been following of late years ?-
a O.Un- As exploring engineer for the Canadian Pacific Railway.

From 1871 until 18196. From what time have you been so engaged ?-From 1871.Spring 1880, ex-

aoring enineer 18197. Until when ?-Until 'last spring, with the exception of a
Railway,with the season in 187a, and in part of 1876.
exception of the
season of 1s73 and 18198. We have been led to understand, from a letter from you, that
Wtness prepared have prepared a statement which you wish to give by way of
a statenent. evidence ?-Yes.
4th August, 1871, 1h-199. You may give that now if you wish: of course, you under-
with oberly left stand that it is given as part of the sworn. testimony ?--Undoubtedly.Fort Garry to
explore a Une for I have made a statement of it and made it very brief, so that you may
Railway. amplify it yourself-so that you may cross-question me on the state-

ment. On the 4th of August, 1871, being attached to Mr. Moberly's
exploration party, I left Fort Garry to explore a line for the Canadian
Pacific Railway. Our course lay along the River Assineboine to Fort
Pelly and north of Quill Lake, in a direct line for the South Sas-
katchewan, which was crossed in latitude 52° 22', thence to the Elbow
of the North Saskatchewan, and along the latter to a point some sixty
miles above Battle River, and thence on a nearly due west course to

The line to Hay the Hay Lakes. The line explored there is, with but a few trifling
ls practaly deviations, that now laid down upon the most recent maps. During

down. this journey, frequent branch or side examinations were made to the
At Edinonton north and south by Mr. Moberly, Mr. Nichols, and myself. Lpon reach-
party broke up, ing Edmonton the party was broken up, the major portion returning to
Mnherly and wtt- Winnipeg, while M r. Moberly and myseif went south to the Howse Passne-s went Southtete Ps
to Howse Pass. and the Kootanie Plains. We returned to Edmonton early in December.
2it1 December, This mountain journey was accomplished very expeditiously, and the
te 4,-iaror party was composed of five men altogether and ten horses. About the 20th
frou Edmonton December I took charge of the examination from Edmonton to Jasperto Jasper Bouse. House. This was accomplished within a month, the party being com-
Exam'inatlon posed of three men, three dog teams, and myself. In May, 1872, Mr.

Lak ulrtr Fleming asked me if I could take him over the line examined by Mr.
tAb Plalne by Moberly's party during the previous season. I replied that I could,

May, 1872, asked and it was forthwith arranged that Mr. Fleming should make a
to take Flemilng personal examination of the hne from Winnipeg, westward to Jasper
e®yoeerlan-yHouse. All the arrangements were entrusted to me, and upon the 2nd

2nd August,1872, August, 1872, the expedition left Fort Garry. Previous to our
expedition iert departure, Mr. Fleming decided not to follow the line proposed for theFort Garry. railway, but to take the shortest or most convenient route to Fdmonton.Toiusual cart btt
ioan oanot te We accordingly followed a cart trail, via Rat Creek, Shoal Lake, Fort
ineofrrailway to Ellice, the Touchwood Hils, and Careton, thence to the north of the

North Saskatchewan by the usual cart road, and from fifty to seventy
miles from the line of the Canadian Pacifie. Neither the Saskatchewan
nor any other' stream crossed by the line was seen, excepting at the

From Fort Garry cart crossing of the south branch of the Saskatchewan, and at Carleton.
to nronton at The journey from Fort Garry to Edmonton was made with exceptional

ies a day. speed, and at the average rate of fOrty miles por day. A pressing
Staternent rade engagement of one of the members of the party to be at Halifax by
by Feming In his the 15th November following was urged as an excuse for not carryingRteport, of >,72,
tbat lie had pass- out the ostensible object of the journey. At page 3 of the lasteti over the report
froam Lake ne railway report Mr. Fleming has made the statement "The
.Sperlor to the first examination under my direction was made in 1872, whenPacile mslead-
Ing. 1 passed over the line from Lake Superier te the Pacifie."
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That statement is entirely a misleading one, as, firstly, Mr. F. EfLinnaton
IMoberly, Mr. Nichols and 1, made the first examination in 1871, Lake Superior
between Winnipeg and Edmonton, and, in justice to Mr. Moberly, it may tFemin.

be remarked that subsequent examinations by other engineers
have failed to show any better line, excepting, perhaps, in a few local
deviations; and, secondly, Mir. Fleming, in his journey of 1872, followed Fleming's course.
the usual canoe route between Thunder Bay and Winnipeg, and thence
across the prairies to Edmonton, only crossed the proposed line in one
place, viz.: in about latitude 52° 12' west longitude 1050 12', as I have
already shown. Before reaching Edmonton Mr. Fleming asked me to Peace River

erform a journey of reconnaissance thence to the Pacifie Coast, via the Page.River PassBefore reachingeace River Valley Pass; he also prevailed upon Mr. John Macoun to Edmonton, Flem-
accompany me as botanist to the expedition. I undertook charge of Ing asked witness

the Peace River expedition, and, after speeding the Chief Engineer and journeyofrecon-
his attendants towards Jasper louse, left Edmonton on the 4th Sep- pacsanc to tve

tember for Lesser Slave Lake. At page 46 of the Pacifie Railway the Peace River
report for 1874, a brief report of the Peace River journey will be found. Valley Pass, John
Therein, without actually reporting against the route through the Peace eompan hlim asy boLanist.
River Valley, I hazarded some statements as to the advantages of a
line through the more southern pass of the Pine River. This proposition Witness in his
was, however, regarded as visionary, and my advice to have the Pine rert ponted
Pass systematically examined was completely ignored by the Chief "'ares of a line
Engineer, and, until the latest examination of the Peace and Pine Rivers thrn tas mofI
by Messrs. Cambie and MacLeod, the former route, the Peace Ri ver the Pine River.

route, bas been doggedly adhered to from sheer obstinacy, and disincli-
nation to admit the soundness of my judgment [ Vide page 10, Rep.
1878] in which Mr. Fleming still adheres to his idea regarding the Fleming adhered
Peace River. At pages 72 and 97 of the report for 1874, Mr. John to h views re-
Macoun took upon himself to report upon the engineering features of R hver.

the Peace River, and in this bas apparently misled the Chief Engineer
'by certain statements antagonistic to mine, touching the feasibility of
a road in the low level of the Peace River Valley east of the Rocky Peace River Pass
Ifountain Range, where no sane person would bave dreamed of locat- impeacticabe.
ing either a waggon road or a railway. The last examination by Messrs. Reportof Mac
MacLeod and Cambie bas, as already remarked,completely eorroborated Ld ud Camb

any views; but, when I desired to point out this fact, in my recent views of wltness
reepoit for 1879, the Chief Engineer forbade any reference to it, and Passageln wit-

Caused a passage in my report alluding to this circumstance te aiuing5repo rt
'expunged. above expanged.

18200. Is that passage now] extant ?-No ; it was expunged. It was
not allowed to be placed in the report at alil.

1801. Have you a copy of that passage ?-I cannot say that I have;
but I can give it to you almost verbally.

18202. Please do so ?- It affords me pleasure to see that the explo- Oives from mem-
-rations of Messrs. Cambie and MacLeo I bave fully corroborated my "rYt"he page
views regarding the railway route from the Peace River region by the alleges Fleming
Pine Pass. It was to that effect-I cannot say those were the exact suppressed.

Words.
18203. Is not your original report on file in the Department?-Which

report do you refer to ?

18204. The one out of which that passage has been expunged ?-On
file: the manuscript ?
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Fý .aM 1ver 18205. Yes?-Oh, no; the manuscriptwas never on file. The manu-
script was returned to me.

18206. Is not a copy of it kept in the Department ?-l fancy not.
There may be; some one may have copied it, but if so it is without my
knowledge. The manuscript was returned to my hands, and when the
proofs were shown to me I asked Mr. Smellie why that passage was

Smelie said expunged ? And he said Mr. Fleming did not judge it necessary Mr.
Fleming would Smellie informed me that Mr. Fleming had taken that passage out-itflot ailow the
passage to re- was at his instigation. Seeing that there had been so much antagon-
main. isn to the Pine Pass, even by Mr. Marcus Smith, until of late years, I

thought it was but right to myseif to make the remark that the exam.
inations made by Mr. Fleming's own chosen engineers-Cambie and
MacLeod-corroborated my experience. It was a perfect matter of
justice to me, but it was not allowed. Mr. Fleming would not allow it
to appear in the report.

18207. Do you know whether the copy set up in print was from your
manuscript ?-I think it was. It must have been from my manuscript.
Mr. Smel lie will give you ail the informatiou regarding that, because it
was from himself that I had the intimation.

18208. I understand you to say that you looked at the proof of this
print before it was finally adopted, and that you called Mr. Smellie's
attention to the omission of this passage ?-Yes; I looked at the print.
I had the proof shoots handed to me, and the passage was in the proof
sheets then, but when the corrected proofs-whether they were correct-
ed proofs, or the actual proofs in book form, I forget which-it was
omitted in this, and I asked Mr. Smellie why it was omitted. It was
too late to alter it then.

18-09. Did you find any other matorialdifference between the report
as printed and the report as contained in your manuscript ?-Nothing,
except as contained in that instance- that single sentence.

Tue rest of report 18210. And the rest of it you corroborate now ?-Oh, the rest of it is
tmpered exactly as I gave it-that is 1879, the last.

18211. And do you now corroborate that report, except with the
omission of this passage ?-Certainly; that has been printed exactly as
my mannseript.

0f the %ame
1pinion as when 18212. But have you changed your opinions, or is that report substan-
he wrote hie tially your "iew ?-It is quite correct; yes.report

18213. Proceed.-The passage of the Peace Iiver was made at a
season so late that certain officials of the Hudson Bay Co., bound for
the same destination as myself, turned back. I pushed on, however,

November, 1s72, and reached Stewart's Lake about the middle of November, and there
reae.edstewart's detached the botanist from the expedition. This is in 1872 I am speak-

ing of. An irksome and hazardoas journey upon snow-shoes enabled
me to reach Port Simpson, on the coast of the Pacific, in January,

Beturned to 1873. I returned to Ottawa two months later, and, I must suppose, inOttawa eariy In
1>73,and left consideration of my discoveries, was forthwith discharged from the

.overnment 6overnment service. I should bave made no allusion to the Pine
nervie. li River route, and should have known that opposition to the Chief
Pine ulver Engineer's pet theory, regarding the Peace River Pass, was the signal
renlte deneone-
d by Fleming's for my disnissal. Thenceforth, any allusion to the Pin River route

engineers. was systematically denounced, not only by Mr. Fluming's engineers,
but by others; and I have reason to believe that a series of denun-
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ciatory letters, published in the Montreal Gazette by Mr. MacLeod, of '""A...f
Aylmer, were inspired by Mr. Fleming. In May, 1874, after the ede Mane.
change of Administration, Mr. Alexander Mackenzie caused me to be In May 1814, re-

theiBrtis Coumba castengaged and'wentre-engaged, and I was sent out to examine the British Columbia coast eto xamine
from the fifty-third parallel of latitude upward, the main object being British columbia
to determine the altitude of the various passes in the Cascade Moun- 58rd parralUel
tains, and the nature of their approaches from sea level. A garbled "pward,
report of that work will be found at page 137 of the Chief Engineer's
Report for 1877. In this regard I am obliged to complain of the unjolst Passages of his
suppression of important passages in my report,relating to the Northern eport suppress-
coast of British Columbia, and particularly to the Kitimat Inlet, and
to the Kitiope. In fact, the last seven pages of my report were com- Gamsby's Ex.
pletely suppressed, and to this most extraordinary circumstance, Mr. °ri., *iiop.u
Gamsby's trying, expensive, and abortive expedition of February, 1876, Suppression or
up the River Kitlope, in search of a route to Lake Tochquonyala, is, passages he
doubtless in great part due. For had the officer responsible for that plain aboxie-
expedition been in possession of the facts detailed in the suppressed n amsby's
portions of my report, it would have been seen that the search in ques-
tion was a needless one, its utter uselessness being plainly pointed out
at page 30 of my original manuscript.-

18214. Who was in charge of that expedition by Mr. Gamsby ?- Mr.
Gamsby himself.

18215. Who was the Engineer-in-Chief ?-On the British Columbia Engnasr-Ce
side Mr. Marcus Smith. on Britiah Colum.

18216. Then you mean Mr. Smith had not the advantage of the
report which you had previously sent in on this subject to Mr.
Fleming ?-That is my meaning, Sir.

18217. As to that report, do you know whother any copy of it was
retained in the Department ?--I cannot really say, there may be a copy
and there may not.

18218. Was the original report returned to you ?-I think the
original here, that is to say this report,was written by myself at Bella-
Bella, north-west coast, on the 15th November, 1874, and a clean copy
of this was also written there and sent by mail to Victoria to Mr.
Smith.

18219. To Mr. Marcus Smith ?-To Mr. Marcus Smith here. He
was the person in charge of the surveys you understand. Mr. Fleming
was here. It would be to one or the other. It is addressed to Marcus
Smith, but in the printed report it is addressed to Mr. Fleming.

18220. That has been altered: do I understand you to say that your
first report was sent to Mr. Fleming, and that Mr. Marcus Snith hadnot the advantage of that afterwards, and therefore made the mistake
Of sending the Gamsby expe-dition ?-This report was sent to Marcus
Smith.

18221. The original ?-Yes ; and a clean copy too.
18222. Then why do you say lie had not the advantage of that Gamsby's expedt

'eport ?-Because two years elapsed. This report was not printed tion in 187&
«ntil two years afterwards. It was in 1876 Mr. Gamsby went in. Mr.
Brnaith was back in British Columbia, and he had probably for otten then
all about my report. I do not say that they do not know the contents
ot my whole report, but it seems they did not, because they sent an
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orvai'E expedition into the place that I had distinctly reported as being
River Kitiope. i mpracticable.

18223. Then you do not mean to say that Mr. Marcus Smith, in decid-
ing to send out the Gamsby expedition, had always been in ignorance
of your reports sent in ?-1 do not mean to say that.

18224. But if he had read it he had forgotten it ?-He had forgotten it.
18225. And that because it was not in print before him ?-I infer

that, as the last seven pages of my report were not put in print, they
considered them immaterial, or for some other reason. I inforred Mr.

Thinks Marcus Marcus Smith had lost sight of my statements.
Smith must at 18226. Do you mean to convey this idea: that he had, at one time,
one time been ac-

ainted wthits knowledge of your full report ?-Certainly he must have.
U1 report.

18227. But afterwards acted as if he had forgotten it ?-He or Mr.
Fleming. Mr. Fleming was always the chief, and it was he, I presume,
gave Mr. Smith instructions what to do. Of course, I cannot say any-
thing about that. i know this, and may as well mention it now: in
the spring of 1877, it must be renembered, my report was manipulated
and corrected by a person called Dixon, of the Public Works here,
and this Dixon may have taken upon himself to make this sup res-
sion, to cut these pieces out. I don't know who did so, but it bas boen

Complained to done. I complained to Mr. Smith in 1877 of the suppression of my
emin report, and Mr. Smith said to me: "They have no right to do that,eupression, Whorptabsafit was or no you should complain to Mr. Fleming." Well, I did complain to Mr.

""*"<e®e Fleming, and Mr. Fleming said it was of no consequence.

18228. Could you file the original report as you have it now, which
you had sent in on a previous occasion ?-No; I have not got that.
This is the only thing I have- my original manuscript. The clean
report from which they printed, I do not know what has become of it.

16229. That was not returned to you ?-No ; that was not returned to
me, and, moreover, when I arrived in Ottawa in March, 1875, I made
some addenda to my report-some interpolations which I handed in to
Mr. Marcus Smith. Those interpolations do not appear in the printed
book ; but I by no means blame Mr. Smith for the suppression of the
report because he told me they had no business to suppress anything.
I cannot say who is to blame-it may have been Mr. Dixon and it may
have been Mr. Fleming.

,Gamsby's expedi. 18230. Proceed.-As a matter of fact, the expedition went astray
tion went astray from the outset, and, instead of ascending the north-east fork of the

Kitlope, took a branch- the westerly one -which led to the very core
of the outer range of the Cascade Mountains, a result which might have

Kiirmat Intet been known by reference to my report. As regards the Kitimat Inlet,Vlley. the valley of which leads to the Skeena River through a remarkably
Nothing sald o~f
Kitimat Iniet in easy pass in the eoast range, nothing has been made publie in the offi-
a >ahough witnes cial reports, although I drew particular attention to it in my report of
drew attention to 187t. Upon the 9th March last I addressed Mr. Fleming in this con-

his Report of nection [ Vide page 46 of my pamphlet "Startling Facts"), and reminded
him of my report upon the Kitimat; but he had evidently forgotten the
matter entirely, and requested me not to allude to it again. Strange to
say, however, notwithstanding Mr. Fleming's injunction to say nothing
about the Kitimat ; Mr. George Keefer who was then in the next room
correcting the proofs of his report upon the Skeena, alludes twice to
the Kitimat at page 74 of the report of 1880, and the next day Mr.
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Fleming addressed me the letter quoted at page 47 " Startling Facts." Kit. "'®*
What I wish to point out is, that I handed that letter to Mr. Fleming
himself; ho read it, and appeared to be very much struck with the infor- Witness's theory
mation ; went to the map, and after I exilaind the circumstance, said to ea to the origin ofto te ~ exjlatied ~ sai <the flrst officiai
me :" Say nothing at ai1 about this, it wil embarrass the Government." recognition of the
"Well," I said, " all right." As I say, Mr. Keefer was in the next office Kitimat Valley.
correcting his proofs. Mr. Keefer never saw the valley ofthe Kitimat,
but yet ho alludes to it in his report, and says ho saw it there. My
impression is that Mr. Keefer never saw the valley of the Kitimat, but
Mr. Fleming primed him to allude to it (that is my impression) just
to show that the thing had not been overlooked. The Kitimat Valley is
the finest valley from British Columbia to the sea-board, and until that
letter of March addressed by Mr. Fleming no official recognition of the
existence of that valley has been made; it is like the passage of the
Rocky Mountains-

18231. Is the Kitimat Valley that valley through which the Kitimat Kitimat River
descends throughRiver descends to the sea ?-Yes. Ritimat Valley
to the sea.

18232. It empties into the Douglas Channel ?-Yes, the Douglas
Channel-otherwise called the Kitimat Inlet; and, to show that Mr.
Keefer was writing about what ho knew nothing of, if you have the
Report of 1880, I will point that out. Mr. Keefer made a mistake on Alleged mistake
page 'i3. Mr. Keefer says: of Keefer's.

" My intention was to continue my examination some miles further east, or as far
as Kitsalas ; but on learning that an ice jam, immediately above the mouth of the
Zymoets, some two miles ahead, was moving, made further delay a risk I did not care
tO incur, as the jam, once below me, and a change in the weather-of which there was
every indication-our eit would have been rendered a matter of some difficulty, if
nlot imiossible, in canoes. This state of affairs entirely prevented the possibility of
aa examination of the valley of the Lakelse to the head of the Kitimat."

That is the Kitimat Valley ho is referring to.
" But from all the information I could gather from the Indians, and from my own

Observation, I infer there is no difficulty, should it ever be desirable, of carrying a
"ine through this valley to the head of Gardner Inlet."
Xow, Sir, it is a physical impossibility to carry a railroad from the Keefer's idea
head of Gardner Inlet. Gardner Inlet is away from it altogether, as impossible.
YO will see by the map. That shows ho did not know what ho was
Writing about. He repeats it at the second last paragraph of his
report, recommending,

"'8hould any further necessity occur for reaching Gardner Inlet as a terminal
Pa1t the valley of the Lakelse offers easy access to that point, from the valley ofth, Èàeena"

I have a little map which shows it.

n RYA&N's examination continued: HUGH RYAN.

By the Chairman:- stico-

18233. I understand you wish to add something to the evidence Co oe.
trven by you this morning ?-What I wish to say, Sir, is this: that as No allowanoe in

r as I know, and I think it is correct, that when the quantities were estimates for
estimated for Section 25, that is before the work was let, there was D no B aiagenwhe
allOWance made for shrinkage over muskeg and any other material, was made in
While the estimates that were made for Section 41, or the adjoining regard to41.

setion afterwards, there was a very liberal allowance made for
shrinkage, from what was known of section 25, which would go to
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-ContIrace Nos.
25 and 41. show to a great extent the reason why the work on Section 41 should

run under while the work on section 25 should be over.
18234. Is there anything further ?-No; that is the point I wish to

establish.
18235. You spoke this morning of some papers which you wished

to produce ?- Those papers would be in connection with what you
asked me about, whether there was a dispute between the Government
and us about section 25.

18236. If they only relate to the validity of your claim for money,
then we do not propose to investigate them ?-That is all they do.

ST. JEAN. ST. JEAN, sworn and examined:
Tel #phr-

!l?:1deïd, . - By the Chairman -Coutret No. 4.
Remembers 18237. Mr. Waddle, who gave evidence before us, mentioned your
wh 1~adie 1nd name as a person who had accompanied him in some of his interviews
saw either 'r, with either the Minister or Deputy Minister of Public Works regarding
Mackenzi5 or Mr. froe te~ -wrs teued
Trudeau. his tender for one of the telegraph works on the line: do you remember

anything about such a matter?-I remember, your Honour, that I have
been with him. I could not exactly say whether it was to Mr. Mac-
kenzie or the Deputy; I think it was rather the Deputy, but
I could not say exactly what was said because I thought it was
of very little importance. What I remember is so vague I am not

Waddle could not positive what it was; however, I can tell you, if I remember well, lie
give security In could not give the necessary security in time, and he was with a Mr.

Smith, if I remember well, and there was some misunderstanding
between him and Mr. Smith. He came here several times to see the
Minister to that effect, to try and get the contract, but if I had time tp.
reflect on the question I might have been able to say a little more
although nothing of importance could be made of it, because I am under

The Government the impression he did not get the contract, for two reasons--one the
"otouwtretion Government were not, I believe, prepared to go on with that section,
4. and he had not the necessary security. I am not positive, your Hongqur,
How witnesu in what I say, because I just went there to accompany him. Ie thought
-came to go to cod
Department wît 1 could be--I suppose being deputy of the city and a friend of the
Waddle. Government-he thought my presence might help hirm. He was taken

to my place by a friend of his-I am- not quite sure, but I think it was
Mr. Coffey-Mr. Thomas Coffey-I am not sure, but it was some person
that brought him to my place. 1 used to go very often with people I
had never seen. I had the reputation of being very kind to go with
people, and he thought I could help him to get the contract. That is
all I can remember. It is about six years ago, I think.

18238. Why do you think one of the reasons was that the Govern-
ment were not prepared to go on with the contract ?-I could not say,
i never took any interest in the question, and never asked Mr. Mac-
kenzie about it, neither did I care whether it did go on or not. [ devoted
all my time during the time I was in Parliament to trying to get work
for the poor people, so I did not examine, nor seareh, nor reflect on the
question at all.

18239. Do you remember now what was said by the Minister or
Deputy Minister to Mr. Waddle on the subject of ainy extension of timue,
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se that he could put in his security later than was at first intended ?- Contract No. 4.

"Weil, your Honour,it is so vague in my mind what reason Mr. Trudeau
gave to Mr. Waddle. I know at the time I was satistied Mr. Trudeau
gave him a satisfactory answer. This is. all I can remember; but Mr.
Trudeau could explain before this Commission botter than me, because
ho is the ?arty charged with these things. It is so vague in my mind,
it is just like a dream

18240. Then, do you mean you have no recollection of the circum- No sufcient re-
stances sufficiently to be able to state them by way of evidence ?-No, Inrvie be-
your Honour. I do not remomber sufficient to say why the work was tween Waalie
Mot gone on with, nor why Mr. Waddle did not get the contract It is or Deputy Min-
just as vague as the fact of Mr. Smith and him having the tender, and ieter.
that there was some misunderstanding between the two, but I could not
say what the misunderstanding was, or what the reason was. Last
sammer I met him on the street, he came and shook hands with me
and spoke about that contract, and ho said: "l It is a pity I didn't get
the contract that time." I said: "l It would have suited you; I don't
know anything about it." So I know so little about it that I do not
kniow what to eay.

18241. Mr. Waddle said that at one time you were present when he Trudeau'told
Was informed that if some other person to whom the contract had been WaddIe®that f
'Offered failed to put up security ho should have a further opportunity ers dld not come
te put up security on bis tenders: do you remember anything about "eceryh w®l®w
that sufficiently to be able to give it in evidence ? -I think Mr. Trudeau get contract.
told him something to that effect-that if they did not come up to time
he would get it. To the best of my knowledge and belief that was the
ýswer, but anything further I do not remember, unless it js brought to
Iny mind.

18242. Do you know anything else about the Canadian Pacifie Rail-
ay which you can give by way of evidence ?-Nothing ,at all your
nlour-nothing at all.

CARLEs HORETZKY'S evidence continued: HORETZKY.
Exploratery

Ry the Chairnan Surveys Bu0 -

18243. As to this report which you think was partially suppressed, me nm et.
nlladerstand that it was made by you in the fall of 1874 ?-Yes. wh w ,arti

18244. Do you remember whether it was addressed to Mr. Marcus aa siwessed

11ith or to Mr. Fleming ?-It was addressed to Mr. Smith, but in the addressed byhirmn

a»luted copy the address was changed to that of Mr. Fleming, as you appreu Smithe'
by the heading. Printed report as

i'3" ~ue ~~îng.addreased to

18245. Clearly the beginning of your letter is to Mr. Marcus Smith, Fleming.

e0use you make use of those words: "having in view the verbal
)hstructions of Mr. Fleming and written suggestions made by yourself,"
r4eaning, I suppose, Mr. Smith ?-Yes; that shows it.

18246. Do you remember to whom yo ave that report ?-That Reprt maniet
vPort was mailed by me from Victoria, in ebrua, 187o, anThen m .
dh home I found Mr. Smith had already received it a few days

'p1'ýott10uly.

18241. Where was Mr. Smith thon ?-He had already returned from
ritish Columbia. He had returned before I had.
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Rit®epe Vlley,
Kitimat1lillet.

The Gamsby ex-
pedition prohably
a resuit of parti-
ally suppressiflg
his report.

But the partial
suppression
havtng taken
place In lt77could
flot affect what
took place ln 1876,
the year of Gams-
by's expedition.

Not until he saw
printed report of
187 did e know
his own had been
mutulated.

18248. So you found, on arriving at Ottawa, that Mr. Marcus Smith
had possession of your report ?-Yes ; excepting those addhenda.

18249. Those were made here at that time ?-Yes; they were made
here-one addendum was mado.

18250. Do I understand you to say that the consequence of this report
having been partiall) suppressed, or ignored, was that it possibly led
to the starting of the expedi tion of Mr.Gamsby ?-That was niy meaning.

18251. And that the expense of that expedition would have been
avoided if your report had not been suppressed ?-Might have been
avoided if he had taken notice of it.

18252. When did you say that your report was partially suppressed ?
-Not until 1877.

18253. How do you think that could affect the operation of 1876 ?--
Because the report was in possession of the authorities of that period.

18254. But as they had the report in 1876 it was perfect, was it
not ?-It was perfect.

18255. Then the leaving out of portions in 1877 could not have
affected their minds in 1876 ?-It might not.

18256. Do you think it was possible?-Not at all-no; but I draw
the inference that as the last seven pages of my report were omitted
in 1877 they were not taken notice of or attended to in 1876. Of
course, I do not know who did it. I lay the blame to nobody, but Mr.
Marcus Smith told me they had no right to suppress any portion of
it; and when I spoke to Mr. Fleming about it, he pooh-poobed it. I
want you to understand, also, that the report, at the ino it was being
printed, was in the hands of Mr. Dixon, who cou'd have no local
knowledge of the place, so I do not know why he should have omitted
it. With reference to the question you have asked me, I stated: " In
fact the last seven pages of my rep:rt were completely suppressed, and
to this most extraordinary circumstance Mr. Gamsby's trying, expen-
sive and abortive expedition of February, 1876, up to the River Kit
lope, in search of a route to Lake Tochquonyala, is doubtless in great
part due." You observe, I do not make a downright assertion.

18257. I understand. I am only investigating the reasons for your
opinions; I am not taking them as statements of fact, but as proba-
bilities : at the time that this expedition of Gamsby's was started, you
hvd no reason to think that any one in the Department had inten-
tionally suppressed any portion of your report ?-No; I knew nothing
at ail of it.

18258. It was only from the incomplete shape of the printed report
of 1877 ihat you supposed they had not paid proper atî.'ntion to that
portion which does not appear in the report ?-That is aIl In fact, in
1877 I had quite forgotten all about the report-the details of it.

18259. Does the suppressed portion refer principally to the Kitimat
locality, as fvr as you recollect?-The addendum is certainly not
included ii the printed report. I am not aware whether this para-
graph is in the report: "l It is needless to lengthen this report by
more than a passing allusion to the Kitimat Iniet-a huge water-filled
indentation like the others of the coast." Does that passage appear in
the printed report ?
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18260. I an not aware at this moment ?-After that the suppressed I t ane7

addendum follows. I shall read it :
" At the north-east corner of this arm of the sea, there is, however, a long and Suppressed ad-

narrow bay, which, were it dredged, would aff c- i ai excellent harbour. There is dendnum in whlolo
ample room for wharfage, but to deepen this the Kitimt River would require to be witness states
diverted to the west aide of the inlet. A micronetrical survey has been made of this from the upper
place by Mr. Richardson, during my absence in the interior, while in search of passes Skeena the valley
to the eastern plateau. Had I been successf0 in this respect, soundings up the upper of the Eitimat
end ot the niet wolld have been taken, and, in f tet, a minute hydrographic exami- without parallel.
nation would have been made. As an outlet fr m the Upper Skeena, the opportunity
afforded by the maguificent ialley of the Kitinat, of connection with the interior
from that quarter, is unparalleled on the c.iasts."

That is the addendum, the interpolation, which I hando in, I think,
to Mr. Smith's office after mv arrival in Ottawa.

18261. Was that somewhere about Jantuary, 1875 ?-Somewhero Other passages
about February or March; 1 fbrget the d·by I arrived here. It Was aes of report
probably March. That is the addendun that was omitted. There are omnItted which
other parts and paragiraphs and passages all through the report omit- conaine'd"vINa
ted, and the last sovea pages entirely. ble information.

18262. As to those omissions. I und rstand you to say, in effect, they
gave siibsiantial information to the D3partment which would have
saveýd some expense and surveys whieh afterwards took place ?-That
is my supposition.

18263. That is your view of the matter ?-Yes; that is my opinion.
18264. And for that reason you think this allusion to the omission is

material ?-Yes
18265, Do I understand you, that those omissions bear particularly

upon the Kitimat region, the valley of the Kitimat River, and on
the probability of that course proving a good one for a railway ?-he
addendum refers to that.

18266. To the portions that had been omitted; are there any other
portions ?-The portions which refer to the Kitlope.

18267. Is there any portion which refers to the Kitimat, so far as
You know ?-No.

18268. Where is it that Mr. Gamsby made this exploration, and Vi*yop""
Which was unnecessary in your opinion ?-Up the Kitlope, in search of 1n search of
a pass to Lake Tochquonyala. a pass to Lake

Tochquonyala.
18269. You have, as I understand, the original of this report which

You have retained possession of from the beginning ?-Yes; it is here.

18270. Would you refer to that portion of your report which you
think has heen omitted ?-With reference to the Kitiope ?

18271. With reference to that ?-With reference to the Kitiope
Iiver no actual exhaustive exploration of this stream was made.

18272. You are speaking of the examination whieh was made under
Your superviion ?-Yes; these are my own remarks:

No actual exhaustive exploration by me was made of the stream for the reason Concludes for
t it was proposed to examine it from the source downwards, and thet towards the reasons stated

aid of the season, the knowledge of the country acquired by a visit o the region that there is
ere t'w of its three origins lie made a journey down the stream a matter of supere- route for a rat!-'gation. At its mouth tie Kitlope entera the sea through a flat, swampy bottom, way along the

loapassed by huge glacier-capped mountains. A few miles bigher up, report says KitLIoPe.abdian report] that the valley improves, and that the mountains recede and are less
ruPt. I can readily beleive this, and know that adding a distance of six or sevea
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miles from the actual water-shed of the Cascade Range, the north-west branch of the
Kitiope River does really flow through a valley of moderate extent, but, untortunately,
at au tlevation above the sea of less than 1,100 feet ; and that, moreover in the
direction of its source, that is to say, to the north-west, there is nothing visible but a
perfect sea of glacier-capped mountains. It is possible, but very far from probable,
that th- branch in question roay lead to a pass. Such a pass, if there be one, cannot
be much less than 3,000 feet above the sea, and considering the close proximity of the
water-shed, or summit [at Lake Tochquonyala] to the low valley which i saw, I
think the inference may be safely drawn, that, in this quarter, no practicable route
is to be looked for."

That is the paragraph to whieh I refer, Sir.

18273. Are you still of the same opinion as expressed in that para-
graph ?-Decidedly of the same opinion. I consider there is no way of
going up there to the Kitiope from the head of Gardner Canal.

1827 1 Then the final decision not to adopt that lonality as one to be
crossed by the railway was a good decision in your opinion ?-Certainly.
It was never foilowed out by Mr. Gamsby.

18275 Then what was the result, as regards the public interest, of
this omission of part of your report, which part you think has been
su)pressed : is it the expense of this survey ?-Certainly. If Mr.
Smith or Mr. Fleming read this carefully, I think probably they
would not have sent that expedition.

18276. Is there any other result which you think is to be attributed
to not roading that report?-Nothing else.

18277. Is that the portion which you have read which you say points
out the sudden rise to this lake, and which would have satisfied any
person that there was no pass open there ? -Yes; what I have read.

18278. I understood it was the omitted portion ?- This is the omitted
portion.

18279. But is that the portion which you say or think would have
informed him it was useless and hopeless to send out that expedition ?
-Yes; that is the portion. I may not have made it perhaps
sufficiently plain, but it was my intention that was to be understood
from it.

18280. But it would have been useless unless it was plain for the
purpose for which you say it was intended ?-Certainly.

18281. Do you think, having read that now, that it would point out
to Mr. Smith or any person reatding it the hopelessness of such an ex-
ploration as Mr. Gamsby made ?-I think so.

Kitinaat Valley. 18282. As to this Kitimat Valley, do you complain that any portion
Considers there
was nooffncial of your report was omitted which would have shown that to be a more
recognition or favourable route than it bas been held to be in the opinion of the Depart-Kitimat ValleyIl
bis reportrespect- ment ?-Yes; I say that no official recognition has been taken of the

ung rit ese. Kitimat Valley whatever by any one.
18283. Do you mean in no document ?-No; it lias not been

referred to in any printed reports I have seen, and my report of it bas
been suppressed.

18284. Does not the report of 1877 at page 139 refer to that ?-Ter'
are a few opening remarks on it.

18285. Is not most of the page taken up on the subject ?-That has
no reference to the valley of the Kitimat leading to the Skeena. A.
reference to the map would enable you to understand it.
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18.:86. (s there any other portion of your report referring ta the
Kitimat locality or valley which has been omitted, and which would
affect the question beyond that addendum which you have read ?-No,
Sir; no other.

ExploratoryNurveya, I.C.-.
Kitimat VaHey.

18287. Proceed with the statement.-Besides the examination of %*t*',£°e.
the Kitimat and its branches, the work of 1874 comprised an explora- quoi, «ems-
tion of the head waters of the River Kitlope, a survey of the Dean Arm a.bag
Çanal and its affluents, the Rivers Tsatsquot and Kemsquit, of the River What was con-
Kimano, and of the entire water-shed of the Cascades from Dean Canal ariroaor "i-
to the head of Douglas Arm-an accurate description of all this work nes'is report
was given in my suppressed report.- pressed.

18288. When you speak of the suppressed report, do you mean that a 1
whole repo't bas been suppressed ? -No; I mean a suppressed portion explore region
of that report. At the conclusion of the season's operations, I was "gr
-ompelled to find my way back to Victoria, by making a most hazardous
canoe voyage of eleven days duration down the Pacific Coast in the
middle of winter. InI 1875, I was again sent out to British Columbia, for
the purpose of exploring the unknown region near François Lake.-

18289. To go back to that lait sentence, you say you' were com-
pelled to make a hazardous voyage down the coast ?-Yes; from the
force of circumstances. There were no steamers.

18290. You do not complain of that ?-No; not at all.

18291. Youa mean that it became necessary ?-Yes ; it became noces-
sary. I do not blame the Department for that.

18292. Proceed.-In 1875, I was again sent out to British Columbia
for the purpose of exploring the unknown region near François ExPl-res FVB-

Lake, and also to perform other work. In 1876 and 1877, I was country north of
-employel in the examination of the country to the north of Lake Lae Hr,"" o
Huron. Iu 1879, I was sent out to British Columbia to survey the between the
unknown region lying between the River Skeena and the Pl e River; and P °.'"
an account of this work will he found in the general repol of 1880. River.
In this connection the Chiot Engineer's memorandum of instructions InH79 snt
for Mr. A. J. Cambie, regarding the explorations in Northern British skeera and the
Columbia dated 12th Ntay, 1879, particularly paragraphs nine and ton, Peace miver.
are worthy of notice.

18293. You are speaking of the report of 1880 ?-Yes; the report of
1880: Exploration be-

tween Skeen&A
(9) '' It is the desire of the Government that tbe country should, with as lit tie Peace and

delay as possible, be thoroughly explored, so that the shortest eligible route between Plue Rivers.
the River Skeena and the River Peace, or its tributary, Pine River, may be fully de-
termined.

(10) '' Instructions have been sent to Messrs. MacLeod and Gordon to accompany
Mr. Oambie and to co-operate with him in this examination."

Prom the above it will be seen that Mr. Cambie's duty was to
thoroughly explore the region referred to in paragraph nine, with the
View of finding the shortest eligible route for a rai way between the
Skeena and Peace Rivers. I shall now show the farcical manner in
Which that exploration was carried out. About the 24th June, 1879, witness's views
Mr. Cambie and his staff left the Forks of Skeena for Lake Babine via (el"CYforatIn
the valley of the Susquah. In my report of 15th March, 1873, I gave a betweel the
erude account of the Susquah Valley, and pointed out the heavy nature mivers.
-of the work, and grades to be encountered in using it as a communica-
.tion between Lake Babine and the Skeena River. Messrs. Cambie and

191*
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Plce ivera. MacLeod entertain similar views of the difficulties of that route. Mr.

Cambie reached Lake Babine and thence, with the exception of
two short walks of about a dozen miles in the aggregate, over excel-
lent trails, performed the entire distance to Fort St. James, at the
lower end of Stewart Lake, by canoe and boat. From Fort St. James
he travelled overanother excellent tiail to Fort MacLeod, with ninety-
five animals and twenty-one hired servants, besides his secretary and
other members of his statf. An inspection of the mp of British
Columbia will show what a perfect farce this journey was, as an
exploration, for upon his arrivai at Fort MacLeod, Mr.Cambie knew as

Cambie's explor- much about the country which he had been instructed to explore as ho
on perun- did when leaving the Skeena. He looked, and in imagination saw

"practicable lines ;" he heard descriptions of severl routes by parties
who knew the country well ; and os Mr. Horetzky had been specially
detailed to make a thorough examination of that region, an under-
taking, by the way, utterly impossible of fulfilment by one man during
the short northern season, ho was content to record a fanciful examina-
tion on paper. I may also remark here, that in order to obtain even
rough estimates of the elevation of mountain passes, it is not simply
sufficient to send an untutored Indian to the point of observation with
an aneroid, and to trust to his index finger to show the reading of Ihe
instrument. A conscientious engineer would go in person, no mat-
ter what obstacles lay in the way.--

182.4. Of whom are you speaking ?-Of Mr. Cambie. Mr. Cambie's
party did that.

18295. Did he state anything whatever of those things in his history
of the subject ?-No; but the memorandum of instructions tells him to.
make a thorough examination from the Skeena to the Peace River.

18296. Do you think his report on the subject shows ho did not obey
his inst etions?-Oh, no. In that portion of his report it entirely
agrees th me, but Mr. MacLeod, whoaccompanied him, tells me that
he did not go himself to the summit, but sent an Indian there. I say-
if he had been a conscientious engineer ho would have gone himself.

18297. What summit?-On the summit of the Babine Pass.
Contends that 18298. Do you mean that you gather from his report that he intended
Oamble Intendedte' h
to deceivethe to deceive the Department as to the progress ho made, or the stops ho
Department. took to make this exploration ?-I do. I endeavour to show that the

exploration he did was a perfect farce.
18299. Bosides that, does his report mis-state facts, as you under-

stand it ?-No; itdoes not mis-statefacts, but it allows people to take it
forgranted that he did make an examination.

18300. And you have learned from some one who accompanied him
that he did not make the exploration, though his report says ho did ?-
That is it. He sent an Indian to the summit of the Pass to find it out
with an aneroid.

18301. How do you state that he sent an Indian: what is your
authority ?-Mr. MacLeod's statement to me, who accompanied him.

18302. Does Mr. MacLeod himself make a report on the subject ?-
Yes.

18303. Does he mis-state the facts ?-He does not, of course. But ho
does not make that statement that they sent an Indian to the summit.
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18304. Does he suggest facts, or does he state them positively, which rine Rivera.
facts you take to be untrue ? - No; I cannot say that he does.

18305. Proeeed.-I have referred very briefly to this matter and
inerely desire to point out that the slovenly, expensive, but remarkably
easy mode of exploring a rough country just described, is possibly not
the only instance which might be recorded. Reference to paragraphs
five, six, seven and eight of Mr. Fleming's instructions will show what
the Chief Engineer expected me to do. To perform ail the examina-
tions entrusted to me would have been impossible ; but, in self-
justification, I will say that what I did was of an exceptionally difficult
and ardnous character. It involved a survey and the determination of
a chain of' levels across three mountain ranges, over a perfectly
untravelled and unknown country, where horses could not be used, and
where everything required for the service hal to be carried upon men's
backs or by canoes upon streams never before navigated even by the
Indians of the coutiry; and, although the work was performed in the
best and most economical methoi possible, the Chief Erigineer, while
perfectly cognizant ot the reasonableness of a claim I have put in for a
salary equal to that paid to Mr. Henry MacLeod, and notwith-
standing his promise to recommend to the Minister of the Railway chiefEngineer
iDepartment that it should be fitvourably considered, now refuses to give refuss t® assent
his assent, which, the Mnister has stated is ail that is necessary to certain salary.
enable him to make a settlement. In self justification, I would there.
fore most respectCully suggest that the salaries paid to Mr. H. J. Cambie
and his secretary, to Mr.H. MacLeod, and to the Rev. D. M. Gordon and
myself, be made publie, also the cost of the various expeditions of 1879.
Mr. Cambie's exploration of 18-9 was outfitted in the mostextravagant
tnanner. In conclusion, I wish to point out in the most unmistakable Contendsthatthe
maanner that, from the very initiation of the surveys, Mr. Fleming has the acar e HÍet
designedly burked enquiry into the character of the Peace River line, une was Ignored

from the com-
and that, until the results of the journey of Messrs. Cambie and mencemntby
MacLeod in 1879 were made known to him by telegraph, he dogzedly Fleming.
refused to accept reliable testimony in favour of that route. [ Vide Pine River
page 9, Rop. 18781. That my opinion expressed in 1871 and subse- Route.
9uently, in favour of the Pine River route, and adverse to that of the of ®e iv"er
Peaee River, bas been fully endorsed by Mr. Hanter, and by Messrs. route enders.e

yHuter, Cam-
Cfttabie and MqacLeod; and I again have no hesitation in saying that the bieand r MacLeo.
Pine Pass is the key to ail pos.ible termini from Bute Inlet northward.
1 also make the statement that the examinations of 1879 could have been
nlore satisfactorily performed at half the cost; that the expedition under
)Ir. Tupper was unnecessary; and that, apart from the valuable workdone by Messrs. H. MacLeod and Dr. Dawson of the Geological
turvey, the knowledge obtained was but an unnecessary repetition of
that eontained in Mr. Elunter's report of 18-8, and in mine of 1873.
Mlr. Hunter performed the examination of the Pine River in 1878, with Hunter'sexamia-
' Pack train of twenty animais, under peculiar difficulties. I made the atl ofPine

&t examination of allunder stili more disadvan tageous circumstances,
and at a very trifling cost, and found ten horses, whilo in the Peae

eir region, amply sufficient for any work, protraeted or otherwise.
by the enormous train of men and horses aiready rererred to should

aVe been necessary to Mr. Cambie under the most advantageous of
Srcumnstances (that is to say the summer season) can only be expiained
fro himself. Mr. Fleming having, during 1h long series of years
Î% 1873 to 1879, refused to entertain suggestions proffered in good
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faith upon such an important subject as that of the passage of the
Rocky Mountains, and regarding the country to the north of the Yel-
low Head, it can no longer be a matter for surprise that, at the last
moment, he should have addressed the Minister of Railways, and have
stroigly urged delay in construction upon either the Burrard Inlet or
Bute Inlet routes. In my letter of 29th October last, addressed to the
Secretary of the Royal Commission upon the Pacific Railway, I drew
attention to Mr. Fleming's report of 1877, in whieh a classification of
the North West lands, by Mr. John Macoun, botanist, will be found, at

b!acoun's classfi- page 336. [ stated that Mr. Macoun's estimates were purely conjec-
«Weto th- tural, and, consequently, unreliable. 1 now repeat that statement, and
Fleming's Report call Mr. Fleming to witness that he euntertains precisely similar views
u ral. c°"e~ regarding those estimates as myself. I here produce a press copy of a

memorandum, addressed by me to thq Minister of Railways in the early
part of 1879, in which, alter discussing Mr. Macoun's Peace River in,
1875, the remark occurs:

" We have, however, at present no authority to make pseudo-statistical aspertiouse
regarding the extent and value of the )ominion lands in the North-West, and Mr.
Macoun's classification at page 336 of the report for 1879, must, for lack of sufficient
evidence, be regarded as purely imaginative and unreliable."

Fleming of the After carefully perusing this memorandum (Mr. Fleming was parti-
wness res>ct- cularly careful to see everything I wrote for the Minister), the Chief
ing North-West Engineer remarked to me: " I quite concur in all you have stated."
lande. The press copy I refer to is hure.--
Wltnessadvo- 18306. Do we understand that you advocate the practicability of theeales Plue River
Pas» ln refer- Pine River Pass in preference to the Peace River Pass ?-Yes; that la
eneeto e ce id.
R iver Pams. my

18307. Is that the main view you are supporting now in this
pamphlet of yours and in this statement ?-It is not the main view, it
is one of the views.

18308. Do you understand that to be now a material question for
consideration in the Department ?-No; i presume the question is past
and gone; it is a dead issue now, I presume.

18309. Do you know if it was at any time a serious question for
consideration which of these two passes should be adopted ?--I think
that, as far as the interests of the country is concerned-as far as the
opening out of the best lands in the North-West is concerned-that a
route via Pine Pass would lead the way through them.

Peuace and Pine 18310. At present I am asking whether you have ever understood
River Passes. that the choice of one or other of these passes was a material matter

for the consideration of the Department ?- -1 think it would have been
a material matter.

18311. But was it : I mean did such events bappen as made it
a material matter for their consideration ?-Not that I am aware of.

18312. Then which of these two passes would be the best is not of
much importance, according to your idea at present ?-No; not at
present. It is not a material matter, of course.

18313. Was it at any time of importance. so far as the affairs of the
Department were concerned, to know which of these two passes would
bu the best ?-I think ft was, seeing that the engineer in charge of
the western section, Mr. Marcus Smith, advocated it himself.
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18314. Advocated which ?-The Pine Pass. Marcus Smitb
advocated Ploie

18315. Do yon mean as against the Yellow Head Pass ?-Yes. RivPr Ps
18316. Do you understand that at any time it had been decided to 0w Head Pa*.

adopt a more northerly terminus than the one which has been since Bute Inlet at one
adopted ?-Bute Inlet was at one time in question as a terminus. tem sib e

18317. And was it in reference to that terminus that you considered i"yto'the*®
that the question between Pine River Pass and Peace River Pass through route to

became material for consideration ?-Yes; I always considered it. In Bute Iniet.

fact, when I first pointed out the Pine Pass I pointed it out as the key
to the through route to Bute Inlet. Burrard mUet

18318. But if the selection of Burrard Inlet in preference to Bute Inlet once adopted the
was the correct decision, then this question beiweeni the Pine River Peace andltone
Pass and Peace River Pass was one of no importance ?-No. t r so n.

18319. So that it resolves itself into the main question: whether it
should be Bute Inlet, or some other northern port, as against Burrard
Inlet ?-Yes; as against Burrard Inlet.

rnh, adoption or183z0. Do you say you think that this question was of consequence P®ue Pass depend-
because the railway could have been botter constructed through the Pine ed on the western
River Pass, to a more northerly terminus than the one which las eaminus select-
been adopted ?-I have always thought that the Pine Pass
afforded the best route; that in the event of Bute Inlet. for instance,
being adopted, the Pine Pass offered the best and cheapest route, and
also that it would open up the finest and most available lands in the
North West.

18321. Do you mean that this question of the availability of the
Pine River Pass was always subordinate in its importance to the main
question, whether Buriard Inlet should be ádopted in preference to
Bute Inlet or some more northerly one ?-Of course the adoption of
the Pine Pass rested entirely upon the question of the western ter-
m in us.

18322. Yon mean the northerly terminus ?-Of westerly termini.
It Was none of my business to say that the Burrard Inlet, or the Bute
Inlet, or any other northern port should be adopted ; but I maintain that
if the Bute Inlot or any other northern terminus were adopted, that
the Pine River Pass is common to any of them and to all of them.

18323. Well, for present purposes I am not suggesting any argu-
ment as to the correctness of your views; it is not with that intention
that I am asking you these questions. I am asking you your opinon
on this question now : assuming that it is quite right for you to have
forlmed these opinions, I want to ascertain what route you mean to
suggest. Do you mean that the route through the Yullow Bead Pass
tO Burrard Inlet, is not, in the interests of the public, such a good one
as a more northerly one through the Pine River Pass ?-As far as I
am concerned I do not think the Bute Inlet is the proper place for the
terminus.

18324. Well, does that not dispose of the question of the importance
of the Pine River Pass and the Peace River Pass ?-There are other
14ortherly termini.

18325. Please state which of them you think would be better than
the On1e adopted ?-In the interests of the country, as far as economy
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of construction, :ind as far as the settlement of the Country is concerned,
I think that the best route, the best Imperial route and Canadian route,
would be by the Piie River Pass to the Kitimat, or possibly to Port
Simpson.

.1S326. Will yen describe the course of that route from Pine Pass to
the sea-board ?-From the Pine Pass that route would follow down
the tributary of the Parsnip River, would, erossing the Parsnip River,
pass somewhere near Lake MaeLeod, running in a southerly direction
te a crossing point upon the Stewart River, some few miles below Fort
St. James; thence up the Fraser River to Lake Fraser; thon to the
summit between the Wastonquah River and the river flowing into the
Fraser Lake; thon foliowing down the Wa-tonquah into the Skeena
Valley, and down the Skeeoa Valley to a point opposite KitsumLallum
River ; thence southerly up Io the divide between Lakelse Lake and
Kitimat Valley, and therice d'wn the Kitimat Vaiiley to Douglas
Channel-or to Port Simpson, if it happened that the cost of construct-
ing harbour accommodation at Kitimat happened to be too great,
though my opinion is that an excellent harbour may bc made at the
head of Douglas Arm.

18337. What are the considerations, the main ones, whieh lead yon
to think that this route which you describe would be better for
the publie nterest than the route which bas been adopted ?-
Well, Sir, for one reason that from the Kitimat to the Pine Pass,
accepting the estimates of Messes. UacLeod and Cambie, the cost would.
be very mach less than on the Burrard Inlet route.

18328. You mean for the (oïrreponding distance ?-The eost of con-
struction from salt water to the aummit of the Rocky Mountains on
the northern route would bc very much less than between Burrard
Inlet and the Yellow Head Pass-that is, accepting Mr. Cambie's esti-
mates.

18329. What do you consider the summit upon this route which you
prefer?-Tho summit is the Pine Pass.

18330. Do you know how much less that would cost?-Well, roughly
estimating it, $10,000,000, according to the estimates of Messrs. Cambie
and MacLeod. That is to say, taking the heavy w ork-puttingtheheavy
work all at the same price; that is the only way you can get at it.

18331. Have you nny means of forming an estimate upon this sub-
ject from your own knowledge ?-No; I have taken their estimates
entirely. I have made n, assertions upon my own estimates. My
assertions are entirely based upon the estimates of Mr. MacLeod and
Mr. Cambie.

18332. From the eat to the summit, either at this pass or at the
Yellow Head Pass, can you state the difference in construction?-I
could not state that, because no systematie surveys have been made ;
but I know that the topography of the country points, no doubt, to the
faet that a much less costly lino can be mado north than south. The
rivers are fewer and less diffleult to be crossed, the country is more
level and it is easier in that respect.

18333. As to the length of the lne, irrespective of the mileage cost,
have you formed any opinion ?-Yes; the northern lino is 100 miles or
thereabouts.
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18334. Then, in regard to the construction and working of the line, Witness'sreasona
you think you are justified in saying that the northern line would be for beleving lesa
less expensive ?-Much less expensive. I would also remark something expensive than
more about that. May I ask you if you have a copi of my pamphlet southern Une.

here ? (Chairman hands witness a copy of the pamphlet "Startling
Facts.") You ask me w'hat I think of the country on the northern line
east from lthe Pile Pass, as to the expense. I shall here quote fiom the
telegraphic report on explorations fiom Port Simpson, on the Pacific
coast, to Edmonton via the Peace River Valley and Peace River Pass,
by Messrs. Cambie, Macleod, Daw4on and Gordon :

" Red line letter A, to Slave Lake, direct and generolly eaey, Pine River 5OOfeet wide;
height of bridge, seventy feet; gradients leaving the river, one foot per 100. Summit
-eastward, 900 teet lower than Hunter's, and fifteen miles further north. Mud River,
400 feet wide; height of bridge, sixty feet; gradients on west side, very easy; on east
Side, or:e foot per 100. 1) Echafand River, 300 feet wide; bridge, sixty feet high; gradi-
ents moderate; work occasionally heavy three miles on each side of bridge. River
Brulé, fitty feet wide; bridge, seventy teet hi gh; valley, narrow; gradielts, easy.
Smoky hiver. 750 feet wide ; bridge, 100 feet h igh ; valley, almost 500 feet deep at
trossing; gradients, slightly exceeding one foot per 100; works, very heavy for three
tniles on each side. Goose River, 400 feet wide; valley, 100 feet deep: bridge, fifty
feet high: gradients on each side easy. Wbole country from Pine River to b1ave
Lake, witn these exceptions, favourable.

These exceptions are twelve miles of heavy work, altogether from Pine on c-ountry from
River Summit to Slave Lake, by the esti mates of Messrs. Cambie and elow 1 ead Pau

MacLeod,whereas, on the corresponding portion from Yellow Ilead Pass cannot speak
to MacLeod River-I cannot speak aut horitatively, but I cati refer you to authoritatvely.

the writinLs of Messrs. Uuireus Smith and others-upon that portion of
it the work is very much more diflicult.

18335. More difficult on the southerly line ?-On the southerly line, Country on north
and passes throughout an utterly worthless country, whereas on the line very good.
northern line the good country is entered some forty or fifty miles east
of Pine River summit and eastward from Lesser Slave Lake. The
8outhern shore of Lesser Slave Lake is a dead level for railway con-
1ruction, and the country thence to the Athabaska Pass is !evel. low

anI flat ; thence to Lake Babine the country is level. Taking the
eslirnates of Mr. Gordon, who I thInk is the only one who has pI'sed
throngh there, he tells us that the country is sligbtly hilly elose to the
Athabaska, but afterwards walked into a gently urdiilating country
then eastward we liave the reports of Mr. Marcus Smith of 1878.

18336. Have you passed over this country yourself east of Pine
]River Pass ?-East of the Pine River Pass I have passed over the Pine
hiver country right along, I may say a great portion of that route to
Bear the eastern end of Slave Lake.

18317. And then south-easterly ?-Not on the line. I struck Lesser
Slave Lake from Fort Assineboine, struck due north to Lesser Slave
lake about the ll5th meridian.

Country be-
18338. What sort of country is it between Fort Asineboine and ® Vert

lessîer 8lave Lake ?-It is very rough and rocky. It anpears to be a anad Lesser
la1rge tract of rough mountainous country situated between south of Slave Like.

Laesser Slave Lake and west of Lesser Slave River and north of the Atha- Veryrougis and
baska; but I believe a litile to the west of Fort Assineboine there Alittle westof
la low depression u:unning into the Peace River country. Fort AsslnebOifl*

18339. You have not been over these two tracts of country which aanwe en-
have been traversed by these rival liies, so as to form your own ' **

QPinion as to the relative value of the country for seulement or its
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bearing on cost of railway construction ?-I have been over the sou th-
ern lino as far as Jasper House; I mean the first expedition to Jasper
House in 1871. I followed that line, or very nearly that lino, al[ the
way from Edmonton. I reported upon that line to Mr. Feming, and
upon that report Mr. Fleming caused surveys to be made. The line
located here (pointing to the map) deviates a few miles north or south
of the lino I reported.

18340. What about west from Jasper House ?-I have no personal
knowledge west from Jasper House, except from-if you will observe
on the Thompson River-a place called Cornwall's. I have a kuow.
ledge of the Lower Fraser River. 1 have walked right down those
canyons on foot, and I have a knowledge of that place from the
vicinity of Cornwall's. I have a knowledge of the part of the route-
that includes.

18341. That is the portion of the line now under construction ?-
Yes ; a portion of the Onderdonk contract.

18342. Besides this question of routes, cost of construction, and of
operating, are there any other matiers for consideration affecting the
comparative expediency of the two line, ?-Well, as regards the
coast of' British Columbia, my opinion is that the northern coast is
more easily accessible than the ?outhern eoast, that is to say, I believe
that the Biirrard Inlet is much more difficult of access than Port Simp-
son ; or Kitimat and Capt. Brundrace, who was sent out there last
summer he was sent out there in 1879-reported upon the coast. Capt.
Brundrage says so. He corroborates what I say, and he says the
northern pait of the coast is much more accessible for sailing vessels
and :hips thai the southern. lie says ihat Port Simpson is the nost
accessible place on the whole coast line, and by similar reasoning-
Kinimat-the passages are the same.

1834 . In addition to the accessibility of the harbours and the cost of
the line, are there other matters which you think shouild weigh in
considering the subject ?-No; there are no other matters that I
am aware of.

18344. Do you think that these two matters should decide the
question as to whieh lino ought to be adopted : the cost of construction
and working, and tie accessibility of the harbours ?-It is not for me
to say that.

Witness's reasons 18345. I am asking your opinion. I understand your theory to be
-forrfr that upon the whole the northern route would be preferable. and I an
stated. asking you if this opinion is formed solely on the advantages you

mention ?-There is one considoration which I had forgotten. One
consideration in favour of the northern lino is that I believe, first of aIl,
that this Fraser River line, when carried down to the valley bolow
Yale to a point near the Sumas, will be tapped by an American line
from Holmes Harbour; and I believe that eventually the port of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway will be at Holmes Harbour practically
spebking, because from Sumas to Burrard Inlet on the Canadian line
upon the north side of the Fraser River, presents works of n formidable
character. The works are heavy, and Burrard Inlet is not very readily
accessible from the sea as the intricacies of the navigation are many.
Besides there is the San Juan passage. That is immaterial ; but IthinkI
am corroborated by able authorities that the navigation of the Georgian
Strait and these passages are extemely difficult and hazardous for sail-
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ing shi ps, and steamers also. That is the reason why I think, eventually, Beasons for pre-
if the Canadian Pacifie is carried to Sumas, a branch lino will be carried ferrng a more
over the country between Sumas and Holmes Harbour on United
States territory. The lino would be almost sixty or seventy miles in
length, and Holmes Harbour is acknowledged by many authorities to be
easily transformed into a magnificent harbour. It only requires a short
canal of about two miles in length to connect its waters with the waters
of Admiralty Inlet, and in that case our Canatian Pacifie Railway and
the Northern Pacifie Railway of the United States would have, practi-
cally speaking, the same terminus, because Holmes Harbour will event-
ually become the terminus ofthe Northern Pacifie Railway. The pre-
sent terminus of the Northern Pacifie Railway is at a p lace called Taco-
ma at the head of Puget Sound, but it would not be difficult to carry
a line down from Tacoma to Holmes Harbour if found desirable. At
any rate these are my views regarding the two lines. The Canadian
road and the American road would have the same western terminus to
ail intents and purposes.

18346. Do you think that would be worse for the American road or
the Canadian ioad?-Realiy I do not know, I cannot say. It would be
Worse for the Canadian road I should imagine, because freight or
passengers bound from China landing at Holmes Harbour, would
Iaturally choose, I should think, the American line to the east instead
of making a long way round to the north. Tien when the Sailt
Branch is completed and connection made with St. Paul, there will be
a perfect air lino from the Rocky Mountains, by the Northern Pacifie
and St. Paul by the Sault, te Montreal.

18347. Do you think that these advantages to the American lino Thinks northerrm
Uino would coni-Would be counteracted in the attempt to gain the through trade from pete better than

China by having a more northerly terminus ?-I think that if any soerua ine
counteraction could be formed at ail the northern terminus would have statesadvan-
been advantageous for this reason : that the nortberni terminus is 300 tagos.
tmiles nearer to Japan than Holmes Harbour is. The ocean passage is Nrt terninu

a day and a-half bhorter as matters are now. Admitting that my toJapan than

estinates of the difference in distance between the northern line and Holnes Harbour.
the Burrard Inlet line-admitting that the difference is only 100 miles
in favour of the Burrard Inlet line-there still is now an outside
difference of OO miles in favour of the northern lino in consequence of
the shortness of the ocean passage. So between Yokohama and
tivingstone-Livingstone is the common point between these two rival
lifes-this northern lino is 300 miles shorter.

18348. Would the northern port be open as long during the year as Port Simpson
the southern one ?-Port Simpson is open al] the year round. As to ouj. arlt
the Upper Kitimat I am in doubt. As I have already remarked in my aboitupper

amu h et, a little ice does form in the sheltered harbour of the Kitimat,
Ut believe that does not amount to anything. The head of the

Ritirnat Inlet is never frozen-never; and Port Simpson is always open.
?ort Simpson is the finest bai bour of the.British Columbi coast with-
Out anay exception.

18349. And you think there would be no disadvantage in selecting linate onthe
that On account of the climate ?-No; not at ail. I think not, as far as be a luttie wra
the harbour is concerned. Probably the climate, sav from the Isthmus than on the
of the Simpson Peninsula along here (pointing to the map) might KamlooPs.

a trifle worse than on the Kamloops lino owing to its altitude; but
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after all, I think there is very littie ditference. It is an extremely
rainy, liumid climate on both of these linos throuigh the Cascade Moun-
tains.

18350. Is there any other roason that you think of, which should
lead to the selection of the northern route and outlet rather than the
southern one ?-The question of a country fit for settlement on the eust
of the Rocky Mountains by the northorn line.

Character ot 18351. Upon that, what is your opinion as to the comparative expe-
.countryon diency ?-I think upon the northern line the conotry from, say thenorthern Une. meridian of 121- would be a great deal lower than the southern line.

The country is lower all through; il is a partially wooded country. The
soil is infinitely better along the northern line as far as Leýser Slave
Lake tlian on tho other line : and from Slave Lake eastward to Bab-
ine Lake to Fort La Corne, the line would be through a wooded cotn-
try and would not lie exposed to the toi rific winter blast ofthe plains.
I maintain that upon the southern line, between the meridian of 112
and the Saskatchowan, I believe that settlers will find it very hard to
live, owing to the want of wood, and theexposed nature of the country.
I have been over it and I know what it is. It is an exposed country,

Country in part with hardly a partiele of wood to be found on it. whereas on the corres-
weandfie, ponding portion of the northern lino the line would run partly through

lakes. woods and at a lower level, and through a lake country where there
are fine fresh water lakes. I think that in this north-west country
there has been a great deal too much enthusiasm about the amount of
available lands, and about the glorious propeets tor settlers upon those
p.lains. I know, for one, I should not like to se tle there, and 1 doubt if
Mr. Macoun would like to take a gift of 500 acres of land and settle
there, or any one else.

18352. You think that new countries are genorally settled by per-
sons in the circumstancos of yourself and Mr. Macoun, to whom, 500
acres of land would be no inducement ?-1 do not think that new coun-
t ries are generally seule i by people who would disdain a gift of 500
acres of land, but it is the case to-day that many settlers of the yeoman
class have alrcady gone away from Manitoba in disgust, if I am vol
informed.

18353. Do you mean by that opinion that it would bo better not to
build any railway at all through that country ?-No; but I think the

'Thinks the northeru route is preferable, from the fact of there being more wood.
morthern Une
wuld attract 18354. You think it would attract more settlers ?-I think so.
more settlers. 18355. And it would open up a country more likely to be sottied ?

-That is my idea. I think the settlers would naturally prefer
a country partially wooded and partially prairie, to one that is quite
open without wood. That is the idea 1 mean to convey. I havo
travelled over this country a good deal, and I know what the hard-
ships of winter are, and I have no doubt I can stand them as well as
the average of those people, bint I should not like to do it. I see every
day that sett*ers who go int<f that country always choose the parts
that are wooded in preference to the unwooded parts.
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OTTAWA, Thursday, 2nd December, 188).

SiR CHARl:s TUPPER, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman :-
18356. About what time did you first administer the affairs of the

Pacifie Railway ?-As Minister of Public Works ?

Railway Côn-
struetiom-

Poliy of Gov.
ernittent.

18362. The first tenders actually received were about the 30th
Jarnuary ?-The 30th January. No tenders were received previous to
the 30th January, nor any information of any kind given by the
bpartment to the contractors.

18363. In asking for these tenders was there any change in the
t'ystem upon which they were invited-I mean were they invited for
the whole distance, in the first instance, by the former Government, or
IVfas that a new feature ?-I do not quite remember at this moment

Tenderlng-
Contracte N...-

41 and 42.

126 1

Minister of Pub-
18357. Yes ?-I think I entered the office about the 1l7th of October lie Works, 17th

forrmally, then went down to Nova Scotia to my re-election, and Get°uìrnfro m
returned about the 7th November, 1878. reieeton87t

18358. Can you describe the first action taken under the policy Firstwork take<
which had been adopted by you in reference to the construction of the uPb Govern-
works ?-Well, the first matter that was taken up by the Government uneromThun-
was the importance of completing, at the earliest possible date consist Rivertt the
ently with reasonable expenditure, the line from Thunder Bay to earilest possible

Red River. There were about 185 miles of a gap between the pOr- '
tions under construction at the two ends ; the one running from Red
River eastward, and the other running from Fort William west-
Ward ; and the Government decided that it was of the greatest
possible importance to put in this intervening section at the earliest
possible date. That was the first leading natter of policy that engaged
iny attention in connection with the work.

18359. Had not that already been advertized and tenders invited by Tenders Invltedby previous
the previous Government ?-Yes; in August, if I remember-in the Government in

A gsl;ten-pr'evious August-tenders had been invited to come in on the 1st day ders to ome In
Of Januarv. I think. onst January,

18360. Were tenders received as early as the 1st ?-No. Consist- Urged eey
ently with the policy which I have just mentioned, I drew ®ians

the attention of Mr. Marcus Smith, who had been acting as Engineer- cations so as to
in-Chief, and immediately afterwards of Mr. Fleming, who, 1 think, "rntens gent
Wa not here for a few days, to the importance that we attached to
getting this work under contract at the earliest possible moment, and
directed that every possible exercion should be made to got the plans
41)d sperifications in such a position as to enable parties to make an
intelligent tender. When Mr. Fleming informed me that it would not
be possible to do that, so as to have the tenders in by the 1st of Janu-
ary, the time was extended for the shortest period that we considered
It possible to do it in ; and, subsequently, when he stated that it could Time twice ex-
lot be done, they were again extended. I think they were twice ex- tended In order~o ednte eeaanet>dd hn hywr wc x to have full In-
tended for the reason I have mentioned. formation.

18361. I suppose, as a fact, no tenders were put into the Department
at either of the two tirst-named dates ?-No person had the means of
PUtting in the tenders, because it was the absence of data and specifi-

aQtions, on which tenders alone could be offered, that caused the delay,
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what the first advertisement was-in what form they called for the
tenders; but, if I recollect rightly, my impression is that they divided
it into three sections. My impression is that the first avertisemenit
divided it into three sections; but I know that the subject-
how the tenders should be dealt with in such a way as would be best
calculated to carry out our design of the earliest possible completion of
the work-received the very earnest consideration of the Govern-

l tovernnent r ment; and having discussed that very fully with Mr. Fleming,*deolded to call forhvn ht flywt r
tenders for two upon his advice I recommended to my colleagues, and we decided, to
sections and also
for"work asa asask for it in not more than two tenders, and to intimate at the samie
whole- time that a favourable consideration would be given to a tender for the

work as a whole. The reason for this, as I have stated, was that Mr.
Fleming was under the impression that if a sufficiently strong
organization, possessing resources, means and skill sufficient to grapple
with the work as a whole, had it in hand, they would be able to secure
its construction at an earlier period than if it was divided into
two tenders. But, for fear the work as a whole should be too great to
invite sufficient competition, we decided to ask for tenders for it
as a whole, and also in two parts, which would divide it into
two sections, 118 miles on this side where the work was easy, and
sixty-seven miles on the other where the work was harder.

It was considered
that Government 18364. Was it considered that anything in the shape of additional
wld enwa-Ing price might be paid by the country to gain a compensating advantage
more for the in building it by one contractor ?-It was discussed fully, and it wasadvantage of get-
ting wor doue considered that we should be quite warranted-and I may say here, at
byonecoutractor. the Outset, while I am quite willing to be held personally respon-

sible for everything which has been done in my department in connec-
tion with the Canadian Pacific Railway, that I considered the matter of

Witness took no letting such an important section of work so grave as to warrant my
stepwithout con- taking no stop in connection with it, except after the fullest consulta-

acltoe agel tion with my colleagues. Al the information from the beginning
to the end relating to it was submitted to my colleagues for
discussion in Council, and the cour#e taken was not the result of any
action of mine, but of the united opinion and decision of the
Council. I may mention here that I could not say this, but that I have
received permission from Ris Excellency the Governor-General to
state filly everything in connection with this work. We were of the
opinion-because I will use the proper terms, including my colleagues
and myself-after full and careful discussion, that the importance of
getting this work immediately constructed at as early a period as
possible, would warrant us in the expenditure of a larger sum of
money than it might be accomplished for in another way.

Tender for cou-
structing work as 18.365. Upon the opening of the tenders it seems, according to the
a whole a little Reports, that the offer for the whole section was at a price considel ablfover the aggre-

aiehofathe gowest higher than one for building the two separate sections : do yo
-enders. remember the amount ?-Not very much, I think; not very much. I

think the tender for the construction of it as a whole, was a little over
the two lowest tenders to which the contracts were awarded.

18366. Was it not above 150,000, or something like that ?-Well, it
was something, I think, in that neighbourhood. I (o not remember the
figures at this moment.
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18367. Was that considered too large an extra price to pay for the 41 "aid 42.

advantage of having the work done under one contract ?-No, it was de m tenaderi
not; and had that tender emanated from contractors of sufficient ofrsufmelent
strength and resources to secure the construction of the work within have bee ravour.
the time named, I think it would have been favourably considered. ably considered.

But you wilil ee by a reference to Mr. Fleming's report on the ten-
ders, that he stated that the advantage of letting the work as a whole
depended entirely upon the resources and means and prospects of the
parties to whom it was let; and upon a careful examination of the
whole question, and after the best enquiry he could make, ho was not
able to recommend placing it in the hands of one contractor-a con-
tractor who had made the lowest bid for the work-as likely to secure
that result ; and my colleagues and myself, after careful examination
:and discussion. decided that that opinion was correct, and therefore we
"would not let the contract as a whole to the lowest tenderer. bowest tender for

18368. The lowest tender for the whole distance was from the firm fore
of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, was it not ?-Yes. NIchoson & Mar-

18369. Then they were not known to be contractors of standing and onenquiring asD an etinn a
strength ?-Well, 1 may say that the usual course was pursued-whatI toca Pa tysoMortie, Nicholson
understand to be the usual course in the Department. Immediately & MarpoIe the

upon the tenders being received, and opened, and extended, and their ueparnnte
relative amounts stated, the practice has been then that if the parties follW°d.

offering and the persons whose tenders were the lowest were not well
known to the Department, the practice has been for the Minister to
instruct the Deputy Minister of Public Works (who was then Mr.
Trudeau, and of Railways and Canals now) and the Chief Eigineer, to
obtain in the best way that they could, sometimes by sending for the
parties, but at all events to obtain all the information that would bd
necessary to guide the Government in the awarding of tenders. That
is the course which Was pursued. Morse, Nicholson & Marpole, I may
say, were not known at all to the Department as contractors, and under
these circumstances-feeling the very large amount involved and the
great imp;ortance of the early construction of the work-a very con-
siderable time was spent, and every means possible was exhausted in
getting the fullest information with reference to the parties who had
sent in the lowest tender ; and you will sce all this detailed in the report The Chtef Engi-
of Mr. Fleming, who had, under instructions from myself, taken that nee did aot feel

hisl beto,course, and the result of enquiry and investigation was that the Chief recommend plae-
Ing contract forEngineer was not able to recommend the Govern ment to place the the wthole work

whole contract in the hands of that firm as a course likely to secure the in the hands of
objects we had in view. Morse a Oo.

18370. Do I understand that for these reasons yon resorted to the
separate contracts ?- We laid aside the combined tender on the ground
that it was not calculated to secure the object: the earliest and most
vigorous prosecution and completion of the work. I may say that this
was the subjeet of very considerable discussion with my colleagues
and myself. We felt, on the one side, the great importance of having
the contract placed in the most vigorous and efficient bands, and,
On the other, of securing the construction of the work at the smallest
amount of money that it could possibly be done for; and though there
was a recommendation of the Chief Engineer to pass over several of the
)Owest tenders, and award it to the first parties that he should, after
enquiry, recommend as having the skill and resources necessary to

.- ecure the prompt construction of the work, we felt embarrassed in
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41 and 42. taking that course, by the fact that the Government had in the specifi-
cations opparently tixed a test of qualification for the work, and that
was, requiring the parties, in the tirst instance, to deposit a security of
$5,000 for the bond fides of their tender, and in the seco)nd place to show
their ability to deal with the work by dopositing 5 per cent. of the
bulk sum of their contract. We felt, under those circurm-tances, that
although we were even risking the execution of the work as profitably
as the interest of the country demanded, we were obliged to decide
that the best course that we could pursue was to adopt the principle of
taking the lowest tender, provided the party could (omply with the
terms of the specification and put up the 5 per cent deposit promptly.
The moment that decision was arrived at-anti it was not arrived at, as

Government I say, until after considerable lime, because we were, in the first place,after much con-
siderationhaving investigating the resources and qualifications, as far as we could, of
decid stotake the parties who made the lowest tenders, and, in the next place,the tenders In
order,notifiedthe deciding the very important question whether we should pass over
twoowestten- the lower tenders on the report ofthe engineer or take therm up con-
tenderswereac- secutively as they were presented-we notifled the two lowet ten-
eepted. derers that their tenders were accepted.

Marks & Connee 18371. As to section A, Marks & Conmee appear to have made
told that the De-
*artent waa - the lowest tender, but there has been an intimation by Mr. Ryan, who
isappinted to joined them afterwards, that although the contract, was awarded to therm

find tney had flot
suffielent stand- there was some hesitation before finally deciding to place it in their
Ing as contrac- hands, because they were not known to be a firm of sufficient strength,

which ultimately led to their negotiating with him, a more experi-
enced contractor: this does not appear in the Blue Book. Do you remem-
ber how it took place ?-1 can readily understand how it took place.
Of course Marks & Conmee learned from us that we were very much
disappointed to find that they had not sufficient standing as contractors
to warrant them in taking such a work, and they learned this from Mr.
Fleming and Mr. Trudeau by whoin they were called upon to state the
means and resources they had,while the Government were dealing with
the question as to whether we would take up the lowest tenders, or
whether they should be passed over until we came to persons possessing

Doubtless inti- skill and means and resources. No doubt it was intimated to them, as
tba e t eght it is intimated constanily by the Department to persons so situated,
strengthen them- that they would strengthen their hands very much if they could get
selves by associ-
eting theismeves some contractor of standing and means associated with them. In the

wtetor oan- first place, it would be a guarantee to the Government that the work
Ing. would be accomplished, and, in the second place, it would be evidence
Reasons for such that their prices were not so inadequate as to make it im probable thatIntimation. the work could be done, and [ have no doubt that under the circum-

stances they learned it. We had no negotiations with the individuals
further than stating that it would strengthen their hands in getting
the contract awarded to them, if they got some contractor of standing
with them. Morse, Nicholson & Marpole had a similar intimation.
I was aware that they were making efforts both the parties - from
rumour and from communications with themselves to secure the
co-operation of other contractors.

18372. Do you remember whether there was any understanding
between you and this firm who were afterwards associated with tbe
successful tenderers, that efforts should be made to induce Marks &
Conmee to join with them ?-No; no intiiation was made to indace
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Marks & Conmee to do so, but the intimation to Marks & Connee was 41 a'a42.

that they would better their condition as tenderers if they could get
some strong contractor tojoin with them in their tender.

18373. Was the result acconplished by the pressure of the Depart- No pressure put
ment on Marks & Conmee in favour of Ryan ?-Not the slightest. No madeto ugetiars&
intimation was given to Marks & Conmee, or any other tenderer, of the Cg1ee to unite
desire of the Department that they shoulid associate with any contrator. tr anycontrao-
I may say this at once, because we should have considered that entirely
beyond the L-gitimato influence of the Departnent.

18374. After having committed the Government to the tender of Noknowledgeof
Marks & Conmee, upon the day upon which these tenderers were »r"n e"" teer-
notified-that is the 20th of February-could you say how long it was ers ror section
before you became aware that the tenderers for section B, who in the ou thdrawal.
ordinary course would be awarded the contract.declined to accept it ?-l
have no knowledge whatever of any intimation from the tenderers lor
section B until the receipt of the letter from them declini.g to take
the contract.

18375. That is probably the letter which is published in the Blue
Book ?-Yes ; that is the letter which is pubbshed. It was on the 25th
if I remember rightly ; I am not certain. It was on the 25th or 26th'

18376. It appears to be dated on the 25th, but the person who wrote
it, Mr. Nicholson, or Mr. Marpole, stated in evidence that according
to his recollection it was not handed into the Department until the
next day, the 26th ?-I am not certain about that. To the best of my
recollection that was the earliest intimation we had that they did not
intend to take the contract.

18377. Then if the 26th was the day on which it was received, that The disposai of
was the day on which it was awarded to the next lowest tenderer, the tenders

.urgent as the
Andrews, Jones & Co. ? -Yes. You will observe that the Chief Engi- seuson in that
neer, in his report on these tenders, expresses the great urgency oi eu eabroke
having them disposed of, for the reason that the season broke up very
early in that country, and that to secure the progress of the work, or
any hope of accomplishing it before the time stated, it was indispens-
able to get supplies in during the frost. And I may say, that in
addition to what you find in the report there, when I informed him, as
I did, that Morse, Nicholson & Marpole had duclined to take the
tender, he said to me: " This is a very seri>us inatter, because if yo>u Fleining said
lose another week you may lose another year. There is not an hour Ilel",a C'
to be lost in bringing the matter to a conclusion, with any hope of the another week was
parties getting in the supplies to enable them to carry on the work lost Iintgls re-
this year."' So that in my mind not a moment was to be lost in deal. another year.
ing with it. The Government having decided to take up the tenders
In order, the moment that was reccived the decision was of course Next iowest ten-
settled-it was to go to the next lowest tender, and they were at once derer therefore

notified. at once notlfied.

18378. Before notifying the next tenderers, Andrews, Jones & Co,
On the 26th February, it appears by the Blue Book that you rceeived
two letters from thein speaking of their readiness to comply with the
conditions. Only one of these is publishedin f ull-that of the 24th of
February-the other, I believe, is the 6th of February ; have you that
letter ?-That letter exists, of course, or it would not be referred to
there, and I am surprised to find, on looking over the Blue Book,

20*
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41 and 42. that it is not there, because I see by the report to Council which I
prepared that I gave an extract from it. Thi's, of course, I could not
have done unless the letter had been before me.

Three days given 1837e. The time named within which Andrews, Jones & Co. were
toAndrews permitted to put up security appears to be about three days : please
putup security state why you name that period ?-I have already stated the reasons-
nastauement that when I communicated to Mr. Fleming the fact of parties to whom

as to the great the coniract would have been assigned abandoning it, he informed
rgecsoeng me, that the loss of a week would probably entail the loss of a

before ueason year; that this was not unlikely ; and that if we were going to let thebrou e up.
eontract with any hope of carrying out the work, no time must be lost.
The three days were held to be sufficient. I submitted this statement
of Mr. Fleming's to my colleagues, as to the amount of time we should

Ail effortsto get give Andrews, Jones & Co., and we decided that if their pOsitiOn-I
Inforymation of M
Andrew, lones & 1aàY Say ail our efforts to get information as to Jones & Co. had been
Co. abortive. very abortive. In Mr. Fleming's report to me on the subject you

wili find it stated that, although he had made enquiries at St.
Catharines, from which source ore of the letters appears to be dated,
and other sources, he had been unable to get any satisfactory informa-
tion respecting them. I am not aware,up to this moment, of ever having
seen either of the members of the tirm. I will not say that I did not,
I ecause I was constantly seeing so many persons, but I do not remember

.Andrews, Jones & having seen them, and the efforts we made to get information were
C.sstatemnent v
tit®®ey were very unsuccessful. The statements, however, that I had before me in

prepared to put witirig,twice from them, that they were prepared at once to put up the
rmedi"te, gave de po>it-I think they use the word " immediately "-and go on with
ru oa beiev- the contract, satisfied me that if that was the case, if they had command

capacity to go on Of resources that would enable them promptly to put it up, there was a
with work. fair prospect of the work being accomplished; but if, on the other

'fu, hot, putey hand, they were not able to make the deposit with the aid the tele.
the capital in graph furnishes-because it is ail that is really neessary-in that
wouid be r prose. time, there would be no prospect of their accomplishing the work ; so
pect of their ac- hat after full consideration of the subject, it was decided to limit the
coinplishing the t.
work. 1ime to three days.

Three days fixed 18380. Then do I understand you to say that these two letters before
on bescans of r the awarding of the contract and in which they state their complete

claration tha readinesas to fulfil the conditions, were partly the reason for
they could put up deciding the lime ?-Certainl There was the declaration that
the security lm- eiigtetm -etil.Teewstedcaton ht

medathe they were prepared to do it immediately ; there was tho urgent
irgencyof lhe necessity of not losing an hour in getting the contract made; and

wrand be-
cause morne time there was the fact that they had received notice from me, some time
before witness before, ttiat their tender would receive due consideration, which
had caused a
letter to be writ- you will find in the papers I have just handed to you. It
ten te them was an answer which had been sent some time before in reply tosaying their ten-
der would receive thel r first letter.
due considera-
ion. The Chairman handed the letter to the Secretary who read it aloud:

Andrews, Jones "ST. CATHARUBs, February 6th, 1879.
& Co.'s letter to aiSir letter t "Sm,-It havin g been rumoured that the tenders in the neighbourhood of $6,000,000
Tupper. for that portion of the Pacific Railway between English River and Rat Portage-185

miles-will not be considered by the Department, we desire to state that we have
every confidence in the figures that we have submitted, and that if the contract is
awarded to us we are prepared to furnish the 5 per cent. required by the Govera-
ment for its fulfilment, and to proceed with the work immediately on being ordered
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to do so. We cn also satisfy you as to our ability to cirry out the works to a suc- 41 and 41.
-essful completion. All we ask is that our tender mry be c>nsiiered on its merits,
and if it is lowest ,hat it will receive at your hands favourable consideration.

'We have the honour to be, Sir,
4Your obedient servants

"ANDREW~S, JONIES & 00.
" Hon. Dr, Tnpper,

" Minister of Public Works, Ottawa."

(Exhibit No. 282.)

The Secretary also read the answer OTTWA, February 2tb, 1879. Letter from

Braun to An-
" GNTLUMN,-1 am directed to acknowledge the receiptof yoursof the 6th instant, drews,Jones&O%

with respect to your tender for the construction of that portion of the Canadian
Pacific Railway between .English River and Rat Portage, and to state that your ten-
der will receive all due consideration.

"I am. gentlemen,
"Your obedient servant,

"A ndrews, Jones & Co., (Sïgned) F. BRAlrg.
" St. Catharines, Ont."

(Exhibit No. 283.)

18381. Do you know whether, at the time of awarding the contract No doubt that
to Andrews, Jones & Co., and naming the limibs of the time within And, onege
which they could put up security, there was any reason on the part of they werethe
the Governmert to believe that they were aware that theirs was the ,®rr oaw '
next lowest tender after Morse, Nicholson & Co. ?-I have no doubt of Morse, Nicholson

that whatever. Tho fact is that, by some means, the public know almost 0°'
as early as the Department the relative state of the tenders. My solu- Reason for this
tion of this is, that the moment the hour for receiving tenders has opin°o-
expired, every contractor knows that he has nothing to lose, but per-
haps something to gain, by discussing his relative position with other
tenderers, and that they discuss the matter, and make comparisons
between themselves. I know that every possible care [ could take was
taken, yet the relative positions of the tenders was known outside.
Andrews, Jones & Co.-if I am not mistaken, it was a matter of Position of
publie notoriety what thoir position was; and I have no doubt the £," ®m'a",1·,oia

persons representing the.m were watching, from day to day, the public notoriety.
efforts that parties who were before them were making to put up
the deposit required, and perhaps they knew before I did the proba-
bility of the tender below being withdrawn. We have now, of course,

oitive evidene-it has been taken by yourslf-to show that they
did know long before I did, because they were in negotiation with the
Parties below them. Mr. Smith was the only person here-the only col.smithhaving
Person I saw, or whom the Department saw, in rjlation to Audrews, ®;tad .a the
Joues & Co.-and I think he had stated that if the tender was awarded awarded to them.
to them, the necessary means would be promptly forthcoming. Feeling seeurityworadbe
the great urgency of the case, and not knowing any other person here Promptly put'o
With whom to communicate in relation to their tender, I sent a notifica- htm of the thrfe
tiol of its acceptance promptly to him, immediately on the Council da aglven hia

deciding that course should be adopted, and informing them of the three
Nya given them for the deposit to be made.

18382. You are correct in saying that we have had evidence on the In evidence that
8ubject. It has appeared by the testimony of one of the witnesses that mors a e. non-
the day before the information was given to the Deparment that iDeparfl

orse, Nicholson & Co. would not accept the contract, they had not take the cou--
<3oalesced with Andrews, Jones & Co., the next lowest tenderers. I tract, they ha&

20)*
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41 aond 42. am alluding now to the letter of the Secretary of your Department to-
aeee wnes Andrews, Jones & Co., refusing to extend the time : you say that for

a co- some days previous, they were aware that they were likely to be called
upon ?-Yes.

Col. Sinith's 18383. I am asking whether they were aware of it from some infor-
knowee th mation that had come to them fro1a you ?-The ground on which I
Morse a Co. could said that is the fact that Mr. Smith who represented thcrm being on the
flot get the securi- r
ty, Must have spot, and being aware of the efforts that Morse, Nieholson & Co. were
kept bis frni in making, and the inability, I may say, of Morse, Nicholson & Marpole
e I don to put to secure the assistance and co-operation of other contractors to go into
nþ their security. the work with them, this would no doubt leave them in a position

to prepare for the emergency whenever it occurred.

18384. Do you mean by this intimation to them that they understood
pretty well the probabilities ?-Yes, I regarded it so.

18385. It was not then only the ordinary knowledge that every
tenderer would get from the beginning, that he might possibly be called
upon ?-No ; it was the fact of daily discussion among the contractors,
and intercourse with myself in relation to what would take place in
certain events, because from the first a number of those tenderers were
making enquiries as to the probability or possibility of their
being called upon and the character of the security, and everything of
that kind, so as to make due preparation.

No knowedge of 18386. As to the tender of the first firm to whom the contract had
Xng & Cher been offered, I mean Morse, Nicholson & Co., were you aware at
Shields or Close any time during the negotiations thatthey had promised to Mr. Shields,
°at nio for or to Mr. Close, or to any one, compensation for influence to be used
influence. by thern in acquiring the contract for Morse & Co. ?-No; I do not

remember having seen them or having had any intercourse with Mr.
Close at all. It is possible amnong the number of persons who came to see
me he may have visited me, but I do not remember it. Mr. Shields I
remember seeing several times, but I had no intimation whatever of
anything furtheri than the interest he professed to take in having a
Toronto firm secure a contract.

18387. I understand you to say you were not made aware that
Close and Shie:ds were interested pecuniaiily in any one acquiring the
contract ?-No; I have no recollection of any information of that kind
having reached me.

ometime earlier 16388. On the 27th of February, aceording to a letter published, itthan the letter of
Fraser, Grant & was decided not to extend the lime as asked for by Andrews, Jones &
Cjo. ofthe 29th of Co, ; there is a letter of the 29th of February, from Fraer, Grant &
that the contract Pitblado, notifying you that if the contract for sec ion B should be
f "llid o- t awarded to them that they would be prepared to associate with thom
ciate with them Shields, Manning & McDonald: were you awarc before that letter of
Sh®cdal annwg the 29th of February, and as early as the 27thà of February, that the
ness knewtrast result of that refusai would be to give Shields and Manning an interest
er, Orant & Co. in it ? -I have no doubt. I am now speaking from recollection, because
gatting co trt I have no data to go upon. But ny impression is that Mr Fleming'swould ontrie
]anning & ble- report, in which ho spoke very highly of Fraser, Grant & Pitblado as

na1d an inter- experienced contractors-but raised a doubt as to their resources to
carry through such a large work-led to an intimation to them
wheni the matter came upJ, whether it would not be desirable
that they should strengthen themselves. I am now speaking entirely
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-from recollection, and from the general scope of the question. The pecu- 41 sud 4-.

liar circumstances which Mir. Fleming had again and again forced upon
-ny notice, that the parties not only required resources sufficient to enable
them to put up the deposit necessary to secure the contract, but the
command of a very large sum of money immediately to be expended
for supplies to bc put in without loss ot time-this I have no doubt led to
an intimation from Mr. Fleming, Mr. Trudeau or myself, that, in the
event of their taking the contract, they should be prepared to meet that
,emergency with ample resources; and my impression is that it formed
a subject of conversation-not their associating with Mr. Shields The letter of the
(because I never heard him mentioned in connection with it) but with 29th February,
Mannirg & Co.-Manning & McDonald-who we e known to be men of aaston that
high standing as contractors and mon of resources. Certainly the sug- Shieldgwas the
gestion was not new of the conibination with Manning. I think that & MeDonald.
letter of the 29th was the first intimation that Shields was in the firm

,of Manning & McJ)onald ; but rumours had reachod my ears of negotia-
tions between Fraser, Grant & Pitblado and Manning & Co.-in case
the contract should go to Fraser.

18389. Thon do we correctly understand that at the time of refising
this extension to Andrew:, Jones & Co., you had reason to th' k that
not only Fraser, Grant & Pitblado would be interested in the c ntract,
but also Manning & McDonald ?-I think so. As I say, I have no data
to go on, but my recollection is-athough [ have no positive informa-
tion-it would be intimated that those parties would be likely to
combine.

18390. But the first intimation of Shields being in it'was the 29th ?
-Until the letter of the 29th, I had no intimation of his going into
,the contract at all.

18391. The letter is dated on 29th of February; in that year there
'vas no 29th ?-I have no recollection. It did not oven attract
tny attention that there were not twenty-nine days in February. I
should think that most likely it would be the 1st of March ; but there
is nothing to show, except that. I think it most likely to be the lst
ýof March. I may mention here, if you will allow me, that although
We refused the extension of the time in my letter, practically they
had eight days in which to put up the deposit. The time expired.
if 1 remember right, at four o'clock or. Saturday : the lst of
March was, I think, on Saturday; yes, four o'clock on the
lst of March. No action was taken, No communication was
had with my colleagues on the subject; but between that time and the
assembling of Couneil on Monday, Mr. Macdougall-the Hon. William
-Macdougall -called upon me, in company with Mr. Goodwin, pnd
asked me'if Mr. Goodwin shoutd join Andrews, Joncs & Co. in the ton-
tract, whether we would not give them a day or two longer to make
the necessary arrangements. I told Mr. Macdougall, representing, as
I Considered he did, Andrews, Jones & Co.-for it was in that capacity

r eceived his visit, as ho did not ask anything for Mr. Goodwin, but
a8ked what would be the result if they could obtain the co-operation of
Mlr. Godwin-I told Mr. Maedougall I had no hesitation in saying I
'WOuld advise my colleagues, I had no power to do so myself, but if
-Aldrews, Jones & Co. could obtain the co-operation of any contractor
of standing and resources,or gave the Government reason to believe that
8nch would be the case, they would receive a day or two longer, because

29th of February,
really the Ist or
March.

Practically An-
drews, Jones &
Co. had eght
days to put up
the deposit.

Before meeting of
Council, Mionday
srd March, Hon.
Wrn. -Macdougalt
representlng An-
drew, Jones & Oc.
caIled wiLh Good-
win and aaked for
time.

Told him if Anr
drews, Jones &
Co. could obtaiD
co-operation Of a
contractor or
standing, he
W"OUd aavi" his
coleagues t give
& day ortWu
longer'.
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41 and 41' then we should be satisfied we had an adequate guarantee of the suffici-
ency of their resources and the prospect ofthe work being accomplished.
I reported to my colleagues in Council what had been done; the con-
munication I had received, as I held it to be from Andrews, Jones & Co.
that there was a prospect of Mr. Goodwin .boing induced to go in; and

wnen in counen that I had said, if they could get any contractor of standing to go in
® e romaGood. with them I would ask My colleagues to agree to extend the time for

vin declvning to a day or two for the purpose'of enabling the arrangements to be made.
°o "'rete pono°" They at once concurred, and I think it was on Tuesday, wben I was in

unieueioodf Council, Mr. Goodwin wrote a slip of paper in pencil that he had de-
Andrews,Jones& clined to go into the contract-that the figures were too low. I com-

°mtlsngriaito municated it to my colleagues, and that there was no prospect of their
take upthe work- being able to take up the contract satisfactorily.

18392. That, as I understand you, is not a part of your formal report
to Council, but a verbal statement ?-A verbal statement. We were.
discussing it from day to day, and every particle of information I could

.t a obtain upon the question was submitted to my colleagues and discussed,.
No action taken and the course decided upon was acted upon. As you will see from

tarche. my report, no action was taken until the 5th, although the time which
had been given to them in the first instance was up at four o'clock

bansierned tne on Saturday ; but I considered it had been extended, and extended by
ed by notification notification to them, when I informed somebody on their behalf that
to thlir repre-

t ve®® additional time would be given.
18393. Do you remember what led you to believe that Mr. Mac-

dougall was representing the firm of Andrews, Jones & Co. ?-His
coming to ask me the question if they could induce- I knew that Mr.
Macdougall, I think ho was representing Mr. Smith, who had been
acting for Andrews, Jones & Co. in some other matters, if I remem ber
right-and then when he came to me ho canie to me ostensibly on the
part ot Andrews, Jones & Co., because ho asked me if I would extend
the time to them if they could induce Mr. Goodwin to go into the
contract with thom.

18394. Do you remember whether ho said that he had lately
received any communication from them on the subject ?-I am inclined
to think ho said he had received a telegram from Mr. Smith, but I an
not certain, there are so many things occurring in connection with it k
but I received his visit and bis communication as the representative of
Andrews, Jones & Co., because it was on their behalf he applied to me,
and not on behalf of any other person, and I took it for granted hb
was making an effort on their behalf to get such assistance as would
enable them to put up the deposit, and had applied to Mr. Goodwin for
theipurpose and Mr. Goodwin had said: "If I have time will see
whAt I can do ;" and ho had come to me to get the time to secure that
object. I recommended to my colleagues that Andrews, Jones & Co.
should have that time, and, as I have said, we waited.

Beceived a tele- 18395. Between the time named at first in the notification to An-
ÇV amnying drews, Jones & Co., namely Saturday the 1st, about four o'clock, and

that Thompson this meeting of the Council on the Tuesday following, had you -not been
(0f Morse & Co.)lad deposited notified of some deposit ?-Yes; I had received notice, I think,

e,95 o the from Mr. Yarker, that Mr. Thompson, one of the firm of Morse,
. es Nicholson & Co., had deposited some $48,950 to the credit of section B,

but ho did not stgte it was for Andrews, Jones & Co. I had no doubt
it was intended for Andrews, Jones & Co., or on account of their tender,.
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but bis commnication-noilher telegraphic nor written-woild have 43 ' e"' .
enabled me to hold that money on account of Andrews, Jones & Co, iher ® egg
because there was no such authority given. It was simply on account have enablel
of section B. I recoived, however, a communication from Mr. G. D. the mon on
Morse, stating that he had deposited $48,950 on account of Andrews, account of An-
Jones & Co-'s section B, and that is ail the doposit-that $48,950 is aill Í r ay
the money that I am aware that was ever deposited to the credit of beee,9Oed to
Andrews, Jones & Co. The other I had no doubt was intended for that account of An-
purpose, but owing to oversight it was not stated so. n lsall the

tmIoney, so far s
18396. Do you meani that when you received the communication that wItne-s Is aware,

Morse & Co. had deposited $48,950, or a similiar amount, that you were ther edI o
not informed then whether it was the same deposit or was an additional drews,Jones&Co.
one ?-I have no doubt it was an additional one, but what I say is,
that the communication from Mr. Yarker of Mr. Thompson's deposit,
did not state it was for Andrews, Jones & Co., and, therefore, I was not
able to hold it for Andrews, Jones & Co., because it said it was for sec-
tion B, but did not say it was for Andrews, Jones & Co. Morse & Co.'s
I took to be a different one altogether of $48,950. It did state dis-
tinctly il was for Andrews, Jones & Co., and, therefore, I say it was the
only deposit i could bold to the credit of Andrews, Jones & Co. There
were two deposits undoubtedly made, and 1 have no doubt they we-e
intended for Andrews, Jones & Co. It was probably an oversight that
only onte was deposited in such a way as. to hold it for Andrews, Jones
& Co., the other was on account oft section B, and Mr. Thompson could
have said, if he so desired, it should tot be for Andrews, Jones & Co.

18397. The second deposit was from Morse, Nicholson & Marpole ?-
Yes.

18398. Were you aware of that at the time ?-Yes; I took it that G.
b. Morse was Morse, Nicholson & Mai-pole.

1Q399. Do you mean that this absence of notification as to the Absence or notifi-
account on which the other deposit was made had anything to do with auntowhlC
the final decision awarding the contract ?-No, I assume it was prob- first deposit was
ably an oversight; but I merely state the fact that up to the eight h day nothing to do
from the tirne they received their notification ail the money I was in a with final deci-

Position to hold as for Andrews, Jones & Co., was $48,950. That there sion.
Was another $48,950 which had been deposited to the (redit of section
B whieh I assume was for them, but whieh I was not in a position to
bold as against the depositor, and I, therefore, detailed ail the facts
Seriatim in my report to Council in order that my colleagues might
have before them the facts of the case as they existed. Alleged impro-

18400. Tho result of this final decision being to give the contract to p l"n"'-.''

Praser, Grant & Pitblado, and, as you understood it, to Manning, Shields ueve that ae-
& McDonald associated with them, will you say if you ai-e aware bgntead
whether any Member of Parliament has been benefitted directly or in- by Fraser, Orant
directly through any of these people in consequence of their getting îng a ê9 getting
the contract ?-I have not the sligb test knowledge of anything of the thecontract-
kind, and T have no reason to suppose that any Member of Parliament
Lad any interest in the disposal of the contract or tender.

18401. Have you any reason to think that any of the officiais in theJ)epartmnent have been benefitted in consequence of this contract having
een allotted as it was ?-I have not the slightest suspicion of any official the epeartmlenft.

<1onunected with the Department ever baving been benefitted in the least
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Inlluencing degree, or having the least interest in these contracts except what has
No suspiion transpired in reference to Mr. Chapleau, and of which I had not the
Chapleau's rela- slightest knowledge or suspicion until it was made public in the
tion to contrae- netiaif
tors unitiIt came investigation.
out in evidence. 18402. At the time of receiving tenders for this work not only on

° section B but section A, could you state the conditions of the plans and
profiles and the information to be offered to the public generally ?-
No ; I can state nothing more than that I had requested the engineers
and Mr. Fleming, the Chief Engineer- The two postponements took
place in order to bave sufficient data to put before the conitractors so as
toenable them to make a thoroughly intelligent tender, and to enablethe
Department to make what they could assure me was an appioximate
estimate, one that, at all events, would fully cover all the expenditure
cornected with the contracts.

Informed by en-
gineers prior to 18403. Do you remember whether the quantities were ascertained
t ractstht in the by what is known as cross-sectioning ?-Well, I am not able to say
case of sections A that exactly; but I am able to say that the information given to me
and B the infor-y
mation more fuli was that much more information had been accurately detailed than in
and accurate
than cu the case previous contracts, and the Chief Engineer and acting Chief
of previous con- Engineer, Mr. Marcus Smith, both assured me that I need not be afraid
tracts and that lie
ineed notfear that of the quantities being exceede.l, as had been the case in previous
quantities would contracts.
be exceeded.
As a fact the 18404. Have you been informed as to the work executed, whether
work i and wll up to this time it bas exceeded the estimate ?-It has been largelybe conslderably
less than the lessened. The work, as provided for by the specifications and as esti-
estimated. mated upon when the tenders were let, vill be very greatly decreased.

The Chief Engineer is in a position to assure me-and the Division
engineers, the persons immediately in charge of the work, all join in
assuring me-that a very great reduction in the work will be made,
both in contract A and contract B.

18405. Have you discussed this matter ?-I have discussed this mat-
ter exhaustively witb Mr. Jennings on the spot, who is in charge of
section B, and with Mr. Schreiber and Mr. Fleming, and have gone
fully into the reports of Mr. Caddy, who is in charge of section A, and
who gives data for the very large reductions that have been made.

A very great re- 18406. I understand that the result, so far-that is, so far as the
dction effected work has been executed-has been to diminish the work that wasbyre-location, &c. expected to be required on those sections ?-Very greatly By a care-

ful re-location of a certain section of the line, a reduction of work in
othere, a very great reduction will be effected on both these, below wbat
was anticipated when the contracts were let.

Characterofwork 18407. Has this been accomplished as you understand by making a
not deterlorated. less efficient railway ?-No; it bas been accomplished without at all

deteriorating the character of the railway work, in some instances by
Distancelessened. lessening the distance by several miles. The line at present being

constructed is shorter by some four miles I think than at the time the
work was let.

18408. Is there anything further in connection with Section A or
Section B-that is to say contracte 41 and 42-which occurs to you as
necessary to be explained in evidence ?-I don't know. Nothing
occurs to me that I think bas not been very fully investigated as far as
I have had any opportunity of judging. If there is any point that
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eccurs to you that is not fully dealt with I shall be very glad to answer 41 and 42.

any question and give any explanation in my power.
18409. At the time you received these notices of deposits made in

Toronto had you become aware that Andrews, Jones & Co., the
principals in the transaction, had retired ?-Not at all. I never
suspected such a thing. What I did suspect was that they were
obtaining the assistance connected with the firm of Morse, Nicholson
,& Marpole to put up the deposit. I had reason to suspect that only
from the fact of the deposit being notified from members of that firm.
Of course that was simply a suspicion. I had no knowledge or
intimation from any source whatever of the combination between
the parties.

18410. The evidence shows that as early as the 2Sth of February
the New York branch of the firm which had been formed hore had
decided not to have anything further to do with Morse, Nicholson & Co.
and the telegram to that efdect from N. F. Jones to Mr. Macdougall is
already in evidence: do I understand you that this was not at all in
.your mind at the time ?-I had not the slightest knowledge of such a
thing. I had no knowledge of any such thing having occurred until I
read it in the evidence taken before this Commission, nor did I ever
suspect it.

18411. One of the witneses has mentioned that he brought a verbal
-message fr ,m Nicholson, one of the firm of Morse, Nicholson & Co., to
you to the effeet that they did not intend to take section B if it wvas
offered to them, but if the whole distance was to be divided they
would take section A at the price arrived at by taking off section B
from the whole tender for section C : do you remember anything of
the kind ?-I have no recollection of anything of the kind. I saw it
stated that Mu. McCormick, who says ho is acquainted with me, states
it, but I do not recollect who ho is, nor do I remember any sueb com-
inunication having been made to me. The intimation I had of their
refusal to take section B is contained in their written communication
1

t m f r e ll ti

At Urme of notice
of deposit to
credit or An-
drews, Jones & Co.
ixever suspected
that Andrews,
Jones & Co. had
retired.

Recollects receiv-
ing o verbal
message frorn
Morse, Nicholson
& 'o thatthey
did not lnterid to
take section B,ý
but wouid take
section A.

No pronise or
18412. Was there any understanding or promise, before the final "nd E ing or

awarding of this contract, between yourself and any person who after- cnid 'p thought
p ~ such hi'tweenwards became interested in these c:>ntracts, A or B ?-Not the slight- wites, ad eany

est promise, or anything approaching it, or any such intimation to any ""a®ner
person living, interested in

sections A and B.
1841d. 1 think it appears from the figures that Marks & Conmee Whether short or

offered to do the work on section A upon rates applying both to the long perlod
short period and to the long period, while Andrews, Jones & Co. pro- caiefulleonsi-
eOsed to do it only at one of these periods. The effect of Marks & conciuded ttwas
'uofnmee doing it at the shorter period would be to pay them a higher impoIbe to
Price than Andrews, Jones & Co. offered to do it for at the same period: guream In
do you remember whether that was discussed or had any bearing on hort period.and
the decision ?-That vas the subject of careful consideration, and you iower price and

tind that the grounds of the action taken are stated very fully in onger peid an

Mr. Fleming's report. Mr. Fleming reported that he had about come price in the shape
to the conclusion that it was impossible to secure the construction of gn n aiy
the work at anything like the figures named by the short period; that copletion or
011 that could be hoped for, therefore, would be to accomplish it by the
long period, and the effeet of making the contract for the short period
Would be to pay high prices withont accomplishing the object; that,
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41 and 4S. as the work proceeded, we would bave to pay the higher pi ice,
and that it would be better to take the low tender, and put
in the form of a bonus that in case the road was constructed
in the shorter period that then they should be paid at the
high rate. I may say that the great object the Government had in
making that arrangement for section A was in consequence of the
greater difficultv in section B and the aceess that would be secured
to it from this end of section B, so that we could be able to get the road
opened by the time provided in the contract.

Assuming that 18414. if you understood that the deposits which were made in
Co. had put up Toronto had been made by Morse & Co. or on behalf of their firm, with

'100,000 as Part Of the idea they would be associated with Andrews, Jones & Co., how wastheir deposit, two
days elap-ied it, assuming that 8100,000 had been put up as part of the deposit, that
nore blnn yut, no further negotiations took place with them ?-Two days had

though their re- elapsed after the last deposit had been made, without any additional
Wn todthat ia deposit before the Government took action. Both the deposits, assum-
they could get a ing them bothto be credited to Andrews, Jones & Co., were on the 3rdstrong contractor
In with them of March, on Monday; and the intimation havirg been given to a
witness would
ask Councl t person acting on behalf, L suppose, of Andrews, Jones & Co., that, with
watt. the hope that they might obtain t he co-operation of some strong con-

tractor, I would ask the Council to delay a littie longer, we waited
until the 5th-that is Wednesday-and between Monday and Wednes-

If witb a week day youi will observe that no additional deposit was made. There
more te thadn could, therefore, be but one cobclusion arrived at, and that was that
theycould not Andrews, Jones & Co. were not able to obtain from any source the

ut up dpoait. means of putting up the deposit, and if with a week more time
goon successfuuly than they had evei asked thîenselves they could not put u) the deposit,ivith a workwh ch would how could they possibly proceed with the work with any chance of
bave required accomplishing it when it would have required a largeadditional capital
capital at once? at once at their command; so that the evidence to my mmd and to the

mirds of my colleagues was conclusive that there was no objeet in
waiting longer than we had waited with the hope that it would be
accomplished by Andrews, Jones & Co. Of courbe, we were not in
communication with Morse & Co. at all. They had gone out. Ali
that we did was to receive the money from whatever source it was
offered on behalf of Andrews, Jones & Co.

18415. It appears that Mr. Shanly telegraphed to say that arranigç-
mente were made but he would not be able to forward certificates uutil
that evening's mail: do you remember whether his telegram was con-
sidered before the final conclusion on the 5th ?-That telegram
was not received until the action of Council directing me to notif)rFraser, Grant & Pitblado that the contract was awarded to them, and
as Mr. Shanly asked me to reply to G. D. Morse, I immeoiately
replied to him on the receipt of the telegram that the contract had
already been awarded. We had no intimation whatever that Mr.
Shanly had been asked to identify himself with Andrews, Jones & Co.
until the whole thing was concluded.

A year's delay in 18416. Would the delay of a year, which you say might have been
would have been the result of not completing this contract as early as possible in the
ofthe most seri- spring, have been considered a great loss to the country ?-We, as Ious damage
to development stated at the outset, arrived at the conclusion that it was of the mdst
of North-West. vital importance to the development of the North-West that we should

get this link put in and the road opened between Lake Superior and Red
River at the earliest possible heur consistnet with anything like a
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reasonable expen:iiture, and that it was a matter of the very gravest 41 a.4 42.

moment to the country. The difficulty we experienced in getting nIficulty or get-
immigration into the North-West through the United States was such Í" ation
as to lead ns to believe that it was of the greatest consequence to the through United
whole country that we should get this road opened, and that a yarst
ýwas of the most serious importance in the mterests of the country.

18417. I suppose it would be difficult to naine any amount by which
the country would suffer in consequence of such a delay?-I should be
afraid to venture upon any amount, but I would naine a very large
sum if I named any amount at ail.

18418. As to section A, which was awarded to Marks & Conmee, whetherMarks&
there is a letter from a Mr. Wardrop stating that the tender was was Informai de-
informal: was your attention directed to that ?-That question of cidea by Trudeau,

informality was decided by Mr. Trudeau, Mr Smith and Mr. Briaun Brau an
when the tenders were opened, and they only furiisbed me with the
list of tenders that were held to come within the terms of the specifi-
cation that they regarded as formal. There were manifest errors in
the tender, but that would not ,mount to anything like informality.
That was a matter for the contractor, but not for the Government.
The attention of the Government was drawn to anything which would
lemt-en the amount which they were likely to receive. Our attention
baving been drawn to it by the Chief Engineer, they were informed,
on the acceptance of their tender, that the contract must be made
Etrictly in conformity with their tender.

18419. They did actually take the contract, I bolieve, at the lowest took contractmat
price named ?- At the lowest price named, but subject to errors which aneaprlcear
they had made as against themselves. Ing the Ioss of any

t of their own
18420. They bore the brunt of that mistake ?-Yes. errors.

18421. Could you state any reason for abandoning the Georgian Bay Georgian Bay
Branch, which was under contract with Heney, Charlebois & Co. ?- ce " n' .a
Well, generally the poli'y of the Government. The Government arrived Contract canceu-
at the conclusion that the public interest would not be promoted by that edbecause 0U -
expenditure; that it was not desirable to go on with it; that there tha, going for-

Would be a large expenditure of public money without commensurate waira wlth thiscou tractLon whioh
roturn if that contract were carried on. Very little progress had utue progress
been made up to the period that the contraet was cancelled, and the wo1d en taI1la r
a.signment, if I remember right, of the contract had been made exPentiturErwlt -
contrary to its terms, without the consent of the Government. ate advantage.
I think 1 was not here when the contract was absolutely

ancelled; I think I was in England; but my recollection is that the
Papers show that a question was raised as to the forfeiture of the con-
tract on the ground of assignment, without the consent of the Govern-
'lient, as the contract required. I am speaking, however, from memory
Of circumstances which occurred a good while ago. Purrhase of

18422. In the summer of 1879, some contracts appear to have been mati-D.
brought about through Mr. Reynolds, in England : did you take any 53-556

Part, personally, in the arrangements, or was that matter left to him Course pursuedla
alone ?-You are speaking of contracts for 50,000 tons of steel rails ? par"hasifg steel

raio in summr

18423. No; I am speaking of the first smaller lot ?-In the first Of17.
arnali lot the course pursued was this : I think they were required for
.Erince Edward Island, were they not ? I am not quite certain, but at
a1 avents some 5,000 tons were required-no, it was for another pur-
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contracts Nos. pose ; and Mr. Reynolds was instructed to send out circulars to makers
5a-5116 for the purpose of receiving tenders, and communicate the resuit to

the Department, and having done so, and the Department being
satisfied-having obtained a number of tenders-reported the resuit.
He was instructed to accept the lowest. He acted under the directions
of the Department.

60,(<) tons. 18424. There was another large quantity obtained upon which
matters were closed while you were in England?-Yes. 50,000 tons.

Directedtoadver- 18425, Do you remember what part you took individually in the
Ise for 5,0 0 tons arrangements ?-I, betore leaving here, directed advertisements to beso as flot to 8tiffen '
the narket. published calling for tenders for 5,000 tons. The reason of asking for

the small anount, of course, was obvious, as an advertisement asking
for tenders for a very large amount would be calculated to put up the
price. I went over to England in eompany with Sir John Macdonald and
Sir Leonard Tilley, and at the time when these tenders were received

Tenders opened I was absent in Italy. The tenders were opened by Sir Leonard Tilley and,In England dur-y
ing witness's I think, Mr. Fleming, and perhaps Sir John Macdonald. I do not
absence bySir remember about that, but they were opened and simply laid asideLeonard Tiiley
and Mr. Fleming. until my arrival in London. When I returned I carried on all the
On witness's re- communication, with the parties tendering, through Mr. Fleming and

ronZmuae- Mr. Reynolds; and having examined the tenders, and having arrived
tionswith the at the conclusion that it would be in the public interest to secure attenderers throughlat ûf( t
Fleming and least 50,000 tons of rails upon the terms on which we had the oppor-
Reynolds. tunity of purchasing them, I accepted the lowest tenders. I then
Aceepted lowest asked the tenderers if they would double the amounts, or increase the
tenderers and
then asked them amounts, without, of course, communicating to them there were other
to double the tenders; and I was thus in a position to get them to increase the amounts

in such a way as to enable me to obtain the 50,000 tons of rails at the
anounts I stated. My communications with the *nderers and the
parties who became the contractors were through Mr. Fleming, and
that mainly by correspondence, and through Mr. Reynolds. Of course
when they called to see me personally, or any one connected with
them, I saw them in conjunction with Mr. Fleming.

Order-in-Councui 18+26. There is an Order-in-Council of the 13th of June, 1879,
<lSthorJune, 1879)authorized . authorizing the purchase of about 30,000 tons; the quantity was con-
chase fSOeasosiderably larger than this: can you explain why it was considered,tons; the reason
more bought the necessary to obtain a larger quantity ?-The reason for obtaining alowness of price. larger amount was this: when we received the tenders they were so

very low that upon consultation with Sir John Macdonald and the
Minister of Finance, Sir Leonard Tilley, we arrived at the conclusion
that it would be greatly in the public interest to avail ourselves of the
opportunity to secure a larger quantity, and that we should by so doing
effect avery considerable saving of public money.

Purchpse of 18427. I think one of the witnesses stated that, in addition to those
Revnc du Loup required for the Pacific Railway, a considerable quantity wasline neeessitated qie o
gettng steel rails required for the Intercolonial Railway : do yo.u remember whether
toreay thetrack. this was so or not?-The purchase of the Rivière du Loup

line, some 126 miles, involved the necessity of getting steel rails
sufficient to relay the track for that distanoe, and of course made
it more desirable for us to secure a larger quantity. But the quantity'
secured was a larger quantity than even with the rails required for
the Rivière du Loup Branch and the road under contract, was needed.
It left a margin, but not a very large margin, over what was required
for the road under contract and to be placed under contract.
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18428. The decision was arrived at, I understand, in consequence of 53-5* 5.a*
a report of Mr. Fleming on the subjeet; the quantity recommended by
Mr. Fleming in that report, as I understand it, is entirely for the
Pacifie Railway ?-Yes. Well, Mr. Fleming, of course-we telegraphed
to Mr. Shiciber to know the quantity that would be required for the
]Rivière du Loup Branch in addition to these.

18429 We are not enquiring into the necessity of those for the other 2ooo tons requir-

road ?-30,000 tons was the quantity obtained for the Canadian Pacifie ed for Canadian

Railway in round numbers, if I remember rightly-some 29,000 Pacifie iiailway.
tons.

18430. Do you remember whether there was an Order-in-Council for The opportunity
the quantity over the first amount that was expected to be required ? ble "avoura-

-I do not think there was. I think that was decided when the market

tenders came in. We found the opportunity was so favourable, and wc Sir John Mac-
satisfied ourselves so entirely that the market was likely to become donald, Sir L.

inuch less favourable, that, I think, on the receipt of the tenders, aud ir. Fleming

Sir John Macdonald and Sir Leonard Tilley, and myself, in consultation decded to accept

with the Chief Engineer, Mr. Fleming, who wrs also present, decided larger quantity.
to accept the larger quantity.

18431. It appears that no contract was accomplished with one of the
lowest tenderers, Wallace & Co.: do you remember the circumstances
connected with that matter ?-Yes; I remember the circunstances.

18432. Will you say why there was no contract ?-They declined to Wallace& Co. de-

enter into the contract. lnto contrac.

18433. They had an opportunity ?-Yes.

18434. There was no default on the part of any one acting on behalf'
Of the Government ?-They had the opportunity and refused.

18435. Were the contracts awarded to the lowest available tenders? contracts award-

-Yes, ail. The rails were obtained from the lowest tenderers. tenderers.

18436. Have you any reason to think that any Member of Parlia- N. Me'mber of
tent was benefitted, directly or indirectly, in consequence of any of a»Y otho. per-

these contracts for rails obtained by you ?-I have not the slightest. soi directlyorin-

In fact I don't know of any Me mber of Parliament that knew anyth ing ail"y doetIn"
about the negotiations except the three Members of Parliament I have cgnsequence of

named, and I am quite sure that no Member of Parliament nor any contracts.

individual benefitted in the wijghtest degree from the contracts that
Were made.

18437. There was an application made by Mr. Whitehead, who had Railway Con-
contract No. 15, to obtai n from the Government a payment out of contract No. 15.
the money which bad been retained in the shape of a drawback ?-Yes. Whitehead appli--

18438. Was the application made to you ?-Yes.

18439. Will you describe the negotiations on the *subject ?-There
*e*e no negotiations that I could call such. Very shortly after my
eitry into the Department, Mr. Whitehead applied to me to pay him
41n amnount of drawback-in fact, the drawback-to pay him the draw.
baek on his estimate, which was then to be paid. I enquired from
Mr. Trudeau what the practice was in reference to that. Mr. White.
head stated that it was of great importance for him to get an additional
8 of -money over and above his usual estimates, and Mr. Trudeau
told me that when the work was considerably advanced it was custom-

Witness asked
Trudeau what
wat4 the practiCe
or Department.

Trudeaui sald that
when contract
was considerably
advanced It wa
cuatoara toa

, a w-thework
progressed.
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contraet No. 15. ary to yield up the drawback as the work went on, if it was going on
at all satisfactorily, and that my predecessor, Mr. Mackenzie, had con-
sidered Mr. Whitehead's contract in such a position as to quite warrant

Whitehead had him in adopting that course. Ifound that Mr.Whitehead had receive I
recetved from hmi dpigta ore
Hon. A. Macken- the drawback at that date-the date at which I entered the office. It
zie in drawback had anounted to about 879,000, and of that ho had received from Mr.
S'Mr. eSe:la. Mackenzie, in some ton different payments in the way of advance of
nzie eally drawback, $70,000, so there was only about $9,000 remaining. Find-

ing that was the course adopted by my predecessor, I gave instructions
Only $9,Ooo re- he should be treated as my predecessor treated him, and as I had no

a eve'I doubt he was warranted in treating him. I therefore gave him the
89,000 drawback, as it had been given to him in the other cases.

Whitehead re- 18440. Do you mean that the amount which you gave up was only
®ion ®or van e- about 89,000 ?-I mean to say that Mr. Whitehead's first application

on his rolling -you observe the drawback that had accumulated u) to the
whiea 'fhad On date of the first estimate I was called to pay was about $79,000.
made eo H on. A. Of that there was only about $3,000 drawback on hand.Mackenzte. And the case being, as Mr. Whitehead represented, urgent,

I adopted the course of my predecessor, which had been to give
him the drawback on bis ostimates in some ton different payments,
amounting to $70,000 in all. Mr. Whitehead thon made an application
for an advance on his rolling stock of $100,000. I felt that this was a
more serious matter, and required a closer investigation, and I referred
his application to Mr. Fleming. I may say he had made, I think, the
first application for an advance to my predecessor shortly before my
entry into office-in fact shortly after the defeat of the late Govern-
ment, which, I assume, was probably the reason for its not being dealt
with. The application, however, was renewed to me, and Mr. White-
head stated to me the fact of the position in which his principal backer,
Senator McDonald, was -I think he was thon at-the point of death-
and circumstancos rendered it highly important that ho should have
that advance, and he furnished as a reason why that advance should bo
given, the enormous amount he had been obliged to invet in rolling
stock and plant. I referred the application made by Mr. Whitehead
to Mr. Flemino, and as MIr. Smith had been acting as Chief Engineer,
and had been out recently over Mr. Whitehead's work, Mr. Fleming

Marcus Smith referred the application to Mi. Marcus Smith. Mr. Smith reported
reported strongly very strongly indoed in favour of giving the $100,000 asked by Mr.ln f'avour of e' tog
lvingWhitehead Whitehead, that his work was going on very favourably, that his

the $1o0,No. arrangements for carrying it through were very good, that ho had been
obliged to go to an enormous outlay for plant, that it would assist
greatly the progress of the work, and that it could bedone with safety.

Flel" report- Mr. Fleming reported on this report of Mr. Smith's, embodying it in
reportand recon- his own, showing the character of the work, and recommended that
of 40oa0n mrt- 840,000 should bo advanced to Mr. Whitehead on a mortgage on the
gage on rolning rblling stock, which, under the contract. for the construction of section 15,s°e'k. the Government were empowered to take at a valuation on its conclusion.

The amount of expenditure for the rolling stock and plant was very large,
and on the report of Mr. Fleming and of Mr. Marcus Smith, strongly cor-

Order-n-Council roborated by him, who had made an inspection of the road, I recom-Daaeed à§urrender- iseto
ûg '$100,0O draw- mended to Council that all the drawback thon on hand, covering ail

wat had over- that Mr. Mackenzie had advanced, so as to embody it in an Order-in-
bonadvanced by Council, for it was the first one passed, I think, under whicb the draw-on. A. Macken- back was surrendered, should bc given up to the extent of $100,000.
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That involved a drawback of $11,000, and that Order-in-Council was A ce 5.
passed, covering the whole of the drawback that had been given to Mr.
Whitehead; and I also recommended, on the report of the engineers, And $40,000 on a
that he should receive an advance of $40,001) on a mortgage on the mortgage on the

rolling tock which was to become the property of the Government on rolling stock.
the completion of the work under the contract. That Order-in-Council
was passed.

18441. Do we understand that all the drawback which has been sur- Drawback sur-
rendered amounts to $100,000 ?-No; I think the drawback surrend- rener1dpt
ered up to the prebent time is $148,000; but I am niow speaking ot the
tstate of the case when Mr. Whitehead made this application.

18442. Then when the Order was passed the whole surrendered
drawback amounted to $100,000 ?-The passing of the order sur-
rendered in all 8100,000; or it gave $11,000, which made 8100,000
in all.

18443. It confirmed the previous advances?-Yes, and extended
thom. Mr. Mackenzie had given Mr. Whitehead about $70,000, and I
covered that by the order which, up to the date of its passage, covered
some $30,000 more.

18444. At that time there was a provision made for an advance in
another sha1 e, that is by taking security on his rolling stock ?-Yes.

18445. Was that advance made ?-Yes ; we advanced $40,000. I
think it was some time afterwards, but the authority to make it was
given upon the report, as I have stated.

18446. Wero there further surrenders of drawbacks after that time?
Yes; further surrenders of drawbacks, and further advances made from
t itne to time down to the period that the work was taken out of his
hands.

18447. Couild you state, in round numbers, about the amount of
'drawback wbich was surrendered after you first admintistered the
affairs of the Department ?-I think down to the period of the work
being taken out of Mr. Whitehead's hands, the drawback in il from
the first would be about 8118,000.

18448. Of that you directed or advised about $78,000 ?-Yes; there Witness directed
'a8 about $9,000 'drawback on hand when I entered the office, the about 7s0of
'Other 870,000 having been surrendered by Mr Mackenzie, from time >148,0w. (See
to time, in the usual way. question 18454.)

18449. In the arrangements or negotiations which led up to this Shortly after
nrangement for this a ivrance to surrender the drawback, did Mr. witness entered

,ackintosh take any part ?-Mr. Mackintosh called upon me somne olackintoish cau -
short time after I entered upon the duties of the office, and stated that 'd , h"i and

was the agent of Mr. Whitehead here, and spoke very strongly in the agent for
> favour as a very honest and capable contractor, and expressed the whose favo' ie

e I would do all I could to assist him in his work, which was a very spoke strongly.
*hulC1it one; and Mr. Whitehead wrote te me subsequently, in making Whitehead wrote

application, that he was obliged to leave town, and that he would to witness asking
very glad if 1 would communicate the decision of the Government cate deision Of
en arrived at, to Mr. Mackintosh. Mr. Mackintosh, as the agent of Mk toh

•'Whitebead, called, not very frequently-I think three or four times
2all--to see me in reference to his applications and his work.
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Whitehead never
received a favour,
not a penny, save
tu the public
Interest.

Of great import-
ance that pro-

resshould be
inade on this
contract.

18450. Did he take an active part in bringing about this favour to a
great extent ?-Well, I nust take exception to the use of the term
favour. Mi. Whitenead bas never received anything that I would
put in that way. It might be a favour to him, but he lias never
received a dollar of drawback or advance from me, or from the Govern-
ment, that was not made as I believed, and as the Government believed,
in the public interest. le had a very large and important work on
hand It was of the greatest possible consequence that that work should
advince as rapidly as possible, because the contractors on section
B-his contract was the key to a certain extent to the work on section
B-until a track could be laid over section 15, must be at an enor-
mous cost to put in supplies for their work, increasing inmensely
tie difficuity ofcompleting their contract. It was a matter of the greatest
importance therefore, not in the interests of Mr. Whitehead, but in the
interests of the country, to strengthen Mr. Whitehead's hands, as far
as it could safely be done, in order to give him the increased means for
prosecuting the work. The course pursued, therefore, with Mr. White-
head is the usual course pursued with contractors who are making
steady progress with their work, and that is to give them every aid
that can safely be given, for the purpose ofassisting them in the progress
of their work, as if the contractor breaks down and the work has to be
re-let, it usually involves a large expenditure over and above what
otherwise would be the case.

18451. I thought if Mr. Whitehead asked for something which ho
could not demand as a matter of right it would be a favour ?-It might
in that sense be termed a favour ; but it is not done as a favour, and at
all events in no sense of the word at the expense of the public.

Mackintosh took 18452. I do not mean that : did Mr. Mackintosh take an active
rolative et in part in regard to this advance ?-Mr. Mackintosh took no ac-
advance. tive part in relation to it at all. lie came to me, as I have

said, and spoke in friendly terms of Mr. Whitehead, said he was his
agent, and would be glad to have us do anything we could for him. I
told Mr. Mackintosh that the application would be referred to the
engineer; that Mr. Whitehead would be treated in the way the interests
of the country demanded; that so long as ho was doing his work ho
would get all the assistance possible, as every contractor would receive,
and there was nothing further than that.

Never knew there 18453. Wore yon aware, during the time that Mr. Mackintosh acted
was any relation
between ack.n- as agent for Mr. Whitehead,that he was to receive by way of compensa-
tosh and White- tion any of these amounts? I never knew there was anything of the'

a cha kind, nor did I know there was any relation between Mr. Whitehead
strictly business and Mr. Mackintosh that was not of a strictly business character. He
character informed me that he was Mr. Whitehead's agent, and when Mr. White-

head told me to communicate the decision of the Governrnent, in his
absence, to Mr. Mackintosh, I assumed he was acting as agent for him.
In faet I knew nothing of the relations between them. nor that it was
of aiy interest whatever to Mr. Mackintosh that Mr. Whitehead should
receive asAistance or favour.

$40,OO additional
advance made to 18454. You speak of a further advance, upon security, to Mr. White-

w®stIt3îîO head on his plant, besides the $4U,000: can you say what that amount
England, a consi- was ?-That advance was nade while [ was in England, aud in connec-
derable portion
ofpreviousad- tion with it, the first advance, I think, was cancelled, but I think it
yance baving bah
been refunded. brougLIL up the total amount. Mr. Whitehead had reduccd it. This-
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ýfirst advance was to be refunded in a certain ratio out of the regular Contract no. 1s,

estimates; the payments, as they became due, and a considerable por-
tion of the advance, had been thus refunded. An additional advance
was made to him, for which a mortgage was taken, which amounted in
ail, I think, to some $40,000 of additional advance. But we had, as I
have stated, the fact that the progress of the work was such as to
warrant it; that no loss would arise under the contract; that the Gov- oovernment heId
erument held land valued at some $131,000 which had been given to land val"ed at

the late Government in lieu of some $80,000ýdeposited for the fulilment
of the contract, and we had the security of the rolling stock and plant Also the securlty
which, I think, was valued at $200,000, so that there was no advance oftae rnlin
made that was not warranted by the great outlay that he.had been valued at $»20,000.
obliged to make to prosecute the work and by the condition that the
contract was in, nor anything that was not deemed necessary by the
ýGovernment to advance the work in the interests of the public. I se 9,ooo in shape of
that I was not quite correct in stating the amount in drawback paid by vancedby Mr.
my predecessor to Mr. Whitehead. The amount, I find, that had then Mackenzie.
been advanced by Mr. Mackenzie in aIl, was $79,800. I think I said
iZO,000, and a little over 89,000 remained on hand.

18455. Would the effect of this be that the amount surrendered in
your time would not be quite as great as you thought ?-The amount
surrendered in ail is about 8148,000, as I stated before; and the custom
is as the work proceeds to surrender the diawback as far as can safely
be done in the interests of the public.

18456. You remember, prohably, the circumstance of a bond being No bond given by
given to the Government by Bowie and Mackintosh at the time that a andh G V
eurrender of some of this drawback took place : do you remember whe- ernment, these
ther at that time it was considered that any substantial security should ®s"tea .sete,
be given to the Government for the payment of that drawback ?-That or hoi
is quite an erroneous impression. There was no bond given by Bowie and ply wlth the
Mackintosh to the Government. Messrs. Bowie and Mackintosh were routine ofthe
accepted as sureties for the whole contract. The circumstances were Mackenzie
these: when I had the Order-in-Council passed roviding for the pay- havi®n &eleaae4
inent of the additional 811,000-the advance of ll,OQO -to Mr. White- son, the origiuat

head, the endorsement was put on the Order-in-Council authoriz'ng the sureties

advance of this additional $11,000 over and above what lie had received
up to that time, provided that the assent of his sureties should be
obtained. The reason of that is, as you will see, that sureties might
raise a question as to thoir liability if they were not consulted as to
the surrender of the security that the Government had. It was conse-
.quently endorsed to Mr. Bain that the sureties were to give their assent,
Mr. Bain drew Mr. Whitehead's attention to the necessity of getting
the assent of his sureties. Ie then addressed a letter to me, stating
that he had no sureties, and to say that an Order-in-Council had been
Pamsed on the representation of my predecessor, accepting him and
re6leasing Sutton and Thompson as sureties. Therefore, when I found
this to be correct, that Mr. Whitehead was sole contractor, that his
Partners and their sureties had ail been released by the passage of this
Order-in-Council, and Mr. Whitehead asked me to accept Bowie
and Mackintosh as his sureties, I accepted them, and they became
sureties on his contract, to comply with the ordinary rcutine of thebepartment, which required the assent of the sureties. They gave
no bond for an particular advance. That was done upon the security
taken by the Government, and required no other security whatover.

21*
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They were simply substituted at bis request, and I had no hesitation at,
ail in accepting them as bis sureties from the simple fact that I regarded
it as a matter of form. The practice of the Department is, of course, to
look to the contract and other means of security furnished by the con-
tractor, and not to persons whose names are used as sureties ; and I
may say since that period, and in accordance with that policy of taking
substantial security instead of nominal security by the way of sureties,
an Order in-Council has been passed doing away with sureties, and pro-
viding that the security shall be 5 per cent. of the bulk surn, instead of
the old practice of nominal sureties in the names of individuals, and
not taking money security.

18457. I did not mean to convey the idea that thîis bond from Bowie
and Mackintosh was to re >ay in any way the amount of money which
was then conceded to Mr. Wvhitehead : at the time this surrender was
acceded to, they gave something in the shape of security, and I wish
to know whether, in the opinion of the Government at this time, it
vas considered necessary to take substantial security ?-The Govern-

ment had ample security. They had substantial security, and the other
was niever referred to at ail. What I mean to say is, that the impres-
sion that the bond was given by Bowie and Mackintosh for the repay-
ment of the advance by Bowie and Mackintosh was quite a misappre-
hension. No security was taken, nor was any additional security
required, because he was simply getting an advance; it was complying
with the Order-in-Council that required suretios to be obtained, and it
was ascertained by me, for the first time, Mr. Whitehead had no sure-
ties-that by the Order-in-Council that had been passed he stood sole
contractor, and on being called on to obtain the assent of bis sureties,
he wrote a letter stating these facts, and offering Bowie and
Mackintosh for the persons who had been released by the Order-
in-Council. They were not exchanged for any others, they simply-
tilled the void which I found to exist, and which I regarded as only a
matter of form, because we had, as I said before, land valued at
8 131,000 as security for the contract. And we had the plant which was on
the contract valued at (I am speaking from memory) $200,000, and the
advances, of course, were very insignificant as compared with these
sums, and the condition of the contract was such as to cause no appre-
hension as to the amount of money remaining under the contract to
complete the work.

18458. Then I understand that the Government did not at that time
consider it necessary to obtain substantial security in the shape of a
bond, but only such a document as would comply with the literal
terms of the Order-in-Cour.cil ?-Yes. The question of suffieiency of.
the security offered, therefore, or the sureties that were offered to
replace the others, did not arise.

18459. Did we correctly understand, from your evidence this morn-
ing, that there were two distinct advances secured by the property of
Mr. Whitehead, each of them $40,000, the first one being partially
repaid before the second one was made ?-Yes.

18460. About the time of this second advance, do you remember any
conversation upon the subject of the partnership ?-I was in England(
when the second advance was made. That is my impression.

18461. Do you remember about the time of the first advance ?-NO.
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18462. Was there at anv time such a conversation between Mr. Contract Neo. 15.

Whitehead and yourself?-Yes, the facts were these: As I say, while in theinterest of
Mr. Whitehead was, as we considered, carrying bis contract on vigor- t,®pbeGov
ously and successfully, we felt it was in the interest of the public ei Whlteheaaa
to strengthen bis hands as much as possible, and to give him every much as possible.

assistance in surrendering his drawback, as fast as we could with safety
and propriety, and to aid him in meeting the liability ho had incurred
in buying bis plant, by naking the adva;,re. This policy of strength-
ening his hands and giving him all poýsible assistance was carried on
down to tho time that %e regarded his management as not beinr
successful. Strikes occurred, owing to difficulty in paying his nut, ond that,
labourers. The money we gave him in his estimates we found he was ni"ue whlch
compelled to use to pay off pressing creditors. We found he was to pay his Iabour-
heavily involved in debt, that his creditors wore pressing him, and that ÎÏrwaïrdabe work
he was, therefore, unable to apply the money i eceived for the work for ";ent Lo pressing
the purpose of carrying it on. lie came to me for a faurther creditors.
advance, and I said: " No, Mr. Whitehea-l, ve have given you every When Whitehead
possible aid and assistance while we founid the work was vigorously cv,e fo h
proceeding, but it is obvions to me that you have a heavier load on must get strength
your back than you can conveniently carry, and I do not think it safe f or ome
to go on asking the Government to make further ad% ances under the partner.

circumstances. What I think you will be obliged to do will be to
either get some bank to corne to your support and strengthen vour
hands financially, or you will be compelled to get some contractor of
ability and resources to come in and sharo your contract with you. It Governnent
is impossible for the Government to become your banker. You have 'ue "be ion
got a good contract, and I will give you every assistance in my power. banker.
It is financial strength which you require. Get a bank to cone to your
aid and give yon the financial strength, without which, in my judg-
nient, it is impossible for you to carry on the work." Mr. Macdougali
came with Mr. Whitehead to sec me in relation to the matter-the
lIon. William Macdougall. I told him exactly what I had told Mr. Toid Hon. W.
Whitehead, that for ithe purpose of facilitating Mr. White- uaedougail l'ýD ~samne tblng, and
head, to get the assistance of a bank to give him the financial strength orered togive a
ho required, i would give him a statement of Mr. Whitehead's s t nt
position, which I considered a very gqod one, and one that position, which
would warrant a bank in coming to his assistance. Mr. Mac- wan wamrnt a

dougall subsequently telegraphed to me to say that if I would to bis assistance.
communicate that the Ontario Bank, with which he vas negotiating
for Mr. Whitehead, would give him the assistan2e ho required and
enable him to go on. I gave him a memorandum showing the amount
of the drawback we still held in our hands, showing the amount we had
advanced to him which at that lime was reduced by bis payments (botlh
theseadvances wer reduced to$15,000) and showing the way the accoun t
then stood we had only advanced on bis rolling stock and plant $45,000,
al the rest having been repaid, and that there was so much drawback. I on memorandum

ut W hitebead'sdon't remember now how much, but it was about $20,00of drawback thon oiion, Ontario
due him. On the representations I had made; Mr. Macdougall or Mr. eank carne to 0hs
Whitehead was able to make an arrangement with the Ontario Bank, ort]Y'aft'er
lWhich went on for a short lime, and then the bank refused to continue to refused to

sustain hilm.s!ustain him. They found, I suppose as I did, that his liabilities were too ThereuPon wIt
ressing and refused to sustain him,and Mr.Whitehead came to me again. ness again sug-
said: " The only thing you can do is to get a bank to assist you, and if Witdeha

Yon cannot do that get some able contractor with large resources to aid shnuid aet in
You in it, and you will Le able to make more out of il than in any other able contraetor.

21j*
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Centract Ne. 15. way, because this work has to be done, and if you are not able to carry
Told Whitehead it on, it is so important to have it completed in time, being as it were
noafhe ryounl<rk a key to the other works, and I have pledged myself that the rails will
with gr ater be laid by October next, that if you are not able to get assistance to
ment would have carry on the work with greater vigour we shall have to take it out of
totakeit ont of your hands." That is the only reference that I made to a partnorship,his bands. and in that I put it ho should get the assistance of a bank first, and that

I would give him ail the aid I could if ho was successful.

Never direct Ivor 18463. In any of these conversations did you direct his attention to
Indlrectly tuât-
eated any parti- any particular person or persons as suitable partners ?-I never made
euar person he the most remote allusion to Mr. Whitehead, directly or indirectly, that
hend to take in. I wished he should take any one in particular, for I had no one in

particular in view. All I wished was that he should get persons of
contracting ability and resources. I told him it was impossible for him
to carry on his work with the contractor spending bis time in Ottawa
and Toronto, and endcavouring to finance bis operations.

Far fr m leading 18464. Could you say whether you ever led Mr. Whitehead to under-
Whitehead to
helleve that Mac- stand that his interest would be advanced by the influence or assistance
k i i tosh's or of any individual, such as Mr. Mackintosh or Mr. Tuttle ?-I not only
Tuttle's Influence
would advance never did anything of the kind, but I went out of my way when I read1
lit Interet, he in the Toronto Globe newspaper that Mr. Mackintosh and Mr. Tuttletoki hlm. that if
lie was paying were receiving largesutns of money from Mr. Whitehead-I went out

nder t®e.n of my way to say to him that I saw those statements in the papere,
presion that it and if they were true he was paying away large sums of money under,%ould be of use to
him in the De. the impression that it would be of assistance to him in the Depart-
partment he was ment, he was throwing it away-that no such expenditure would be of
money away. the slightest advantage to him whatever.
H1ow the work 18465. Could you state about what time the work was taken out of
rame to be takren
ont (f White- bis hands ?-I do not remember exactly the time the work was taken
head's hands. out of bis hands, but the steps that were taken were these (we were

very reluctant to do it) : In the first place I may say that subsequent
to ibis Mr. Whitehead, probably influenced by the statements I
had made to hLim and the position in which he found himself,
madj an arrangement with Fraser & Grant at Winnipeg to become
pairtners in bis work. They came down-sent down, I think, in the
first instance, and came down for the purpose of getting the Govern-
ment to assert to the partnership that had thus been made. The first
intimation I had of such a thing as that of his forming a partnership
with these gentlemen was the communication to me that the thing had
been done-that the agreement of partnership had been signed, and
they came to the Government to get us to accept them as partners-to
consent to the creation of this partnership between Whitehead, Fraser

rtfused to assent & Grant. We were obliged to refuse, and we did refuse, and weto partnership ddi ea
hetween white. ,did it because we found it would complicate, as wo feared, the security
head, Fraser & that had been given by the late Senator McDonald or what was now thetirant fearing It
would imperîl estate of the late Senator McDonald. It was valued at 8.38,000, it was
-hesecuritygive landed security. If wo allowed the formation of a partnership underby.Senator
Macdonald. the circumstances, it might complicato this security, and we were con-

sequently obliged to refuse to ratify the agreement that had been made.
However, it fell through, the arrangement between them was broken up.

Schreiber report- Mr. Schreiber was sent up to report on the condition of the work, anded work embar-
rassed, men he reported that it was very much embarrassed, that the men were

n"i"sd," fot sufi unpaid, that Mr. Whitehead was not putting in the amount of supplies
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that would be necessary to secure the vigorous prosecution of the work contraetmo. .

during the winter. I think that must have been late last season.
Under the circumstances, we authorized Mr. Schreiber to purchase sup- Schreiber au-
plies on account of Mr. Whitehead, so that if he was able to carry on th°a.. uppouron
the contract they would be simply charged to him, but they would be accountof white-
on the ground, and thus enable us to prosecute the work vigorously if head.
the contractor broke down. The thing went on from bad to worse,
the men were unpaid, the amount coming to Mr. Whitehead was not
enough to enable him to relieve himself from such debts and obliga-
tions as were pressing upon him, and we were forced reluctantly to the Work had to be
conclusion that we were obliged to take the work into our own hands ern ent bands
in order to secure what we bad undertaken to do, and had announced In order to secure
what wewould do-the laying of the track by the lst of October-and track bylst
which was iecesiary to ensure the completion of the other sections October.

under the terms of the contract. Since that time the work has been
carried on directly under the Department, Mr. Whitehead being in Whitehead left In.
charge of all the expenditure under the contract. I could ascertain the pend1tureunder
day that was done by sending to my office for it. lt was 13st season. the contract.

18466. The time is not material ?-Well, it was last season.

18467. After taking it out of his hands, had you the use of his
inaterial and plant ?-Everything ; we took immediate charge, as we
were entitled to under the contract, of everything pertaining to it, roll-
ing stock, horses and everything pertaining to the contract, and the
supplies on hand.

18468. Are you still of opinion that this move, the taking the work
ont of his bands, was an advisable one in the public interest ?--There is
1o doubt whatever that it was absolutely necessary, to secure the objects
to which I have attached such great importance, the getting the
through line opened at the time stated in the subsequent contracts.

18469. Were these objects secured in the main ?-I have no doubt
tbey will be. I have no doubt-it is placed beyond a doubt the secur-
ing of the opening of the line at the time we bad stated or that it will
lead to that.

Taking contrict
out of White-
hea'la hands
absolutely
iecessary.]

18470. The line through from Red River was opened
sone time in October was it not ?-We had this track laid in time by
working night and day, and we were able to secure the object we aimed
at up there; but, of course, that was only a step to the greater object of
getting the whole lino opened at the time we proposed, and it was No hope of coni-
essential to that. There would have been no hope whatever of the Pletln section B

completion of the contract for section B even in our own bands, if iS had not been
We had not been able to get the track laid through to that point. laid.

18471. At the time you took charge of the .Department controlling
the railways, do you remember whether there was then a doubt as to,
the change from trestle work to embankments having been finally
adopted on this section 15 ?-No. As far as I was aware, that matter
had been disposed of. Upon taking charge of the Department I called
for a statement of the works under contract between Fort Wil-
liami and Red River, and I called for a statement of the
amountis that they were estimated to cost, and the amount
'of expenditure upon them. Finding a very large excess in
the expenditure over the estimates I asked Mr. Fleming if he

When witneu
took charge of
DepartmenL the-reicy of Chang-
Ing trmuUe for

.mbakisl.
t

had been carriett
out.

.A.ked Fleming
for explanattol
why there was so
grest an sricrease

f expenditure.
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ContraeiNo.15. could state-if ho could give me any. reason for this groat
increase of expenditure. lis reply was, that so far as section
15 was concerned he could. le was not able to explain
w'ith the data that ho then had the great increase of expenditure on
the other sections, but so far as section 15 was concerned, he could,

It had been con- because there had been an entire change in the work-that it was con-
templated t0 use templated in the first instance to use trestle-work to a very largetrestle; subse-lag
quently decided extent, and that it had subsequently been altered and decided to havato bave sflid
embaakinets. solid embankments, and that that would account for it, so that when I

entered into the Department all parties concerned, so far as I am aware,
were under the impression that change had been made. It subse-
quently became the subject of investigation, when it turned out that
the report which Mr. Fleming had made recommending that. change,
and which ho had discussed with Mr. Mackenzie, and as he supposed
with Mr. Mackenzie's approval (of which I beliove there is no doubt)
previous to his going away to England, had been assumed to be done.

lion. A. Macken- A report had been made to Council by Mr. Mackenzie with referenceto iound re to hspooe hagbtn y J3MdWlI l
oaCeunr red to this proposed change, but no action had been taken thereon ; but on

é;pecting change the wjkfrom trest e th works, o far as I have been able to ascertain, the work had been
embankment, carried on the same as if it had been duly authorized, and Mr. Fleming
aretnthe rO" was under that impression from the condition in which he found the
had been carried work, nor was it until this investigation that it was ascertained

en dilrhad that that change had never been formally authorized by the action of
authorized. the Government.

18472. fias there been a formai authority given since you have had
charge of the Department?-Yes ; since Mr. Fleming renewed bis
report, setting forth the facts on which ho recommended strongly the
change should be made, and the additional fact that, owing to the
change being supposed to have been made, the contractor had been
obliged to obtain a great amount of rolling stock and plant that would
not otherwise have been required, and the preparation had not been

The change duly made for doing the work the other way. The effect of it would be to
authorzed on cause a very considerable delay in the construction of the work if the

proposed change was not carried out as recommended, and the Govern-
ment being of the opinion that Mr. Fleming was, that the change was
greatly in the interest of the public, I reported his reconmendation to
Council, and the change was duly authorized.

18473. Then there is no longer any room for doubt ?-No longer any
room for doubt. It has been done by Order-in-Council as originally
submitted by Mr. Mackenzie to Council, but on which no action was
taken.

Contracts Nos.
SO-6s, B.C.

Pollcy of the
Govertnhent to
give assurance
that the rapd
developuient of
the cçuntry and
the speedy con-
structiton of the
Canadian Pacifie
Railway would
be carrted ont
with as much
depateh as was

®onsigtent with
the publie
resources .

18474. Would you explain the reason which led to the contracting
for work in British Columbia ?-I do not know that I quite understand
that.

18475. Was there any particular reason which made it necessary that
the works should be undertaken there at the time they were under-
taken ?-Yes. We felt that it was desirable to deal with the. whole of
the Canadian Pacifie Railway in such a way as to give assurance that
the policy of the country, of extending it as rapidly as was possible
with a due regard to the publie resources, from Lake Superior to the
Pacific, should be carried out. We found a portion of that road had been
located, and the quantities taken out with sufficient accuracy to submit
it to competition, and we stated to Parliament what our policy was,
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and that so soon as, by a survey through the Pine and Peace River Contmets ir.
,ountry, we had definitely settled the best route for the Pacific Rail- 60MO3, B.
way, we pledged ourselves to place a portion of the work under
contract, and took authority from Parliament to place 125 miles in
British Columbia. We took authority to place as much as 125 miles. We Received authori-
were not pledged to place that quantity under contract, but that we woud le®s Irtish
tommence and make substantial progress in British Columbia during Columbia under

the season or during that year. Under these circumstances, so soon as tract.
we received the report from the exploration we had sent through the Assoon as Bur-
Pine and Peace River Passes and Port Simpson, and decided to adopt decidedon con-
the line to Burrard Inlet in accordance with the pledge we had made igsf to Yale
to Parliament in the previous Session, we let the contracts from were let.
Kamloops to Yale.

18476. Are there any reasons for the adoption of the Yellow Head Railway Loca-

Pass, and the more southerly terminus beyond those which have been t'on
mnentioned in Parliament ?-No; I am not aware of any that have not much lu favour
been mentioned in Parliament. Everything has been exhaustively of Port1smatn'
stated. There were a great many things in favour of going to Port the great rain fan
Simpson in our judgmnent-of going in the northerly direction, but t Port Smpson,
there were other circumstances which induced us to decide, al[ things of route and it
considered, the most judicious location was Burrard Inlet, and the the north ofthe
principal reason that operated in our minds was the unfavourable sereine"tiounba
tharacter of the climate in the northern portion of the country-the turned the seales
great rainfall at Port Simpion, the proposed terminus-and, the BurrardInÍet.
additional fact that the entire population and settlement in British
Columbia would have been some 500 miles south of it. The line
was longer. There was a greater length of line to build, although it
would not have involved probably a greater expense-perhaps not s>
great.

Original cost of
18477. You mean no greater expense in the original construction ? north Une would

-In the original construction. not have been
greater, but the
working would

18478. It might be more expensive to work it ?-Yes; you would haeeen 11e"
have to run over an additional distance of 100 miles, and we were miles more to
disappointed in the character of the country through which the road run over.
Would run before it struck the Prairie region.

18479. ID deciding to invite tenders for the works on this portion of Tendering,

the country which you describe, was the matter discussed as to the of work an British
oxpediency of letting it by one whole contract rather than by separate Uolumbia made

contracts ? -Yes. When we decided to let the 125 miles from Kam. order to secure
OOps to Yale, the Chief Engineer was sent for to Council, and in what dî,"de ¿irfur-

rfode it was best to invite tenders was discussed, and it was, after sections.

discussion and the statemuit of the engineer, decided to divide it into
four sections. The work was considered too beavy for one contract.
It Was eonsidered from the expense involved, and considering the very
heavy character of the work, that it would be a contract so large
a8 to limit competition to very few, and that therefore it was
searcely worth while to offer it as a whole, and that one would be
likely to get the work performed at a smaller cost by dividing it into
four sections, as the competition would thereby be increased.

18480. We have gathered from the evidence and the papers pro. contract in each
duced, that in each of those cases in British Columbia the contract was ° ovweneteS
*ctually let to the lowest bidder ?-Yes, in every case. gidaer.
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18481. Were you aware of any negotiations at any time between
Mr. Onderdonk and any of those persons who obtained the award of
the contract, to the effect that he should afterwards become interested ?
-No. I had not any knowledge wbatever, nor bad I heard any inti-
mation that any kuch thing was in contemplation.

18482. Do you remember whother you wore in Ottawa at the time
these tenders were opened ?-1 think I was absent. If I remember-
rightly they wore opened by Mr. Langevin, who was acting Minister at
the time-I am not certain. No; I do not say they wore openod.

18483. Mr. Trudeau says they were opened in the presence of him-
self, Mr. Fleming and Mr. Braun, and ail put away in a package ?-
Yes. When I spoke just now 1 was not quite certain they were put
away, open or unopened, but I think they were oponed and then put
away.

18484. Did you take any part in the decision upon which the con-
tracts were awarded, or was that done by Mr. Langevin ?-No; all the
action that was taken with reference to it was taken by myself.

18485. It appears by the evidence that among the tenders were some
which were not considered regular and which were not allowed to
compote : do you remember anything of that circumstance ?-Yes, I
remenber it very well. If I remember right there were two. In one
case the tender was not accompanied by a choque. In that case it has
always been considered fatal to the tender. It is an instruction
Io those who open them that unless the tender is accompanied by si
cheque it is not to be considered at all, because, I need
searcely say, to do so would be open to a great many objections..
Thero was another case; it was set aside by the parties who were
entrusted to open these tenders as informal, and not entitled to compete
-a tender which was mailed at the post office in Ottawa, but was not
received until some hours after the time for opening the tenders.
1 submitted that question, as it was a new one, to my colleagues, and
atter full discussion we decided that it must be rejected, because we
considered it possible that the moment the hour for opening the tenders
was concluded-the moment that hour was passed-contractors spoke
freely of what their tenders had been, and that would enable a person
to correct his figures and post the tender, and thus defeat the whole
object of the tendering.

18486. It appears, as a matter of fact, that this tender whieh was
received some three bours or more after the time named for receiving
tenders, was altered in its figures, and thatwould perhaps cast still further
suspicion upon it ?-I was not aware of that until I read the evidence
taken before this Commission. The tender was never examined by me,
because upon my reporting the facts to mf colleagues, it was decided
that the tender could not be regarded as a tender.

18487. Do you mean that the decis.on to reject these tenders and
prevent their competing was made by you aler you had returnèd to
Ottawa, or had it been made by the subordinates in the Department ?-
The subordinates in the Department in giving the list of tenders did
not enter this one, but mado a note of such a tender being received,
and that, of course, brought it under my notice. While it was not put
in the list of tenders there was that note, and that was submitted to my
colleagues for the decision of the Government.
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18488. Then the question was not finally decided by the subordinates, 0-e3, B.O.

but was considered by you ?-Not at ail. It was treated by them as
informal, but treated by them in that way. They had no power to
do more than make the report as to what in their judgment was
correct.

18489. Did you make the acquaintance of Mr. Onderdonk before or Onderdonk intrn-
after the awarding of the contracts ?-I an not quite certain at what ,u anageYr*
time Mr. Onderdonk brought a letter of introduction to me from Mr. Bankofmontreal,.
Drummond. I think it was certainly after ail the tenders were in, but Net oa romg
I a m not very certain as to the day. Mr. Onderdonk brought a letter teimon r
of introduction to me from the Manager of the Bank of Montreal, at donk and stated
Ottawa, enclosing strong recommendations from the Manager, I b aisred .
think, of the Bank of Montreal in some part of the United States, and
giving a very high character to Mr. Onderdonk as a contractor, and
ample certificates from leading firms and individuals as to his ability to
execute works of that kind, and stating that $500,000 had been depo-
sited in the Bank of Montreal to bis credit, to be used as his security
for any work he might undertake. That was my introduction and
the circumstances under which I came to know Mr. Onderdonk.

18490. The tenders appear to have been opened on the 25th Noveni The letter intro-
ber; the letter from Mr. Drummond in the Blue Book appears to be n noender
the same date : as you were away from Ottawa at the opening of dated and receiv-

rd after the
the tenders that may refresh your memory ?-It must have been after tenders were
the tenders were received. It is probable I may have seen Mr.Onderdonk opened.

before he brought that letter. I could not say positively. I do not
at this moment remember.

18491. Can you say whether any negotiations between him The frst inter-
and the Goverriment were entered into before the contracts were vit Oidneroan
awarded to other parties ?-I think not. I think the first inter- was one In which
view I had with Mr. Onderdonk was an enquiry on his part as to ed"whetherthe
whether the Government would have any objections to his taking an v n e
interest in these contracts. I told him that, so far as I was concerned, his taking an
the Department was always anxious-and I had no doubt the Govern- cotracta.
ment would be, provided the lowest tenders were acted upon-to secure
the strongest and ablest contractors and persons of most means they
could have for the purpose of carrying them out, and highly recom-
mended as he was to the Government, both as a contractor and as to
resources, I should regard his naine as increasing the strength of the
contractors and satisfying the Government in the carrying out of the
contract.

18492. Did you undertstand that he was supported by largo means?
-- Yes; he gave me the names of the syndicate he represonted, and
those associated with him.

18193. Are these the same names to whom the contracts were after-
wards assigned ?-Yes, the same names, and ultimately to D. O. Mills.
In fact, I think Mr. Drummond furnished me, if I remember right, with
the names of the parties who were associated with Mr. Onderdonk.

18494. Do you understand that up to thistime, ho is still supported wit D. . Mils

by these parties ?-The contract is with D. O. Mill@. repreenting asyndicate having
large meansa.

18495. Representing the syndicate ?-Yes ; representing the syndi-
cate of those gentlemen.
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6o-6a, B.C. 18496. And the strength of that syndicate has not been weakened
since ?-The syndicate has not been weakened, so far as I know, in the
least degree.

18497. I mean by some of the parties dropping out ?-No ; not in the
slightest degree, that I know of.

Witness not 18498. Could you say whether there were any special negotiations
waeoia neia, Vith any of the original contractors-Purcell, Ryan & Goodwin, for
ons with Pur- instance, before they agreed to transfer it to Mr. Onderdonk ?-

ain before None on the part of the Governmont. All that I said to these gentle-
they agreed to men was that the Government did not want any botter con-transfer tA)
Onderdonk. tractors than they were, and all that we required them to

do was to sign the contract that had been awarded to them, and it
was ultimatoly done. When they applied to have their contract
transferred, I referred their application to Mr. Fleming for his report.

Fleming recom- He reported recommending it, and pointing out the advantages that
er, poin ngrut there would be in having the work in the hands of one contractor,

heavate provided, as appeared to be the case in this instance, the party had
workinthenns sufficient resources and means, because it disposed of ail the difficulties
o ® one contractor as to access to the works. Mr. Trutch who bad been appointed the

ent meanis. agent of my Departnent in British Columbia being hore, I sent Mr.
Fleming's report, and their application to him for his opinion, and ho
reported very strongly as to the advantage of having the work in the
hands of one contractor with sufficient resources to carry it on, and the
difficulties which were likely to arise with reference to access to those
works if it were not done. I think you will find Mr. Trutch's report
in the Blue Book; I am speaking from memory, but I have given you
my recollectious of both these reports.

No negotiations 18499.. Could you say whether there were any negotiations with A.
Donald¿C P. McDonald and others for the purpote of hastening the arrangement -

with Mr. Onderdonk ? -None that I am aware ot. They were told
what security was necessary to place in the hands of the Government,
in order to execute the contract, and of course after that was done the
contract would be executed with them.

18500. As to Kavanagh & Co., it appears from the report in the Blue
Book they were not able to put up their security at the time named
by the Government ?-Yes.

'Time granted by
the (ooverfment
to Kavanagh
with the vIew of

1850 1. What were the reasons for extending the time ?-Mr. Kavanagh
came to me and asked if I would extend the time. I said : No; I have
no power to extend the time, because it has been fixed by the Govern-
ment, but I will recommend, under the circumstances you name, a
person you may rely on, to assist you to carry it through (and whom
he named to me). I wili recommond that you have two additional days
for the purpose of making your arrangements. I made the recommein-
dation accordingly, and those two days were granted, and he subse-
quently, if I remomber right, asked for two days more. This I a'gain
referred to my colleagues, and they said if we were likely to save
$33,000 by waiting twodays we bad botter wait. I think the tender next
to Mr. Kavanagh's to which we should have had to pass, if we refused
Mr. Kavanagh's, was, if I remember, $33,000 higber than his; and
we granted the two days extension of time with the result of his
making the arrangement with Mr. Onderdonk.

18502. Was it understood by the Government during the time of
extending the poriod for putting up the deposit that if the time was
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,extended Mr. Onderdonk would be likely to get the whole of the o-6a, .C.

section ?-No; Mr. Kavanagh's was, if I remember correctly, the first No understand-
disposed of. I am not quite certain, but it appears to me that it was I,",tndhed"r®
the first one that was transferred to Mr. Onderdonk. I had no know- that onderdonk
ledge that ho intended to-I did not know whero he was going to obtain getthe whole of0
the assistance that was necessary in order to make the deposit, or what the sections.

stops lie was taking until, having received the two days, he asked to
have it transferred to Mr. Onderdonk, and Mr. Onderdonk was then
willing to enter into the contract; but the Government knew nothing
of the intention to make the transfer until we were notified in the terms
there stated, nor did I myself.

18503. In this instance the Government granted two distinct Distinction be-
extensions to Kavanagh & Co., while in the Andrews, Jones & Co.'s Andrews,Jones &
case they declined to make any positive extension : will you describe Co., and Kavar-

h'lis case. de-
the diflerence in the two cases ?-The difference appears to me to be a eds on urgency
very obvious one. In the one case there was no urgency as to time. of time.

We were anxious to place a certain amount of work under contract, but
there was no urgency as to the contract being made or the work being
entered upon; and, in the other case, I was notified by the Chief
Engineer that the loss of a few days in letting the contract was going
to involve the loss of a year in ail probability in getting the line open
from Fort William to Red River. Had there been no such urgency as
that I have n, doubt at all that Andrews, Jones & Co. would have
received quite as much consideration. They did receive in the end ail
the consideration that Mr. Kavanagh received because it was practi-
eally extended. While they were making efforts to put up their
deposit we waited from four o'clock on Saturday until six o'clock on
the Wednesday following, and during the last two days of that time,
though knowing that everything depended upon promptness, thby
were apparently unable to add to the deposit that was made on the
3rd.

18504. It does not appear that in each of these cases the parties Case of Andrews,
received precisely the same opportunity; for instance, in the case of JOhes5 & Co. and

that of Kavanaghi
Andrews, Jones & Co., there was no formai notice that the time would in no way alike.

be extended to a fixed date, while in the Kavanagh case they were
formally notified and were given time to put up security, so that they
were not treated exactly alike ?-I do not say they were treated
exaetly alike, but they were treated as nearly alike as the cir-
cumstances would warrant. The cases were not, if you will allow me
to say so, in the least degree paralle]. In the one case the ability of the
tontractor, not only to put up the deposit, but to supply the large
amaount of capital to enable him to put in supplies for the great work
Which was then roundly estimated at $4,000,000, and for which the
time was comparatively short to execute it, was the one case, and the
other was a case in which the failure of the contractor to accomplish
anything for a year would not have been, in the opinion of the Govern-
Ment, very material. A great deal depended upon securing the
prompt completion of the contract in the one case, and the declaration
before me of the engineer that the loss of a few days-and I had every
.reason to suppose if they could not promptly put up the deposit with
the notice they had, and the expectation they must have had, of the
contract coming to them, or the probability of it-if they did not put
ttP the security, there was no probability of the work being carried out
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eo-6a, s.c' by them so as to get the road opened as the Government desired. ln
the other case, we were to accept a tender $33,000 higher, or wait and
see whether the tenderer could comply with the demand to put up the
deposit, or make arrangements for a section which could be much more
easily executed and in a much shorter time than other works required
to reach it.

18505. I understand you to say that in the Kavanagh case there was
no risk to the public in granting the time asked ?- There was nàue.

Order-in-Councul 18506. While in the other it would jeopardize the public interest and
deallng wlth

estion of ex- probably delay the completion of the work ?-That is it exactly. That
tending time. is the difference, as I take it, between the two cases. I may mention

here that, feeling the invidious character of the duty as to deciding the
question of time and its extension, the Government have passed ain
Order-in-Council, which is stated te all-these contractors, that if they
fail to make their deposit within eight days from roceiving notice
that the contract bas been awarded to them, their deposit, with their
tender, is absolutely forfeited; but in all these cases there was no such
notification.

18507. There was no such rigid rule ?-It was administrative.
18508. t vas left to the circumstances of the time ?--Yes ; it was

left to the circuinstances of the time, and no time was fixed in the
specification at which the deposit with tho tender would be forfeited
if they did not comply with the specification, and put up the 5 per

Alleged Improm cent. security on the bulk of the contract.
peir laiuence. 18509. Rave yon reason to believe that any Member of Parlia-Not aware that

any Member of ment, or any official in any of the Departments, got any benefit,}>arliarnent or
public officia directly or indirectly, in consequence of any of these contracts in
receved any Bi-itisli Columbia ?-No; I have not the slightest krowledge of ar.y-
benefit directly or

endirectly In thing of the kind, nor had I any reason to suppose that any Member
con iutria of Parliament was in any way interested in the disposal of the con-

contracts. tracts to Mr. Onderdonk.
msilway voa- 18510. Is there anything further about the British Columbia works
struetien. which you wish to explain ?-I would merely say that the Govern-

The Government
In nttng On- ment decided to allow Mr. Onderdouk to become the sole contractor
deroec to under the impression, that having the command of great resourees,becorne sole con-
tractorinfiuenced and being a skilled contractor, the work would be executed in a more
by the enviction - .i * .-
that e worn satisfactory manner, and probably at much less cost to the country
would be done than it would be done if the original contractors, or several of them-
better and
heaper. whose means were not very large-had themselves undertaken the exe-

cutiôn ofthe works ; that it would be more promptly done and at proba.
bly a smaller expense to the country, because if parties undertake those
works at such a great distance, and requiring very expensive plant,
without very large resources, they very often became involved in
difficulty, and that results not only in delay but in the works ulti-
mately costing the country much more. We believe the course we pur-
aued ip the matter was eminently in every way in the interest of the
public, and, so far as I am aware, that was the sole and only reason for
inaking the present arrangement.

18o11. Is there anything further which you think it proper to add te,
the evidence upon any of the subjects upon which you have been
questioned to-day ? -I do not know of anything further that requires
to be added, but I am prepared to state on my oath, as I arn making
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these statements, that I do not believe it would be possible for the
transactions to which this investigation has been directed to have been
carried on more honestly or with a more sincere desire to look solely
to the public interest than they have been doue under the Department
of which I am the head. So far as I am concerned myseif, and
I believe so far as all my colleagues are concerned, we have simply
-desired to accomplish these works at the lowest possible cost, and in
the way most advantageous to the public interest, without the slightest
favouritism or desire to benefit any individual.

18512. Is there anything further you wish to add ?-There is nothing
further that occurs to me.

OTTAwA, Tuesday, 7th Decem ber, 1880.

ION. JAMES MACDONALD, sworn and examined: HON. J. MACDONALD

By the Chairnan:- - Allere Impre-

18513. You are a Member of the House of Commons and of the pe lule.

Ministry ?- I am.

18514. Residing in Ottawa ?-Yes.
18515. Have you had any interest in any of the transactions of the No personal

Canadian Pacifie Railway ?-Not the slightest in any form, excepting Inirec t or
the interest attaching to my position as a Member of the House of actionto<% cte
Commons and a Member of the Government. Paciac iauway.

18516. Have yon derived any personal benefitdirectly or indirectly?
-Not the slightest; not the most remote.

18517. Are you aware of any Member of Parlianent Leing Notiaware of any
pecuniarliy interested in any of them ?-1 am not. nam'"er ofr.p9î

18518. Are you aware of any persons connected with any of the oonal Ire
Departments as subordinates bPeing interested in them ?-1 arn not, In mattecon-

except with reference to Mr. Chapleau; that appeared in evidence Canadian Pacifle

before this Commission. kalway.

18519. Are you aware of any persons not 'connected with the Nor or any person
bepartments, or with the Government, receiving any pay for influence o,si(de reoetvlg

with any of the members or officials ?-I arn not. pay for luence.

18520. Do you know whethir a Mr. Shields derived advantage Contract No.4S
from any influence, which he alleged he possessed, beyond what bas }Iad no convera-
appeared in evidence here ?-Not to My knowledge. If you will per- r e ypetM.
muit me: 1 became acquainted with Mr. Shields for the first time at the ing tenders.
time the contracts were being tendered for. He was down bore, and
introduced to me, I think, at the Club, and I met him occasionally as
I meet people going in and out of the Club, but I do not recollect on
any occasion having had any conversation whatsoever with Mr. Shields
on the subject of the tenders he was making.

18521. Are you aware that any of the transactions of the Canadian No transaction
Pacifie Railway were arranged differently on account of Mr. Shields ca'naian Paie
taking some share in them than they would otherwise have been Riwa ang.
arranged ?-No; I·am not aware of any such event whatever, nor do I because o
believe it. sbleldb' actiOn.

18522. Have you at any time had any reason to believe that any
Private interest was consulted instead of the public interest in any of
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those arrangements ?-I have not. On the contrary, I believe on no
occasion was any interest consulted but that of the public. If you will
just permit me to say one word: There was some gentleman-Mr.
Close, was it not-examined before you, who said that Mr. Shields
mentioned my name in conreetion with some influence. I jist want
to say, though I do not think it of any importance, i don't think I
ever saw that gentleman. 1 am quite sure if I did sce him I would not
if I met him recollect him to-day. So that personally, so far as I am
concerned, he and 1 could have had no intercourse on this or any other
subject.

1'523. Is there anything further in connection with the Cana3ian
Pacitic Railway that you wish to explain ?-Nothing; my knowledge,
as a matter of course, came in the regular report of' the Commissioner
of Railways, and in his reports to the Executive Council.

18524. I do not wish to ask you for that information which you
derived as an Executive Councillor, 1 do not think we have a right to do
so unless you desire it ?-I merely say I had no intercourse, and I might
almost say no conversation with any person during the period at which
these contracts were in abeyance after the tenders, excepting, to be
strictly accurate-perhaps I ought to say there were one or two persons
from my own province, who were persona!ly comparative strangers to
me, and who occasionally asked me when the tenders were to be opened,
or anything of that kind; but they never had any conversation what-
ever with reference to obtaining any information which was not per-
fectly legitimate.

18525, Did you use your influence in any way in order to get them
some advantage over any other person ?-Never; I am very thankful to
you for asking that question. 1 have been particularly careful that no
such accusation could be made against me.

RICHARD FULLER's examination continued:

By the Chairnan:-
18526. Hearing that you were in town, we thonght it

call you again to explain part of your previous evidence.
stand that you are already sworn as a witness ?-Yes.

advisable to
You under-

18527. How was it that you were able to make a competing offer
witb that of Kittsoi's for the transportation of rails in the season which
you spoke of whirn giving evidence on a former occasion ?-There was
an opposition line of boats that year. The opposition was very keen,
there has been none before or since.

18528. Between what points ?-The competition was on the Red
River with the boats.

18529. In bringing the rails from Duluth westward would you be
obliged to use the Northern Pacific Railway ?-Not necessarily. There
were two ways to get to Red River.

18530. There were two competing lines of railway as well ?-Yes,
at that time.

18531. Were you aware that in any large transactions the pricOs
were very much lower that season than usual, or was there any com-
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bination by which those boats kept up the prices ?-No; the prices Contra$cVo.s.
were down that year. Ail the prices of carrying were affected by the
competition that year.

18532. Could you give any idea of the ordinary rate between
these points on the Red River, between whicli the rails had to be
carriel ?-Weil, it would be very hard to tay what the rates were, you
know, because it was governed altogether by various circumstances, I
presume, so that you could not get at it very closely. Goods and pas
herigers were carried very cheaply that year to what they were before.

18533. Then they were lower that year ?-Yes.
18534. Materially so ?-Yes.
18535. Do you remember about what was; the price-for carrying rails Rails carried

by rail between Duluth and points on the Red River ?-The rails were beande" Rui at
carried, I understand, for $50 a car load. $50 a car.

18536. And how much in the car ?-Ten tons. The railways had
very little to do that year.

18537. Was that American currency ?-Yes; it is ail American
currency.

18538. When you were examined before you said you understood Considers the
your offer to be for the long ton at the rates named in your proposal, °atn "aInss
and I gathered from what you said that you supposed the usual under- when short tont

standing was that when no mention was made the long ton was under- oa unde-
stood ?-I always looked upon a ton of rails as 2,240 lbs. every-
where, except when specially understood otherwise.

18539. Since you have given your evidence, have you made any
enquiries, as to how other people consider it?-Oh, I have made
enquiries, of course, wbat other people consider a ton.

15510. What do you find to be the general impression ?-2,240
]bs. is the custom, so far as rails are concerned, all over the con-
tinent. They are sold by the 2,240 lbs.

18541. Have you made any enquiry as to the understanding for other
purposes-1 mean transportation or handling ?-No; I do not know of
any.

18542. It is only buying and sellirig ?-I know they are sold at the
Inills for 2,240 lbs. Bar iron and such like is sold by the pound;
but I never dreamed of 2,000%bs. for a ton of railway iron.

18543. Are you still of the same opinion as you were when you gave
evidence before, that your offer was not discussed in any way with you;
that all you received was a bare notification of its having reached the
Department ?-I have seen the letter since, acknowledging the receipt
of our letter, that is all. Tþat is ail ever occurred between me and
the Department about the matter.

18514. There was no questioning what ton you referred to, whether
short or long, or any other particulars ?-Oh, no; that was the last we
heard of it.

18545. Is there anything further connected with this matter which
You wish to explain ?-No.

18546. Is there any evidence respecting the Canadian Pacific Rail-
Way which you wish to give ?-No.
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OTTAWA, Wednesday, 8th December, 1880.
D. O. MILLS, sworn and examined:

By the Chairman:-
18547. Where do you live ?-New York and San Francisco.
18548. Have you any interest in any of the transactions of the

Canadian Pacific Railway ?-Yes, Sir.
18549. What is the interest?-I am one of the syndicate formed to

carry out those contracts-to take them-to carry them out-A, B, C
and D.

18550. You mean in British Columbia ?-In British Columbia, and
as a representative of that syndicate, they are all in my name.

18551. We understand that they were assigned to you, as a repre-
sentative of this syndicate, by Mr. Onderdonk ?-Yes.

18552. Has the work progressed according to the requirements of
the contract, as far as you know ?-As far as I know.

18553. Would you describe shortly, and as far as you can conveniently,
what bas been done since the beginning, under the contracts ?-Work
was commenced immediately after the taking of the contracts, and it
bas been prosecuted with all the diligence that was practicable in that
country. The tunnels have been well attacked, some of them, two of
them at least about finished, nearly finished, and the plant is upon the
ground for the whole work, that is nearly all of it. It was found
necessary to do a great deal more in the commencement of this work
probably out there than up here, because the work had to be carried on
entirely on its own resources, as it were, in that country for machinery.
We required to procure men from a distance, and the plant had to be
more complete than any plant of the kind that I have had any know-
ledge of. For instance, we found it necessary to put in our own powder
work, and hire explosives and steam machinery for working the tunnels,
and so on. The question of supplies had to be brought thne for the
entire forces, and the work bas been commenced and laid ont so far
with a view of prosecutiag all the sections vigorously-at least to
endeavour to have them finished by the end of the time given in the
contracts.

18551. Have you seen any reason to doubt that you will fulfil the
contract as was intended ?-I think not. i is only a question of labour.

18555. Do you mean procuring the labour ?-Procuring the labour;
that is as far as we can see.

18556. Have you had experience in railway works yourself?-I
never had much experience in the construction, I have only had
experience as a proprietor, and furnishing money for building rail-
roads; but that experience has been more lor the construction of roads
that I was largely owner in.

18557. Have you had an opportunity of judging whether it is expe-
dient that large works should be carried on by one contractor or by
several contractors ?-Only, perhaps, as a matter of business judgment,
that I could bring to bear on the question.

18558. To what conclusions would that lead you?-To state the
question in my own way, perhaps it would be as well that I should
give a little statement of how this work was taken up.
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18559. If you please ?-Mr. Onderdonk, as an engineer, presented 60-63, B.o.
this work to a few of his friends, of which I was one; and having full Hlow witness and
confidence in Mr. Onderdonk as an engineer, an able worker, and iecaeagtuerest.
practical man to carry out the works, we consented to go in and form ® I these
what we called a syndicate to avoid the name of partners. We formed contracts.
a syndicate, and M1r. Onderdonk came to Canada to procure those con-
tracts-that was, to tender for them, and I facilitated Mr. Onderdonk
in the plans he had formed. Mr. Onderdonk came up here with our autho-
rity to procure these contracts. At the saine time we instructod
him that we did not think it was desirable to have one of then; that
it was very important all these contracts should go into the hands of
one party, and if that should prove impracticable, why we did not think
it was so desirable to have anything to do with the work. We conceived
this-at least our opinion of this matter was -that those sections heing
close togetier, and all of' them very heavy work, the competiLion for
labour and in other ways would be very detrimental to any individual
interest. They could all be prosecuted under one head with much A.Ithe contracts
greater economy and without competing with other people who wanted under one head
to do the same thing that you did in a small community, as it were, or with the maxi-
in a community where you bad to draw labour frion outside plhices, per- eomour.
haps at great expense to get it. When you once got it there, the oiher
contractors would be competing for that labour. All, as a matter of
course, would find difficulty in getting it on the ground. That was one The severai con-
of the points, and the question of working the different sections te tran ole %ot
advantage was another-that you could not get from one section over to advat--ge

uniese the cou-another, the location was so difficult, without having possession of the tractor had
lower onees. For instance, if you did not have possession of the lower rolnmandoftbe
ones to work on, you could not take the upper ones to advantage, or if
you had A and C, as was the case in our case in the first instance, B
and D would be, if not in harmony with you, very damaging, as we
thought. This and other arguments led us to the belief that it was
very important, whoever had one or two of those sections should have
all of them, and once getting into the project we were very anxious
then, of course, to acquire the balance.

18560. Are yo aware of any negotiations before tenders were finally Tendering
reeoived, with a view of getting tenders in for any particular object,
such as selling out to Mr. Onderdonk, or any other object different from
that of each person tendering for his own interest ?-No; I have no
knowledge of that subject. Whatever was done here Mr. Onderdonk
had it in charge, but I do not presume there was. Mr. Onderdonk
certainly came up here with independent bids entirely, which were first
submitted to us, and we agreed to them as bids to go in on account of
the syndicate.

18561. Were those tenders in the first instance, or were they bids
for contracts after somebody else had got the contracts ?-As I under-
stand, tenders for the contracts in the first instance.

18562. My question was for the purpose of ascertaining whether Aware ofno
you are aware of any offers or arrangements before the tenders were nlegrt't"tl"r
finally received by the Government for the purpose of other parties were In
making tenders apparently on their own behalf, but really on behalf
of Mr. Onderdonk or the syndicate ?-1 am not aware there was any
negotiation until after the bids had been put in, or tenders put in.

22*
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18563. Do you intend us to understand that upon the whole subject
your opinion is that the work would be more efficiently done by having
one contractor, or one firm of contractors, than having separate con-
tractors or separate firms for the different portions of the work ?-
Most decidedly, that was my opinion in the first instance, and it has
been fully confirmed by subsequent works.

18564 Has there been any change in the state of affairs since you
first became the assignee of these contracts by which the position of
the Government is in any way weakened-I mean, for instance,
whether any member of the syndicate has retired, or whether the
security is less than it was in the beginning ?-The se2urity is cer-
tainly very much larger than it was in the beginning, and the Govern-
ment must have been strengthened, because there has been a large
amount of money that bas goae into this. There is plant there-a
very much larger amount than was anticipated by the syndicate.

No rson orgro- 18565. Has there been no formal arrangement by which the Govern-
er 'y release ment has released any person or- any property ?-No, Sir.

185J6. Is there anything further which you would like to add by
way of explanation ? -1 do not know of anything, with the exception
that having taken these contracts the syndicate is fully determined to
prosecute them, and we expect rapid progress, provided labour can be
procured which we are reaching out for. Certainly there will' be no
lack of means to push the work to completion.

NICHOLSON. F. NIcHOLsoN's examination continued:
c'nder.ng-

Coî,tract No. 4%.

Telegrarn to
Morse saying that
Andrews Jones &
C'a wou k ot
take the work.

By the Chairman :-
18567. You were examined before and you understand that you are •

still under oath ?-Yes.
18568. When you were giving evidence before, you had not all the

papers present which you thought were in existence : have you
obtained possession of any since ?-Yes; I have got some telegrams.

18569. Will you produce them ? If you will, let us have them in the
order of time. Read them in the rotation or order in which they were
sent ?-This is dated Brooklyn, March lst ;

'To GEORGE D. MORSE, Toronto :
"Andrews Jones a Co. have decided they will not take the work, as they think the

time given was not enough.

(Exhibit No. 286.)

Wltness's flrm
notwlthstanding
urged them to
inke their de-
Posit.

(xgne5 Il J. N. SMITH."

18570. Do yon know whother any answer was sent by any of your
firm, or on behalf of your firm, to that telegram ?-Yes; I think there
was an answe-, but I have not got the copy.

18571. To what effect ?-Urging them to deposit their socurity.
18572. Notwithstanding this first decision, do yon mean that you

urged them to go on and make the deposit ?-Yes; that it was placing
us in an awkward position, that we have already arranged for our secu-
rity,and then at the last momept, having arranged for the other $100,000,
the time had expired.
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18573. From whom did yon learn that an answer had been sent to o
that last telegram ?-I think it is from Mr. Morse.

18574. Was there any reply received by your firm ?-Yes; I think
I have a reply. It is dated Brooklyn; March 1st, 1879:
'To G. D. MoRsE, Toronto : Smith's reply.
" Will see the parties Monday, and will telegraph what they will do."

(Exhibit No. 287.) (Signed) " J. N. SM[TH."

18575. What is the next communication that you are aware of, either
to or from J. N. Smith, or any one on his behalf?-None other from J.
N. Smith. I have got another from Mr. Marpole to myself which
probabj> bears on the same subject. It is dated Toronto, March 6th.
I have got another to J. N. Smith.

1856. What is the date of the next communication after the first,
between your firm and the NTew York branch ?-This is to J. N. Smith
from our firm, dated Toronto, March 3rd, 1879 :
"To J. N. Sui ru, 23 Nassau Street, New York, or 265 Olinton Avenue, Brooklyn: Telegram from

" Morne & Co.'s deposit made ; urge your friends to put up at once. Meet Morse & Co. toJ.
Nicholson at Ottawa Wednesday." N. Smith.

(Exhibit No. 288.)
18577. Nicholson means yourself?-That is mysolf; yes.
18578. Were you at that date, the 3rd of March, in Ottawa or in

Toronto ?-I was in Ottawa at that date.
18579. Do you know whether any answer came to that from the

New York branch of the firm ?-Not that I am aware of.
18580. What is the next communiotion on the subject between

either the New York branch and yourself, or between any members of
Your own firm ?-The next is a communication from Toronto to A. J.
Thompson, who was one of the firm.

18581. Where was he?-He was at Ottawa. This is dated March
6th, 1879 :
"To A. J. THoMPsoN, Windsar Hotel, Ottawa: Telegram from

' Imperial Bank telegraphed Tupper. Money up in the morning. I telegraphed Morse to ThompMacdougall and you same time. Do your best. son.

(Exhibit No. 2,9,) "G. D. MORSE.
1858!. Do you know whether any answer went from Ottawa to Mr

Morse on the matter ?-I think it is altogether likely there was.
18583. Have you found any copy of it ?-I have not got any copies

of it, but I am pretty well satisfied there was a reply sent.
18584. Could you say to what effect ?-Well, to the effect that every-

thing was done that could ho done here in the way of getting
'extension.

18585. That was on the 6th of March, was it ?-On the 6th; yes.
18586. Have you any other ?--I have got another dated 6th of Nîaohon, Marh

March, 1879, from Toronto: :, idbn
4
1To F. NicHoLSoN, Windsor House, Ottawa: an use O Put «P

4' the reat of theAny use in putting up money arranged for yesterday. Answer quickly. money.
" R. MA ROL E."

(Exhibit No. 290.)
22j*
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18587. What money did you understand that to refor to?-The-
balance of the $200,000.

18588. Was that the same amount that Mr. Shanly had telegraphed
about ?-That is the same amount ; yes.

18589. Was not this telegram about the third $50,000, not the fourth
and last ?-I think his was the hast. If you will look at the Blue Book,
I think you will find " balance of security arranged for."

18590. I don't think that is quite plain, the first two $50,000 deposits
were made at the Bank of Mentreal on a Saturday, although not
communicated to the Government until Monday, which would be the.
3rd ; I have understood, from what has been stated by other 'tnesses
and from the Blue Book, that on the 5th of March, Mr. Shanly teleXraphed
that Morse & Co., with whom he was associated, "will bo ready to
complete the required security and deposit to-morrow niorning," of
course allading to the 6th, " arrangements all made, but will not be
able to forward the certificate by to-night's mail. Will this be satis-
factory. Please reply. G. D. Morse ? "-Yes.

Marpole's tele- 18591. That may have been the last $50,000 or the last $100,000 ?-
Maay's arrange. I could iot say as to that, but I am quite satisfied this tilegram referred

nts tofut up to that.
moourity. 18592. To Mr. Sbanly's you mean ?-Yes.

18593. Whatever amount Mr. Shanly was arranging for you think
is the amount covered by that despatch ?-I think so; yes.

18594. So that communication was made to you on the 6th, and he
then asks if it will be any use putting it up ?-Yes.

Understood from 18595. Well from that did you understand that it had not yet been
ft.,thaao the put up on the 6th-that an arrangement had been made, but the money
moneyhadmet had not actually been deposited ? -Yes. I received a telegram the
becU put up but ta a en adta
that ana.ge- night previous, that arrangements had been made, and that they had

ent telegraphed t Sir Charles Tupper te that effect, but I cannot put my
muade to put at tlgahdt i hre uprt htefcbt1cneptM
p. hands on that telegram. I think that telegram to Mr. Thompson

would show the arrangement had been made the night previous.

18596. Do you mean us to understand that, as far as you know about
the transaction, the ability to put up the deposit on the 6th was
arranged for but actually no deposit was made ?-Well, as far as I can
understand, the arrangement was made with the bank.

18597. That they would put it up ?-That they would put it up ; but
it was too late for that evening's mail, that it would be completed the
following morning-the certificate would be forwarded to Ottawa the
next morning.

18598. Don't you know now whether, as a matter of fact, the money
had actually been deposited at all-I mean the last $100,000-or
whether it had only been arranged for ?-I could not swear whether iL
had or not, because I was at Ottawa.

18599. But would it not be part of the arrangement with your firm
to meet any engagements on account of that $100,000 that had been
provided ?-I always understood it was provided.

18600. Do you mean actually deposited in the bank in the shape of
noney ?-Ready; the arrangement was made.
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18601. Of course you see there is a difference, do you not ?-The The second
amoney was not deposited. dep¿sited.

18602. Was any deposit made on the second $100,000, as far as you
know ?-No ; there was no deposit made.

18603. But arrangements had been made, if the money was wanted,
that it would be deposited afterwards-is that what you mean ?-That
is what I mean.

18604. Then do you wish us to understand this: that, as far as the
actital facts are concerned, $100,010 had been deposited in the Bank of
Montreal, and that an arrangement had been made by which the other
4100,000 could be deposited if it was of any use, but as it was not of
use it was not actually deposited ?-I could not say whether it was
$100,000 or 8150,000 that had already been deposited.

18605. Well, as far as the deficiency, whatever it might be, is it your
.understanding that it was not actually deposited, but arrangements
were made by which it was to be deposited if required ?-Yes; I am
satisfied that was the case.

18606. Are there any other telegrams or communications in writing,
ýor anything of that kind, bearing up on this matter which you think
are material to the investigation ?- ot that I am aware of-not that I
can lay my hands' on now.

18607. Is there anything further ?--Nothing further that I can
-think of.

18608. By looking at this telegram to J. N. Smith, dated 3rd of
March, I see no name to it : by whom do you understand that it was
sent ?-G. D. Morse, or Morse & Co , I am not sure which.

MON. JOHN HENRY PoPE, sworn and examined: HoN. J. H. POPE.
By the Chairman:- Anieged impe..

per Influente.
18609. Do you reside in Ottawa ?-I do just now.
18610. You are a Member of the Government, I believe ?-Yes.
18611. Have you had any interest--pecuniary interest-in any of Nopecuniary

'the transactions of the Canadian Pacitic Railway ?-No. the®nsations
18612. Are you aware of any Member of Parliament being interested Can'adaenacnifo
any of them ?-No. aaiwa mer

186 13. Or of any officer in any of the Departments ?-No; personally :," ®"r

alm not. or any offeer f
the Departennt

18614. You mean personally you are not aware of any ?-No. hain auch an

18615. Are you aware, from any source other than the evidence
'before this Commission, of any person being interested in any of the
results of the transactions ?-No; I do not know of any. -

18616. Have you, yourself, administered at any time the affairs of
the Department of Public Works ?-Yes.

18617. During that time did you take charge of any of the matters
'Oncerning the Canadian Pacific Railway ?-I did.
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maiIway Von-
strurttou-

«eatrae Ne. 42' 18618. Could you remember which of them ?-Ryan's

nterea"d Let, west of Winnipeg, during that time-100 miles.
Dep rmentcon- from Fraser & Co. to Manning & Co. of their interost in
the transfer from 18619. As to this last transaction, do you mean the tiFraser &Co.o WcoadÎ~~1
Manning &Co. 4ing, McDonald & Shields became the sole owners of

2ae instead of the combined firm of which they had been on
-Yes.

contract was
The transfer
section B.
me that Man-
the contract
ly a portion ?

18620. So that Fraser, Grant & Pitblado, the Nova Scotia branch of
the firm, went out during the time you were administering the matter ?
-Yes.

18621. Is there any other matter of any importance ?-No; I
do not know of anything in particular attaching to the Pacific Rail-
way.

TuedervaI- 18622. At the time that this Ryan contract was let, did you under-
e.utractrk.. 4s. take to award the contract ?-After the tenders were opened I did.

18623. I bolieve in that case there was only one tender below that
of the person who got the contract ?-One.

18624. Mr. Hall's ?-I forget the person now. It was some person
in the neighbourhood of Three Rivers. I don't know.

Hall the one 18625. Do you know why Mr. Hall did not get the contract?-
tenderer lower Because ho felt himself ho could not do it, and ho wrote me a
than Ryan, de- letter.elined to take the
contract. 18626. Are we to understand that iL was entirely a voluntary act on

his part ?-Certainly.

BaIls figures o 18627. Are you aware of any arrangement by which ho obtained
o tht could some benefit for withdrawing ?-No. I know there was none. In the
the work. first place he seemed to be a man who did not know anything about

what ho was doing. It was the tender of a man who did not know
at all what he was doing. His figures were too low, and I was perfectly
satisfied ho could not do the work. He had never been anything but a
foreman. I enquired what capital ho had, and ho said ho hadn't much
-S2,000 or $3,000, or something of that kind. It was three
or four days before I could find out who ho was or where ber was.
Nobody knew anything of him, until I found out who ho was and got
him up, atter waiting about a week, and ho made up bis mind that he
could not do it. With reference to that contract there has been some

niumurs of a misconception. Reports went out there was a change in the contract
taater after first advertised-the fencing was taken out, and lhe building

advertised wore taken out and not let. It was rumoured that taking these outno as to alter ea
tive position of changed the position of the tenders, which was not the case. These

®tded. two tenders would remain the same whether they weie out or in.
18628. The relative position was not altered by the change in the

works required to be done ?-Not so far as these two tenders were con-
cerned. If you had gone a little further it would have changed, but we
had no call to look further.

18629. Ryan's would have been the lowest excepting Hall's ?-Yes.
18630. And Hall's would have been the lowest whether they were

changod or not ?-Yes.
18631. Are you aware whether Hall complained at any time of his

not getting the contract ?-No ; he never complained.
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s~trueon-
18632. As far as you know could he take the contract at any time? °>*f"***°.42

-,-Hie was quite satisfied himself ho could not. Hall qute satiafi.
take cont ract.

18633. As to the Manning & McDonald matter-that is section B,
contract 42-was the position of the Government weakened in any way
by the change in the firm ?-No. I do not know that it was. There
were some others came in as well as these going out.

18634. It was a substitution not an abandonnent of some of the The transter to
parties, was it ?-That was it. There was a man we supposed to be of dia mot weake.i
as much means or more-I forget whether there was one or more-but the firn.

Peter McLaren came in. He was not in before.

186à5. Thon, do you say the position of the Government was not
weakened in any way by this change ?-No, it was not.

18636. Was there any other matter which you remember having
controlled as acting Minister of the Deparlment?-In the Pacifie
lRailway ?

18637. In the Pacific Railway ?-No; I do not remember any other
low, particularly.

18638. Had you any part in the advance of any moneys to Mir. Contract xo. aS
Whitehead under contiact 15?-Yes.

18639. It appears that he applied for a surrender to him of some of Took a billofsale
the diawback which was held by the Govern ment ?-Yes. I don't p°ant

think ho got any of that from me, but we bought-if I remember
right-took a bill of sale of a portion of his plant. I would not like
to say positively about that without refreshing my memory, but I
think it was during that time.

18640. The Minister of Railways has explained that upon two occa- Whitehead had

Sions Mr. Whitehead got advances to the extent of $40,000 ech. and "ne oyalfi0
that at the time of the second advance, the first was partially repait1 ? bforehereceivel
-- Pretty much paid. This was not an advance, properly speaking.
It was a pur chase and a bill of sale. Plant not taken

*ecrlty, It
18641. Bu~t it was by way of security only ?-It was a regular w'asreuay sold

Sale, to the Govern-
ment.

18642. We have gathered from the evidence that it was not so much
an absolute sale as an advance upon his plant, for the reason the first
One was spoken of as being partially retuined ?--The usual way to get
an advance is to take the plant as security. I would not do that.

1643. Then did you manage only one of those advances, or more ?
'-I am inclined to think that I managed one.

18644. Your recollection is that in the case which you managed you
'rOquired a transfer-not a conditional transfer ?-Not a conditional
transfer-an absolute transfer.

18645. Do you remember whether that matter was negotiated by Mackintosh
Mr. Whitehead himself, or by Mr. Mackintosh as his agent ?-I never respeetnig
Saw Mr. Mackintosh. I only saw Mr. Whitehead. i never saw any contraet 15.
Other one respecting it. He was bere a very long time in very great
trouble. He seemed not to be much of a business man, and seemed

.ot to know what ho was coming about, but wanted an advance upon
this plant, of which ho had not a single thing to show that ho had a bit
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Contract No. 15. of plant there, only hi> own word, and, of course, I could not do it. In
the meantime his men had struck. I made him get from our officers, I
think it was sonething like 130 or 140 cars and five engines-I don't
know whether there was anything more or not.

18646. Do you know whether, in any of these matters connected with
Mr. Whitehead's transactions, Mr. Mackintosh obtained any advantage
on account of any influence which lie was supposed to possess with any
Minister or any Member ?-[ don't know anything at all about it.
Personally, I never heard any such thing from Mr. Whitehead. Mr.
Whitehead never told me that Mr. Mackintosh had anything to do with
him. I never saw Mi. Mackintosh in connection with it in any way.

18647. Then we understand you to say yon never knew from any
source that Mr. Mackintosh was expected to derive any advantage from
any influence he was supposed to possess with any Minister ?--Only
from this source-only from the evidence taken here.

h nie saeou-to 18648. But from any other source?- No ; .1 think that Mr. Mac-
M respecting dougall once spoke to me. I think Mr. Whitehead went to him.

18649. Do you mean spoke about Mr. Whitehead's intorests ?-I
think so.

18650. In what capacity do you understand that Mr. Macdougall
spoke to you about it ?-i understood that he was Mr. Whitehead's
attorney ; I did not know. I thought he was his legal adviser, but I
cannot say as to that. Mr. Whitehead was in great trouble at that time.
He was threatened by people he was owing down here, and his mon
struck above. He was in great difficulty.

Ad vanceto . 18651. Have you bad any reason, since this advance to Mr. White-
hea on the head. to think it was not in the interest of the public that it should be

public. made ?-No, I have not.

18652. Then are you stil! of the opinion that it was a proper thing
to do ?-Certainly.

18653. No unreasonable favour for him to ask ?-Well, perhaps it
was asking something that we were not obliged to do; but I think it
was what every Government should do, to assist, as far as they could
safely assist without risk, the c)ntractors. It is what I should do again
to-morrow if the contractor was in difficulties; and I was in hopes he
would be able to carry it out. I would assist him as far as he could
make us secure.

18654. Do you believe now that the public interest has not been pre-
judiced by the arrangement ?-Not the slightest.

allegcd impro-
p"r l"ti-ence.

Conairacts Nos.
41 and 42%

18655. Could you say now whether you were interested in the
contract for section A or section B, east of Red River, being acquired
by any person or persons ?-Section A or B ?

18656. I mean contract 41 and 42-the Marks & Conmee contract,
which 'was A, or the Fraser, Manning & Grant contract, which waa
section B ?-I don't think that is a nice question which you put to me:
to insinuate that in the face of my being an officer of the law and a
Member of the Government I could be interested in a contract like
that.

No Interest what. 18651. I have taken the responsibility of putting the question; you
c act®. may take the responsibility of answering it ?-Of course 1 had no
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Contracta Nos.
4 à aMd 49.

inteiest in it-could not have an interest; quite impossible I could. I Aueged Impro-
could not be a tenderer ; neither could I be interested in the slightest per*n""""°°

degree, personally, or for any one else.
18658. Now that you have answered the question, I may say this:

that noue of us had any idea, or wished to make an insinuation, to the
effect that you had an interest, but we wished to give you an oppor-
tunity of saying how it was ; we ask -uch questions after due con-
sideration, not with the intention of suggesting anything wrong, but
in the public interest, and with a desire to cover the whole ground of
Our enquiiy: are you aware whether Mr. Shields exercised any influ-
ence in obtaining either of these contracts with any Minister of the
4Crown ?-No; i don't know anything about it.

18659. Are you aware that any Member of Parliament was directly
or indirectly interested in any person obtaining these contracts ?-No;
I know nothing about it. I know nothing of that sort.

18660. Ai e you aware of any person having obtained any advantage,
-or promise of any advantage, on account of any influence which he
possessed, or said he possessed, over any Member of Parlianient or Min-
ister ?-No.

18661. ls there any other matter connected with this railway which
you wish to explain ?-No.

18662. Is there anything further which you wish to state ?-No.

Ottawa, Saturday, 9th, April 1881.

SANDFORD FLEMING, sworn and examined:

By the Chairnan:-

18663. During what peiiod were you Engineer-in-Chief of the Cana-
dian Pacifie Railway ?-From the spring of 1871 to the spring of 1880.

18664. Were you a resident of Ottawa at the time of your appoint-
I:ent ?-I was.

18665, Had you previously been in the employment of the Govern-
lnt?-I had.

18666. lI what capacity ?-1 was before, and then, Chief Engineer
Of the Intercolonial Railway.

18667. Was the appointment made by the Minister or by an
Order-in-Council ?-It was conveyed to me by the Minister of Public
Works. I think an Order-in-Council was passed, but I arn not fami-
liair with the contents ; I believe there was, but I donot remember the

fontents.

18668. Were any instructions given to you accompanying this
Oeder-in-Council concerning your work ?-No instruction other than
Verbal.

Not aware of
Shields exercis-
Ing any Influence.

Nor or any
Pl ember of Par-
lame.it or other
person obtaining
any advantage on
account f
Influence.

FLEMING.

"ruveys: 181-

Endineer-in-
Chief; Canadian
Paelic Itailway
fro!n spil ng of
1871 to sprlng of
18M0.

verawhn inst rue-

18669. What were they ?-The instructions were, generally speak- the tere nis out
ing, to carry out the terms of the Act of Union with British Columbia, ACtorUOnio
48 far as the Pacific Railway was concerned. Columbia.
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Surveys: 1871.

First to and
wbere the a rail-
way was pwscti.

anabe between
Ottawa and
Pacifie' second,
where
reet. oould be
had.

Instructions te
assume direction
of surveys and to
do the best be
eould.

James H. Rowan
next under
wituess.

18670. What did you understand that to involve ?-To find, first, if a
railway was practicable botween the seat of Government here and the
Pacifie coast, and, second, where the best route could be had. It vas
to ascertain whether the line was practicable or not. It was assuned
to be practicable when the Act incorporating British Columbia with
the Dominion of Canada was passed.

18671. Assuming that a lino could be obtained, were you instructed
in any way as to the final object of such a line-1 mean, whether it
should be a paying lino, or whether it should be only for the purpose
of connecting certain parts, irrespective of pecuniary results ?-1 had
no instructions of that kind. As far as I can recollect, my instructions
were simply to assume the direction of the surveys and do the best I
could.

18672. Had you the appointment of the persons next under you, or
were they appointed by the Government ?-The next under me were
appointed, with my knowledge, by the Government.

18673. Who was the next in command to yourself ?-First, James
lu. Rowan, who had previously been an officer of the Government, in
the Publie Works Department. He was transferred to me.

18674 Did you give him instructions from the beginning as to the
part he was to take in the matter ?- did.

18675. Do you remember what were the first principles adopted by
you for the purpose of governing operations under your contiol ?-1
would hke to explain to you (you seem to be aiming at that) the nature
of my first conncetion with the Pacifie Railway.

statement of 18676. Please do so.-In April, 1871, myofficial connection with the
einnes -r Pacific Railway project commenced. It was ut the close of the Ses-

b IR con® on sion during which an Act was passed admitting British Columbia into.
Pacife Railway. the Dominion. One condition of the union being the construction of

the Pacifie Bailwav and its commencement and completion within a
limited number of years, immediate action became necessary, and I
was asked to assume the duties of Engineer-in-Chief. My attention
had previously been directed to the question of ostablishing railway con-
nection through British territory between the Atlantic and Pacific. Ton

The public mind years before the period towhich I now refer, the press of the country had
°eupn itb the discussed the subject with power and vigour. Twenty years ago itattract-

Idenaof a trans- ed agreat deal of public attention. Some of the organsof public opinion
continental route. urged the immediate construction of a communication, while yet the

North-West Territories were under the control ot the Hudson Bay Co.
My own thoughts were turned to the question, and, as others did, I

Essayon the felt it a duty to give the public the benefit of my views. A paper of
subject Ifn 1s. mine was published in pamphlet form in April, 1f62, and it was subse-

quently published, along wi1h other documents upon the same subject,
in Sessional Paper li. 83 of the Province of Canada, for the year 1863.
I refer to this paper because it gave my then views of the grave diffi-
culties which presented themselves, and I may state that it has been
quoted by members of the Commons and Sonate alternately on each
side of polities every year since the Pacifie Railway began to be dis-
cussed. In this paper I gave expression to my views on the question
ofeommunication with the Pacifie, according to the light I had twenty
years ago. Then I had an imperfect knowledge of the intervening
country. While I advocated a continuous line of railway, I set forth
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its gigantic proportions and pointed out the enormous difficulties to be Pointed out the
overcome. Having thus early given the subject my serious considera- n to he

tion, and endeavoured to form a due appreciation of the herculean task veroome.

proposed, it cannot be surprising that I hositated when the Govern-
Ment asked me to take the Pacific Railway under my charge. I felt Hexltated, as

myself quite unequal to the duty, seeing as I did the exceptional tuneua en e
Magnitude of the service and the obstacles that stood in the way. It to adian

was only after the office of Engineer-in-Chief was pressed upon me in In charge.
the most complimentary manner possible that I was induced to accept
it. I feh that the position was one in which a professional man might
well spend himself in bis country's service, and I assumed the onerous
duities and grave responsibilities of the office, determined to make every
effort to prove the practicability of the great national project and
advance the undertaking by every means within my limited power.
With these few preliminary remarks respecting my connection with
the Pacific Railwây and my appointment by the Government in the
Spring of1871, I am prepared to answer, to the best of my recollection,
every question that may be put to me, and it will afford me great
satisfaction to furnish the Commissioners all the information I possess.

18677. Do you remember whether any general principles were witness laid

adopted by you before your operations commenced, for the purpose of pi«for'contri-
governing them in this undertaking ?-Oh, yes; I studied the matter ling work.

out very fully, and laid down certain general principles.

18678. Could you describe, shortly, the princi pies which governed the
operations?-I might not at very great length or very accurately,
because it is a very long time ago, and without refreshing my memory
I do not know that I could at this moment.

18679. You mention in a report of 1874, the adoption of leading prin-
ciples ?-Yes. i suppose these are the prineiples which I laid down for
inyself: page 10 of the official report of 174. The first annual report
0f it may be called printed for the information of Parliament, is daîted
10th of April, 187l. The principles which governed me are, I fancy,
set forth there. Yes ; at page four of my report of 1872, they are
described at some length, beginning at the second paragraph from the
top.

18680. That, as I understand it, describes the operations, but I was
asking just now as to the general principles which .would govern the
oerations-I mean whether any principles were adopted before the
Work was commenced ?-The first thing vas to gain aknowledge of the
country. The country for hundreds of miles was a perfect blank on
the map. Our attention was first directed to ascertaining what was the
topOgraphical features of that country. That country, at the two ends,
w'as wooded-densely wooded-and it had to be pierced by instrumental
ineasfurements. That was my first object, to gain a definite knowledge
of the country.

18681. Was it considered advisable at once to make instrumental
exanbinations generally ?-Under the circumstances it was. Had there
been plenty of time given to make the surveys, I could have taken an
entirely different course; but I was informed that the construction had
to begin within two years, and looking at the great distance between
oe end of the line and the other, and the almost insurmountable
obstacles that stood in the way, as I was informed by the reports of
VariOus people, it became necessary to get definite information with

First thling to
gain a kflOw-
ledgçe of the
country.

Under crCum-
stances advisabio
to begin Wlth
instrumental
surveys.
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Pal]lser and regard to that country thi ough which the lino was projected. I was
thers had said it informed by the report of Capt. Palliser that it was needless to seekwas neediess tor r

seek a line of for a line of railway in British territory through the Rocky Mountains.
the ary rough I was informed by other reports that the country between the Ottawa
tains. and the prairie region was impracticable for railway construction, and

it was generally believed by not a few that these reports were correct.
It was necessary to ascertain the facts.

18682. Do I understand you to say that at the time you commenced
the system of surveys you·had reasor., from what you had seen in the
reports of Palliser and others, to doubt whether a lino could be obtained ?
-it was facts I wanted, not opinions. I wanted to learn the facts
regarding the country.

But witness had 18683. I thought you meutione<l just now an impression being on
no doubt a Une

.couId be aad. your mind from what other people had srid or written ?-I had no
doubt myself that a line could be had, but others said that a lino could
not be had,

18684. Do you mention that to show that you had an impression on
your mind from what they had said or written ?-Of course what they
said had weight on my mind.

18685. Did it impress you that it was doubtful whether a practicable
line could be obtained ?-It rendered it more necessary to have some
way of overcoming the difficulties they had pointod ont. Thecountry
was bound to build a railway of some kind.

18686. I understand you to say that the question was not so froe
from doubt, because persons had written in the direction of putting
obstacles in the way-insurmountable obstacles apparently ?-Yes.

Very desirous of 18687. You say Capt. Palliser and others had stated that this lineVroving that afine couad be was not likely to be obtained at all : am I right in understanding
ma®e ,"ou from what you say that that made an impression on your mind ?-I
tains, thisone of could not give a decided opinion as to whether they were right or
the reasons wby
he adopte i wrong, but being of & sanguine nature, I was very hopeful they were
strumental wrong; and was very desirous of proving they were wrong.
-surveys.

18688. Is that the reason why instrumental surveys were adopted
from the beginning 7-That is one reason.

18689. Because there was some reason to doubt that a line could be
obtained ?-That was ofte reason, but the main reason was the limited
time for commencing the work.

If time bad not 18690. If the time had not been limited what plan would you have
benlimited ho

would have com- adopted ?-If the time had net been limited I would have taken an
n"cedrth entirely different course, instead of putting in explensive (because effi-

surveys. cient I thought) surveying parties to make instrumental surveys, I
would have had explorations made-a reconnaissance of the whole coun-
try before going to the expense of making instrumental surveys.

18691. Wben you make use of the word exploration now, do you
inean it to be construed as in your report of 1877: you have given there
a technical description of different examinations ?-Precisely.

18692. Then, if time had not been so short that would have been the
best system to have adopted ?-Undoubtedly that would have been the
best to adopt.

exr*,"ogy 18693. Why would that have been a better system than the other if
have saved time had not been so short ?- It would have saved a lot of money-
a e sunf been less expensive.
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18694. In what way would it have saved money ?-Because an

exploration party is very much less expensive than a surveying party.

i8695. I suppose that is only one part of the question : would tþey
have been as effective: a saving of money, unless they were equally
effective,would hardly be a gain ?-For some purposes they would not.

18696. I ask, then, whether this system would have been more mxplorati.ns
advan tageous thani the other if time had not been so short?-The s°lhan hether
explorations would have given us a general idea of the country, and it woulâ bejuati-

nould have shown us where we would have been justifed in incurrg rin-
the expense of an instrumental survey. sur vey*.

18697. Would it have been any advantage to have ascertained that
before you commenced ?-Yes ; it would have been a great adivantage.

18698. What is the disadvantage of conmencing with instrumental Exploration.

surveys ?-Well, it takes longer to perform these surveys; and explor- been made much
ations could have been made much more rapidly than instrumental more rap t-dy
surveys. ai surveys.

18699. Do you say that it takes longer to make an instrumental
survey, and that the reason yon adopted that system was that the time
was short ?-It takes longer to get over a country, but the information
when it is obtained is of a kind that is much more satisfactory.

18700. Does it not often happen, if you commence the examination sometimes an
by instrumental survey instead of an exploration in the first place, that I"tru entalyntuetlsre survey where n
the instrumental survey is ineffeetive, and is altogether lost: that it is epIoradeon nas
of no value, because you meet with obstacles that are insurmountable ? out quîîeunetea
-Sometimes it does.

18701. Do you think that, in the instances where you did commence
With instrumental surveys, a bare exploration would have been suffi-
Cient but for the short time ?-I am not sure that it would in every
case, because these explorations could only have been made by the
niatural water channels, and these water channels do not in ail cases
run in the direction we wanted to go. If you take the country north
of Lake Huron, the rivers which exploring parties meet, pass at right
angles, as a rule, to the line of the projected railway, and we could not
get the information we desired between these rivers without going to
the right or left of those water channels.

18702. Do I understand you that you could not make what you call
simple explorations from one watercourse to another, and that it was
necessary always in examining that country to use instruments, and
that, therefore, you had to adopt the more expensive system ?-Under
the circumstances of this case, I thought it better to use instruments
fromû the first.

18703. And do I still understand you correctly that you mean the In the prairie
shot tmecouintry madeno

short time was the roason why you did that ?-Yes, that is the main nasrument
reason. In the open country where you could travel in any direction- surveys in fnrat
in the prarie country-I took an entirely different course. I made no
instrumental surveys there in the first place.

18704 I have understood from what you said, and also from what
Yu have written, that the object of an exploration is to ascertain
Whether it is desirable to make afterwards an instrumental examina-
tien; you might, for instance, find by a bare exploration such obstacles
as to show that it would be unnecessary to expend money on an instru-
Mental examination : did it happen that these instrumental examina-
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tions were sometimes of no avail because obstacles were met, which
obstacles might have been discovered by a simple exploration ?-It
did.

North of Lake 18705. Do you remember .any localities ?-Yes, in various localities;
Superioraipd Ines
British Columbla more especially in the couintry north of Lake Superior, and in British
some instrument- Columbia.
al surveys of no
avail, because oh- D
staes which 18706. Do you think those obstacles could have been discovered by
exploration a bare exploration? -No; not all of them. Some of thom might, butwould have dis-eovered were en- not all of them. It would have been impossible to have found ail the
countered. obstacles that were met at various points by bare explorations. I
In some cases should mention that we carried on explorations too, while the surveys
exploration went
on contempor- were going on. They were not simply instrumental surveys; we had
aneously with explorations ahead of the surveys to discover what obstacles might be

rveys.ea met with.
18707. Was that.a good plan: was it likely to save disappointment ?

-- Of course.
18708. Was it adopted in all cases ?-In nearly all, if not in all.
18709. If it was adopted in all cases to prevent disappointment

from instrumental surveys, how was it that disappointments did occur ?
-That is easily explained. The whole of the country, from the Lake
of the Woods, is a dense forest, except those portions covered by water.
It is not like the forests in this part of Canada ; it is very like an Indian
jungle, and you are groping in the dark, I may say, in that country.
There are no clearances and no roads. The only way in which you
could get definite information is to make instrumental surveys.

18710. That is what I understood a former witness to give as a
reason why instrumental surveys were conducted, as in consequenco of
the height of the trees it was difficult to see the surrounding country ?
-Yes; when a survey was going on very well and everything satis-
factory, the explorer ahead of the party would come on some obstacle
that would render it necessary for them to go back.

Some portions of 18711. I understood you to say that bare exploration could not have
countruntal taken place entirely by itself; it would have to be connected with an
survey would be instrumental survey near at hand ?-Tiiere are some portions of theindispensable. country on a line of 3,000 miles, of which it vould be necessary, under

any circumstances,to make an instrumental survey; in fact, it would be
in the interest of economy to make an instrumental survey-I refer
particularly to the country between the source of the Ottawa and the
Michipicoton. That country had nover been traversed by white men
that I know of. It was about as little known as the North Polo is.

18712. Of course those instrumental surveys, as well as others, were
much more expensive than a bare exploration ?-In that particular
section 1 don't know that it would be very much more expensive.
You would have to pack in your provisions, and the great expense of
the surveys was carrying in provisions on men'*s backs

18713. Would not the party who had to be provided with food for
an instrumental survey be much larger ?-Yes; but the information
obtained would have been far less satisfactory.

Instrumental
surveyg always
more expensive
thanexploratory

18714. But speaking in the first place about the expense: the instru-
mental survey, as a matter of fact, is invariably more expensive than a
bare exploration ?-Yes.
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18715. Sometimes very much more, and sometimes a little more ?

-Yes.
18716. And I understand that these more expensive examinations Instrumental

were made because you thought that the time was so limited that less ""Y® ma®
,expensive ones could not be made with advantage ?-That was the so umited.
general reason; but in some cases, as I have alreadv stated, it would
have been indispensable to make an instrumental survey.

18717. Have you ever male any calculation as to the diffe, ence in the
expense of a survey as it would have been if tine had not been an
object, and as it was actually accomplished where time was an object ?
-1 do not now remember. A large amount of money could have been
saved undoubtedly if time had been no object, particularly in British
Columbia.

18718. Had there been mueh information afforded by tho litera- Palliser'sexa-
ture upon the subject, as to the country north of Lake Superior, opaia rgaen
01 was it only of British Columbia and the western portions of the Une
that Capt. Palliser and others had been writing ?-It was in the
prairie region that his examinations wero made.

18719. Mr. iRowan mÉentions in lus evidence that in May, 1871, he instructedWas 3 k bo~I ~Rttan liook adwas instructed by you to see what had been written upon the subject al ,o oas er
and to prepare a report upon it ; atd that he spent a month at it and reports writtenontecountrylurnished you with a report which was substantially adopted - do you ad to report
'emember whether that was suggesting the system of surveys, or if resuits.
not, what was the main subjeet of that report?-I do not remember
that report at ail. I do not say there was no such report, but I do
nlot remember it. I instructed Mr. Rowan to gather together ail books
and reports that had been written on the country, and toread them and
to draw my attention to anything special 8o that I might read it myself,
for I could not spare time to read the whole. I was then very much
ongaged in connection with the Intercolonial Railway, as I have
alreadv stated, ar d I need hardly tell you that it was necessary for me
to work every hour in the day-sometimes seventeen and eighteen
hours a day.

18720. My object in asking this is to know whether he communicated
any information that might have been useful in a system of surveys,
and whether it was used or not?-I do not doubt that he did; but
I do not remember. If I had the report before me I might say.

18721. I think he had charge of several surveys ?-He had charge of
the surveys to the north of Lake Superior; .from the Ottawa to
Manitoba indeed.

18722. I wish, by my question, to ascertain whether it was in conse-
q4ence of his report, derived from those books and reports, that you
adopted the system of surveys which was adopted ?-I could not answer
that; I really could not say.

18723. About how much time was occupied exclusively, or almost
exclusively, by the survey before contracts were let and the work was
bOgun ?-The first contracts, I think, were for the telegraph. That
wa% in 1874.

18724. Then a period of about three years was occupied almost
'cluaively or quite exclusively, in examinations ?-Yes ; that is due
b the change of Government very much.

Three Years Oce-
m ionsbefore
first contract let.
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The fact that
work not started
earlier due t_
change of Gov-
erunent.

Responsibility of
expenditure
thrown on
witness.

William Wallace,
paymaster.

George Watt,
Ê1%master for

a olumbia.

Watt supplled
wtth $50,00 at a
time.

Witness nomin-
ally accountable
for ail sums.

18725. The fact of three years being taken for surveys ?-Yes;
there was a Company formed to carry out the railway under the
presidency of Sir Htigh Allan. That company did not go on.

18726. What did you say was due to the change of Government?-
The fact that the work was not started sooner.

187 27. I was not asking that: I was asking simply the fact how long
a time was occupied exclusively with tie surveys ?-Sone three years.

18728. Do you say now that the change of Government explains
why work was not begun earlier ?-It is a long time ago, anid I do not
remember, but I have no doubt the work was at some points far enough
advanced to admit of construction at an earlier date.

18729. Do you remember the system that was adopted about the
expendliture connected with the road in the beginning, and did you
take any part in it ?-I do. Unfortunately I had too much to do with
it. The responsibility of making the expenditure was thrown upon
me. I had to account to the Government for every farthing of expen-
diture up to a certain period, and I was supplied with largo sui-s of
money to be paid out, anl, of course, accounted for. I employed a
gentleman whom I considered in every way competent, Mr. William
Wallace, to assume the duty of paymaster and commissariat officer,
and depended largely upon him. Up to a certain period ho performed
his duties with great industry, and, I believe, efficiency, but he thought
ho would run f1r a constituency, and was returned a Member of Par-
liament and left his duties on very short notice, very much to my
disappointment and, I may say, disgust.

18730. Please explain generally the system which was adopted at
the beginning?-I think I would like to send for the documents them-
selves; they would explain all.

18731. Very well, we will return to that at another timo ?-Here i a
case: there was a gentleman named George Watt, appointed paymaster
for the district of British Columbia. Here is a letter I find addressed to
him. There are other letters in this bok (referring to a letter-book
which witness held in his hand) that I cannot at this moment lay my
hands on. He was sent out there to disburse moneys in connection
with the survey, and was supplied with funds, $50,00o or other large
sums at a time, and he was specially instructed how to account for
them.

18732. Was he sent and instructed by you ?-Be was sent and
instructed jointly by me and the Auditor-Gieneral, if my recollection is
correct, and I think it is.

18733. Thon the money for this expenditure would not be placed in
your control alone ?-Yes, it was. It was charged to me. I was
nominally accountable for this money.

18734. Please understand I am not asking for any particular trans-
action under this system, I only wish to know the general features of
it ?-In all my ovidence I speak subject to correction. My memory
may not b very clear on the point. I am giving it to you as it appears
to me at the moment you ask the question. Here is a letter which I
may read-I hardly know what is in it-a letter addressed to the
Auditor.General, showing, I have no doubt, a desire on my part to have
the accounts so that they would pass the audit.
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18735. Will youdescribe, shortly, the system by which you controlled At frut large

the ependiture connected with the railway from the beginning?- sum Put wit
Yes. The system changed from time to time. At the beginning, as I the Bank of
have already mentioned, large sums were put to my credit in the Bank !"n®pa1 awh bc
of Montreal on my requisition ; sums of perhaps $50,000 at a time. I ofmnial cheque to

paid these sums away by what yo may cadl officiai choques, to the the paymasters.

paymasters, who were held responsibie for the payments and the
accuracy of the accounts. These paymasters were, of course,
responsible to me. They were instructed with regard to their duties.
I place my hand on a letter to George Watt, dated 12th of June, the
paymaster appointed to attend to payments in British Columbia, which
will, perhaps, explain the system. I will read it if you desire

" GORGE WATT, Esq., Letter to George

"Sm,-You have been appointed to take charge of ail matters connected with the W nt oforming
Commiesariat Department of the Canadian Pacifie Railway Survey in Britieh pointment.
Columbia. The engineers in charge will confer with you respecting the procuring
and forwarding of ail camp equipment and supplies, and it will be your duty to see
that prompt attention is giveu to every requisition made by them necessary to push-
ing on the work Dlaced in their hands, to a successful issue.

" While fuît efficiency in every service is desired, you wilI exercise such control as
may be consistent with strict economy. You will account fully for ail expenditure
to me, returning regularly to me complete vouchers for the same. Ail accounts and
vouchers will undergo the strictest audit in the Government Departmentshere. You
wili be supplied with my officiai cheques from time to time for al] moneys required.
These cheques, by arrangements with the banks, will be made payable at Victoria or
New Westminster. Yo will be good enough to send monthly accounts to this office
with vouchera for payments made. Owing to the great distance and the liability of
papers to go astray, it is advisable that you shoull take duplicate receipts in each Chieques to
case, one to be mailed to this office with monthly acceunts, the other to be kept by amount of $8,000
yourself until required. I enclose with this ch.ques payable to your order as follows:- endorsed.
" No. 45, $2,000: No. 46, $2,000; No. 47, $4,000.

"I am, &c ,
"SANDFORD FLEMING."

Then, similar letters were sent to the banks-to Mr. Drunimond, Of Drummond in-
the Bank of Montreal-to open necessary credits in the bank in British "tructed tooen

Coltumbia. There were conferences with Mr. Langton as to the system. ln the Bank of
There is a letter which need not be read, but which may be appended, British Coltimaba.

if it is desired, to Mr. Langton, dated June 2drd, and another letter
dated June 24th, 1871.

18736. These letters, I understand, are ail in accordance with the
system you have described ?-They are ail explanatory of the system.
There is another letter to George Watt, dated August 18th; another to
William Wallace, dated September 4th, and so on.

18737. I think I undorstood you to say that you did not remember
having formed any opinion or estimate as to the extra expense which
was occasioned by the shortness of time, and which involved, conse-
quently in some cases instrumental surveys instead of explorations?-
t do not remember having made such an estimate.

Did not make an
etimate as to
extra expense
occasioned by the
adoption et ln-
strumentai
Inetead of explor-
atery surveya.

18738. Are you able to give any opinion now on the subject ?-No;
I am not.

18739. Have you formed any opinion whether the whole work of the rhere were cassa
surveys, which would include ail the examinations ofevery kind prepa- °fexravagaloid
ratory te actual construction, was done at as reasonable expense as witnems's control.
inight be expected considering the number of persons employed in the
Service ?-Weil, I am aware of cases of extravagance, but these were
eOntirely boyond my control. Everything was doue, as far as I am con-
<erned, with the strictest regard to economy, and I do not know a thing

23*
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that would have been done differently with the light we had at the
moment, because I know many things that would not have been done
had I at the time known as much as I do now.

Rome think that 18740. For the present I am not asking with a view of ascertaining
"eeoufmyn may® whother any particular person or persons were to blame; but I am

working for speaking about the general result of ail the whole surveys, whether,Oovernment. for instance, if they had been done for a private company, and the same
înumber of persons had been employed in the service, il would, in your
opinion, 'have been less expensive or much less expensive for
the Government?-Well, some people seem to think that eccnomy may
be disregarded when they are working for the Government. I do fnot
know that they are. I know that some do not think so-that they
believe one should act in every respect for the Government as they
vould for a private individual or company, but some think differently,
and I have no doubt some such mon were employed on the survey. I
cannot mention nanes.

18741. I am not asking for names, but speaking of the general
result of a large work which took somo years, whether, as
an engineer, you have formed any opinion as to this main question:
was that work less or more expensive than it would have been
to a private company solecting their own men only with a view to pecu-
niary results ?-It would have made a vast difference if it had been
done for a private company instead of the Government.

Work would have 18742. Do I understand you to say that the work was done at a much
1heen (louie forgrae
Very mach elss greater cost than would have been the case if it had been done for a
far a private private company ?-In my opinion it would have been done for very
company. much less for a company.

18743. To what do you attribute that greater cost ?-To various
things.

Men were not 18744. Would you please explain them?-Men often had to bc
Ioanyseir®mrit employed who were not too efficient, The different sections of the
but sometimeson country had to be considored in making the appointments. The men
i»gnaticonst- weie not employed solely on their merits. Different nationalities and
deratlons. different creeds had to be consulted in making appointments under

every administration that I have served.

Tpies 'ore 18745. Do these remarks apply only to the ordinary labourers or to
esectiany to the persons on the staff ?-To all, more especially those on the staff.

Appointments 18746. .olv were these appointments made on the staff ?-The
neariy alwRyn ut

®ade by Minis- appointments were in some cases nominally made by me, but always
ter or Govern- by the Minister or Government-at least nearly always.
ient..

18747. Do you mean that in the majority of cases the appointments
initiated with the Government or with some officer of the Government,
such as the Minister?-If you speak of a particular year I could
answer better.

18748. I am not able Io speak of any particular year, I am only
speaking of a system ?-Then I must speak of a particular year.

1)Infculty in the 18749. Take any yaar you like ?-I will take the first year. The
Il rot year Ini
gettlng a SUffl- difficulty the first year was getting a sufficient number of skilled men.
Ment number of The country was thon in a prosperous state. The Intercolonial Rail-
skilled men. way was going on, and the greater number of engineers with whom I

was acquainted were employed, and it was a difficult matter to get
competent mon that I knew-that I had a personal knowledge of-to
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undertake the survey. Others were recommended by Members of patroge•
Parliament and others, men whom I never heard of before, and these eomne by® ',
mon were employed. Memrao Par-

18750. Aftersuch persons came underyour control as the chief officer, go" "n
had you the power to continue them or remove them as you thought
best in the interest of the public ?-I suppose I could have assumed the
power. I must explain I never had any written instructions with regard
to the survey from any Government. I have conferred with the Minis-
ter of the day in all matters, but I never had any written instructions;
but what these conferences were it is impossible for me to rememiber
now.

18751. Do you remember broadly whether or not you did assume 10 Generally feit
suspend or remove thoe gentlemen from their offices, for inefficiency, tio s as
for instance ?-I generally felt that those persons employed through cal reasons had
political influence had to be kept at their work unless for something t*b*k*p on
notoriously wrong, and in such cases I would consult with the Minister
as to removing them.

18752. But if it was only a question of not doing sufficient work for
the pay-only a question of expense to the country-would you not
have considered that sufficient ground for removal ?-The circumstances
vere such that I had no chance. They got instructions from me; they
left and remained in the wilderness for a season, or more than a season,
and I had no means of ascertaining whether they did their work well
or inefflciently until they returned. I couldjudge from results whether
they did their work well or not-not always.

18753. I understand you have reached the conclusion that, on
the whole, the work was much more expensive, because of persons
being employed from political or party influences?-That the work
could have been done much more cheaply for a private company.

18754. You have reached that conclusion as to the whole service-
did you reach that conclusion from year to year as to the works of par-
ticular years ?-It was the same throughout.

18755. Then, at the end of each year, you would be of the same Attheandofeaeli
year feit that the

impression as to that year's work that you are now as to the whole; work for that
that is to say, it was much more expensive because it was done by the ýeaed hav

Government ?-I think so; the question has never been put to me before. cheaper for a
privatecompany.

18756. Having been of that opinion at the end of each year, did yOU Never ealled the
draw the attention of any Minister to the subject, that the work was Mintter's attenr
ceosting the country more on account of that particular kind of patron-
age?-I do not know that I did. I know that the patronage had to be
respected.

18757. You made no remonstrance and no report on the subject ?-1 Cannot recollect
do not say that I did not; I may have done so. I cannot recollect. havongstmaeany

18758. You do not recollect that you did ?-I do not recollect that
did; 1 do not recollect that I did not. The question has never been

Put go directly to me before. Certainly no Minister or Member of the
(overnment ever asked me the question that I recollect of.

18759. Do you remember whether there was any difference of
OPinion between you and any persons who had this patronage in their
rower, as to the employment of any particular individuals at any time;

aM not asking for the names of any individuals, if there are any ?-I
234*
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ERfecta or
patroaea-.' dare say there was. I do not recollect any particular instance now, but

I have no doubt of it.
- 18760. No doubt of what ?-No doubt of the fact that I was asked to
instruct mon to do work whom I thought were not able to do it.

18761. My question is intended to ascertain whother there was any
expressed difference between you and the Minister at any time on the
subject ?-I do not think there ever was any reduced to writing.

Appointnents 18762. But was there ever any expressed opinion ?-I bave no doubt
miade every year. wa ;Tdnoistce
If wetnes report. there was expressed; I do not remember any particular instance. Thé
ed against a man appointments wore made every year, and if I knew of any particular
M lu Jter would
generaIy sub- objection to a man, I would state it to the Minister, and in that case
itltute another. the Minister would substitute some other name.
Jnone case n 1  18763. Can you recollect any instance where a person wvas put on
e"aneoln h "i the staff, or in any situation upon this railway, contrary to your

recommendation opinion expressed to the Minister, or any one who bad the power to
to the contrary. put him there ?-Yes, I could name one; but I would rather not be

pressed to give the name.

18764. For the present I arm not asking any name, but I want to
record the fact ; you say you remember such instances: couid you, with.
out directing attention to the individual, name the character in which
ho was employed ?-That would be pointing to him, and I should prefer
not to.

18765. Was that before the appointment was made, Lefore the ser-
vice was done by the individual to whom yon allude ?-Yos; when the
name was suggested.

18766. Did it turn out that ho was not so efficient as you would have
liked ?-Yes; frequently.

18767. Then, in that particular instance, you think the public interest
suffered, becauso the Minister refused to adopt your expressed opinion
on the subject ?-Weil, 1 may have expressed no opinion, bocauso these
mon wore strangers to me.

18768. I have been asking whother you had any difference of opinion,
and expressed it, to the person who haid the patronage ?-Yes, cer-
tainly; but thore are many instances in which men were employed in
responsible positions, whom I knew nothing of, and who turned out to
be inefficient men.

18769. I gather from your ovidence now, that upon the whole ques-
tion, you think the public interest suffers by having persons employed
on this sort of work under the patronage of Ministers, or persons who
occupy a place in a political party ?-Weil, if they are appointed re-
gardless of their merits it is so.

18770. Don't you mean that they are appointed regardiess of their
merits ?-Some persons may be appointed by Ministers who are mori-
torious, and the result is very satisfactory.

18771. You mean, if they are as good as if they had been selected by
a private company, it is no matter whether they are employed by the
Government or not?- Yes; even if done by a private Company the
work was of such magnitude it might have been difficulit to have got all
the staff sufficiently up to the work, and in seome cases inefficient mon
might have been employed.
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18772. There is no object in avoiding the question; I wish to get Pa ng'e.

your opinion on this point: whether you believe, fron your experience "hdio"intture>t
in the management of the Canadian Pacifie Railway, that the public Sas suffered in
interest bas suffered on account of the patronage boing in the hands of ai i1g;
a political party from time to time ?.-No doubt of it. In te handix of apartypolitical party.

18773. What would be the remedy for that, in your opinion, or have
you any to suggest ?-l do not know that there is any remedy. One
of the greatest difficulties I had was the question of patronage, and
securing as good mon as possible. It was not easy to get inefficient
nen weeded out when once appointed.

18774. I think I understood you to say that one of the first objects The Route and
in commencing the surveys was to ascertain whether there could be goertaing
any practicable line formed through the country from the system of Govermanent.
railways in the eastern provinces to the Pacifie Ocean ?-Yes.

18775. In addition to that, were you given to urderstand that any
particular policy had to be pursued with regard to the selection of any
particular lino-I mean any Government policy ?-No, I think not;
I do not remember of any.

18776. I wish to explain to you bore that we do not propose to
enquire into the expediency of any policy adopted by the Governnent; Polley to get the
but having first ascertained what the policy was-any pronounced t and e eares
policy-we wish to enquire into the manner in which that policy has
been carried out by the Chief Engineer and others connected with the
railwayý; in speaking of a policy, I wish you to bear that in mind ?
-The policy from first to last, as far as I knew or understood it, was
to get the best and cheapest line-the line that would serve the publie
interest best.

18777. That is still not definite ; it may be impossible to give a defi-
nite answer, but it is my duty to press you further about that. You Ponlcies grew as
say the best and cheapest, and best in the public interest. I wish you work went on.
to say what you were informed the Government considered would be
the best in the public interest-what the object of the line should be,
Whether for pocuniary results at some future time, or only to fulfil the
agreement with British Columbia, or open up the interior of the coun-
try and furnish communication with other continents, or whether
therewas' any main policy to govern you as engineer in selecting the
route ?-At the first there was no policy laid down. I do not think
there was any policy. Policies grew as the work went on.

18778. Could you state now what the first policy was that was indi-
cated to you on the part of the Government, as one that ought to Pociles of vart.
goivern your action ?-I am not sure that I can at the moment. If I ua amns r-
could I would be most happy to do it, but I could not at the first resuits of the
oUtgo. I think the policies of the several administrations were based I,"formamin
very much on the results of the information that came in from time to from time to

Umne.timae.tme

18779. I assume (but I may not be correct) that your selection of
the route was sometimes in consequence of some policy of the Govern-
rnent; if not, then it was a purely engineering question for your own
deci8sion : how was that ?-Well, I do not remember a case in which
the Policy of the Government varied very much from my own views
util recently, where the policy of une Government was to have the
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line in one certain place, and tLo policy of this (the succeeding)
Government to reverse that.

18780. I do not know that you and I agree about the meaning of the
word policy. What I mean by the word policy is a governing
principle, not the selection of a particular place, but a principle which
will rule all the actions of the engineer ?-I laid down certain
governing principles in my reports; they will speak for themselves. I
am not aware that the Government by Minute of Council or in any
other way confirmed my own views, but they acted on them neverthe.
less. They adopted my recommendations.

18781. In order that we may pursue this enquiry, constitutionally,
I want to separate your action, which was the action of a portion of a
Department, from the action of the Government as a whole, which I
am not trying to enquire into : if your action was controlled by the
Governnent, I want to know it, if it was not, then we may enquire
into your reasons?-I wish to explain I have nothing to conceal; I
wish to answer your question if you have a case in your mind.

18782. I have no case in my mind, I am only endeavouring to get
the facts. i want to know what the facts were : whether or not
vou were directed, on the part of the Government, to pursue any parti-
cular policy or obtain any object in selecting the route ?-As far as I
remember I received no special instructions from any Government on
the subject.

-18783. Then, do you consider that the selection of a route,, when-
ever any selection was made, was made upon engineering principles ?
-Not invariably, but generally.

18784. Can you tell me the first instance in which you varied from
that ?-I can tell you one instance, it may not have been the first.,
where my views differed from the policy of the Government. It was in
the location of the second 100 miles west of Red River. I thought
it was a great mistake on the part of the Government to adopt the
>econd 100 miles. I thought it was not in the public interest, but
I was overruled.

18785. Do you mean the second 100 miles which was con tracted
for by McTavish & Bowie ?-Yes; I mention that as one instance that
occurs to me at the moment.

18786. That may help us to see where you differed ?-Tbat is one of
the most recent cases and it is fresh in my mind.

18787. Can you state in what respect you differed from the Govern-
ment on that subject ?-My views are given in a report which is
printed with other papers.

18788. But can you describe them shortly to me for the purpose of
clucidation ?-On engineering and on general grounds as well.

18789. Do y ou allude to the expense of crossing some of those rivers
at the west end of the section ?-I do; and the adoption unnecessarily of
extremely heavy grades.

18790. It was not making the road as nearly a first-class road as you
intended it should be as a whole ?-Looking to the future I considered
it a very great mistake; al[ the settlements in the west would bu
damaged to a certain degree by introducing heavy gradients and con-
sequently involving heavy cost of transportation for all time to come.
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18791. In that instance were you led to understand that the Gov-
ernment considered it better for the publie interest that the engineering
features should be so far overruled that the lino should go.there for
some other advantage, not an engineering advantage ?-Well, I under-
stood that seulement was advancing in that particular direction, and
settlers were very anxious to have the railway, and the Government
was naturallydesirous of meeting their views.

18792. Then you were informed that, irrthis particular case, they
adopted that route in deference to the governing policy of settlement?

-Yes.
18793. That was comparatively late in the history of the Canadian

Pacific Railway ?-Quite lately; within tifteen months, I suppose.

18794. Do you remernber a much earlier instance than that, where
your operatiens were ceontrolled by the Covernment policy ?-I do not
remember any just now.

ieurveys-
uRute-govern.
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18795. I think you said that portions of the lino were ready for con-
struction much earlier than they were contracted for; or, at ail events,
sornewhat earlier ?-1 may have been mistaken as to thal. I said I
supposed there were some portions.

18976. I was referring to the period occupied by surveys ?-. have
nlot spoken very positively about it.

18797. Do you wish now to say anything on that subject ?--No; I
have nothing to say.

18798. I was asking only about that period, and I was not sure
whether you wished to say anything more about it : do you remember
What part of the lino was first ready ?-I am not very sure, after reflec-
tion, whether there was much, because we were even in advance of the
location of the line, in some portions, with the construction of the tele-
graph.

18799. Is it not a matter of fact that those portions which were first
Ut under contract were not quite ready, and in those cases damages
ad to be paid to the contractors, because they were not ready ?-In

somne sections.
18800. Were they in sections 13 and 14?-Yes.
18801. The first was section 5 ?-As I said more than once, I may

lot be strictly correct; my memory is not clear, and I could not say
Without looking up the documents.

18802. I was not sure whether I omitted something that required
ePlanation ?-If a list of questions had been prepared, I might have
refreshed my memory.

18803. I am only returning to it now because something might haverefreshed your memory ?-1 may have been mistaken in that state-Ment.

Some spetions
early put under
contract not
ready for the con.
tractors who were
pald damages ln
consequence.

18804. I am not sure whether I got a distinct answer from you as to if witness had
Your power to dismiss persons who did not prove satisfactory to you- the power or dis.
Wbether you had the power alone, or whethor it was necessary to used sparingiy,
Z ort it to the Department, and allow the Minister to interfere ?- 1nkue'e .wtel
. el, if I had the power, it was used very sparingly, knowing the appointed.

uences that appointed mon.
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Meute-govern-
log poney. 18805. Could you, from recollection, say what portion of the whole
nera ute line was first adopted as likely to bc the one actually put under coi-

Superor to struction ?-Well, I refer to my report to get information ; that is, it is
practlclly adopt given there. I may mention that the general route of the lino from
ed in 1s7. Lake Superior to the Rocky Mountains, was practically adopted in the

year 1872, that is, from the northern bend of Lake Superior to tbe
Yellow Head Pass. This side of the first-mentioned point and beyond
the second it has only been recently adopted.

in ls l catioun 18806. Dealing with that particular link in the chain for the presonto,
e. ®ei"""a -were there any governing points established as early as that in your
was made with mind ?-Just let me enquire. In the year 1874, it appears from my
ma'teonnection report of 18;7, page 9, that the location survey of the Pembina
with such rail- w~prinwsed frcn
way8 as should Branch was made, and, of course, that portion was ready for con-
come into exist- strution.
ance south of the
boundary uine. 18807. That was located with a view of connecting with the system

of railways south of the boundary lino, was it not ?-With a view of
ultimately connecting, but there %was no systei south of the boundary
lino at that time.

18808. There was no railway actually in existence south of the lino
with which it could connect ut that time ?-No ; not for some time
afterwards-not for some years afterwards.

First contract for 18809. In faet that led to your not carrying it all the way to the
Brana boundary lino, in your' first contract, as I understand ?-Yes; the firs
terminated north contract for the Pembina Branch torminated six miles north of the
lnutte b"ax . boundary line. Of course we did not know at what point it would con-

nect with the line that was expected to run south of the boundary lino.

18810. What was the principal object of that partieular portion of
the lino known as the Pembina Branch-the main object of that lino:
it was a branch in fact, it was not a part of the main lino ?-The main
object was to connect with the United States system of railways ulti-
mately.

Immediateobject 18811. And to assist in the present settlement of the country, I
et this brandli to
facilitate setti- suppose ?-Yes. We knew it would take many years to complote the
ment. lino and make it ready for trafflc between Lake Superior and Manitoba

through Canada, and this was to anticipate it.

18812. That Pembina Branch of wlhich we now speak was only
located at that time, I think, to a point south of Winnipeg on the east
side of the river ?-Yes; it was located to a point some miles north of
the boundary, six townships-one township south of Winnipeg, I
believe.

winnipeg a very 18813. Was serving Winnipeg one of the main objects of that branch ?
amat rpegardea -I do not think Winnipeg was regarded at all, because Winnipeg was
whenline located. a very small place-only a more village.

18814. But it was a distributing point?-Tt was the Hludson Bay
Co.'s fort.

18815. We are speaking now of the time you located the line, 1875 ?
-It was a very small place even then.

18816. You say you did not locate it north of Winnipeg even ut that
time, but you had devised it as far north as Selkirk, so it would appear
that Winnipeg was quite as far north as the terminus of this branch?
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-If you remember you will come to the same conclusion as I do on

flurveys-
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log poiecy.

that. The Pembina Branch was divided into three sections, the Pembla
Barauchsouthern, the central and the northern. The first contracta were for divdedintothr#,

the southern and central sections, which sections brought it within sections, the
eight miles of Winnipeg. The northern section was from that point tO andnorrig
Selkirk. The service of

Winnlpeg as a
18817. I am speaking now of the portion of the lino or branch which distributing point

was pretty well settled in your mind as likely to bA built, and I think objetsini locat-
you have mentioned the South Pembina Branch : I am asking whether ing south branch.

'the service of Winnipeg, as a distributing point, was not one of the
main objects of the branch ?-I do not doubt it at ail.

18818. In locating any other portion of the line, was Winnipeg, or
the service of that locality, any object at ail in the settlement of the
lino to be adopted ?-The branch or the main lino ?

18819. Either of them, besides this particular branch ?-I considored
Winnipeg of importance, but not of sufficient importance to twist the
main lino out of its particular course to reach it. Winnipeg has grown
immensely since those days.

Winnipeg nlot
considered of
ufIeent Imper-

tane to turn
the main une ot
of its course.

18820. Then at that time the south part of the Pembina Branch was
pretty well settled upon ?-It was, in fact, fixed, except the immediate
termini near the boundary lino and near Winnipeg itself.

18821. Do you remember which was the next position of the line
that was adopted as the one that would probably be located and
worked ?-Ready for worx or adopted ?

18822. Ready to be put under contract for instance, or finally in 1875, location
settled upon ?-In the following year, according to the report which I suerIkk and Liv-
hold in my hand, the location surveys between Selkirk and Livingstone ig5tstle com-
were completod.

18823. That is in 1875 ?-Yes.
18824. Selkirk and Livingstone ?-Yes.
18825. Was that by the route north of Lake Manitoba ?-A route by Route )y the

the Narrows of Lake Manitoba. **rr°ws.

18826. Before that had there been a route adopted, or considered
likely to be adopted, to the south of Lake Manitoba ?-There was a
toute projected. I projected a route myself in 1872, south of Lake
Manitoba, but we found, as I considered, a better and shorter route by
the Narrows.

18827. The selection of this northern route in preference to the
southern route was an engineering question, was it not ?-It was, at
first, an engineering question, and the engineering aspect of the ques-
tion was thought of sufficient importance to justify its adoption by the
Government.

18828. I mean your selection of it was from engineering reasons,
and Dot from any Government policy ?-Not from any Government
Policy.

18829. What were your reasons for preferring that to the southern
lino ?-Because it was shorter and better.

18830. It was shorter ?-Yes.

Route by Nar-
rows selecwe mn
accordance with
engineerg r nul

considerations.
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